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CHAPTER I 
IWI.'ROPUC'l'IOJ~ 
Statam!nt of the Problem 
This study. concluded bl the school year 1961 .. 62, was 
made to determine how well the health services that were 
available to the sohools of the Stookto:n Unified School 
District met the xleads of the ohild:nu1 attending those 
schools. 
lt was a further purpose of this study to obtain 
answers to the following questions: (l) What health services 
were available to the schools of the Stockton Unified School 
District? (2) How did the health services that were 
available to the schools oompll\re with accepted standards, as 
approved by recognized authorities in the fields of public 
health and public school health? (J) How well were the 
available school health services understood by the teachers 
and adminiat~·ators of the local school system? (4) What 
improvements or extensions or the prese:nt school health 
services W$N indiea.ted by the findings of this study? 
Impqrts>Me of the Stud,y 
Because the efficient and effective education of a 
child is so directly deperHial'l.t upon his physical. mental and 
emotionl!l.l health, it was of vital importance to the Stockton 
Unified School District that the procedures for meeting the 
health ne.eds of its students be constantly and critically 
evaluated. 
Methods and Procedures 
The extent and scope of the health services offered 
by the local schools were determined by a series of 
structured ir1terviews with Dr. Jack J. Williams, Chief 
Health Officer of the San Joaquin Local Health District 
(referred t.o in this paper as the Doctor), and with Stockton 
Unified School District personnel as follows: Charles 
Trowbridge, Consultant in Health, Physical Education and 
Hecreation {referred to hereafter as the Consultant); 
Roger M. v. Walton, Director of Special Education (referred 
to hereafter as the Director) and Michael Garrigan, 
Co-ordinator of Athletics (hereafter referred to as the 
Co-ordinator). 
Questionnaires were developed and sent to all 
school principals of both elementary and secondary schools 
in the school district seeking information relative to the 
details of the health services and the problems of 
administering the program, A companion questionnaire 
asking about the details of the health services and 
inquiring about the effects of the health services on the 
students was developed and sent to a representative 
sampling of elementary school teachers and to all 
secondary teachers of physical education and health 
courses. 
Nature of the School District 
Stockton Unified School District was organized on 
the 6-3-J-2 plan. ~he elementary schools had classes ranging 
from the kindergarten through the sixth grade, the junior 
high schools had grades seven through,nine, the senior high 
schools grades ten through twelve 1 and the junior college 
grades thirteen and fourteen. 
Schneider Vocational High School was a special kind 
of school for students in grades nine th1•ough twelve whose 
needs were not adequately met by the programs in the regular 
high schools. One segment of the students consisted of 
those who were employed but were under the age of eighteen, 
and were therefore required by law to attend school a 
minimum of four hours a week. If such a student lost his 
job, the law then required him to attend school full time 
and he was permitted to remain in this school rather than 
be transferred to another high school, Another group cf 
students were those who needed a more individualized type of 
program than was available to them in the larger high 
schools, Adults who could attend day classes and who wanted 
to obtain their high school diplomas composed another part 
of the student body. Many other students were enrolled in 
various types of' vocational classes such as cosmetology, 
bus ineas mz;,oh:l.nes • typing .and shorthand. 
The attendance ~~rea of the Stockton Unified School 
District included the entire area within the city limits as 
well as a small area outside the:se boundaries. 
4 
,,eeording to san Diego £W Sehpol§ Hesearon Depa.rt-
mW Reporu .llf.2., J..i, revised January lS, 1962, the Stockton 
Unified School District was the ninth largest school district 
in the state of C•'llifornia., with a.a enrollment slightly in 
excess of Jl,OOO. According to this study, the twenty 
largest school districts in the state had a median assessed 
valuation of $13,8:31 per unit of ~•verage daily attenda.ru)e. 
Stockton ranked eighteenth among these school districts with 
only $8,183 i:rl assessed valuation pex- unit of attendance, 
which was 40.8 percent below the median. These statistics 
would indiaate that Stockton was a relatively poor school 
district. 
Stockton had a large number of people of various 
minority groups. According to information obtained from the 
Stockton City Planning Commission, 8.$ percent of the city's 
population was negro and 7.4 percent was composed of other 
non-caucasian races, with the remaining 84.1 percent of the 
people being classed as lfhite. 'l'hese n~tional or raoia,l 
groups had a tendency to concentrate in eertaill seritions of 
the city with others of their kind. This helped them to 
preserve parts of their otm culture but retarded their 
assimilation into the greater group of the citizenry. Suoh 
of diet, &mlit<l.t ion, s;cnore.l oltwrJlinEws or medio~l care. 
Proof of this wall!! found in the st~tbtios that in 1950 theN~ 
were 4).7 deaths from tube1•culoll1tt per 1,000 t'lllsidents in 
Sa:n Joaquin Gounty «~,s o~;~mpared with a n&tiond l!l;V!IIN-Igfl (Jf 
1,5.2 p&v l,ooo inhabitants.l 
'l'hllf bound.ariefl of the San Joaquin toed Health 
l.H.sta-tct were the same (U$ the eouud~1·buz or Sf~n JcHkqain 
County. About ter1 pe:reent of henlth district funds wel"e 
~rived from a tate Md t'ederal ~>~llocutions. Somo fflles were 
char·ged for oopiu of vHal st~:~tistios :l'lllcords and for m1lk 
1n~>~ot1ou, but the health <U.striot wa-s 'badotllly financed 
by t'lllli!60U or their legal right to l~vy a special tax not. to 
exceed fitteelt cents Pfill" $100 of the! auul'Jed VHlue.U•Im of 
all real a~d r~rsonml property in the oou:nty. 
'!'he S~~m Joll.Q.Ubl t.ooal Health District was uni(lue in 
that it was n separate gov~H·nmental bOdy and not ~limply OI!e 
dA!partment of the county gov&l'lliiiM:mt tl& was the OSJ!le with 
every othe1• heal tli district in California. 
Th~) healt.h district w.ns governed by a Board ot• 
--·------
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Trustees of seven members; one appointed by each of the city 
councils of Stockton, Lodi, Tracy, Manteca, Ripon and 
Escalon and one member appointed by the San .roaquin County 
Board of Supervisors to :represent the unincorporated area 
of the county. Ee.ch member serves for a term of four years 
but the terms were stliJggered so a.s to provide continuity of 
management, This board employed a chief health officer and 
other personnel upon his recommendation. The board set 
policies for the health district ana approved the annual 
budget. This governing body was organized with one of the 
members selected as president e.nd another as secretary. 
De f..1.!:,li t i01L<2.L1'erms Us!ll1 
In this thesis, the following terms are used within 
the nwanings given below: 
Health has been defined as •. • • that qual1 ty of 
physical. emotional and mental well-being which enables one 
to live effectively and erijoyably.H2 As used in this 
thesis, health includes mental and emotional balance as 
we 11 as freedom from pain and disease, 
The Pyblic Health Program includes all of society's 
organized efforts to deal with the problems of disea.se 
prevention, life extension and. the promotion of well-being,) 
2c, L, Anderson, School Health Practices (St. Louis: 
~i'he G. V. llosby Company, 1956), p. 36. 
3Ibid., p. 37. 
1 
The §ghool Hea:j..th Progral\1, as used in this study, 
means the ;prepared course of lc10tion taken by the sohool in 
the interest of the neaHh or the school child and the school 
personnel. U includes health seH'Vioes, health instruction 
and healthful school living.4 Inar::nnuch as this thesis is 
limited to the health services aspect of the school helllth 
program, no analysls will be rilade of th<; health oul'riculum 
or the enviro.nm~mtal aspects of the total school health 
program. 
Schoo;}. I-l~al th ServiS<es are the procedures 
estlllblished: (l) to appraise the health ste.tus of pupils 
and school persom1el, ( 2) to counsel pupils • pH.l"ents and 
others concerning the appraisal findings, (,)) to encourage 
the correction of r·emediable defects, (4) to atH>il.'lt im the 
i®nUfication and education of handicapped children and 
(5) to p1•ovide emergency service for injury or sudder• 
llliokn.ess.5 
I;lf,lalth lipvraisa;L is the process of dettimlliniug the 
total health status of the child through uuoh means as 
health histories, teacher and nurse observations, scl~eening 
testa and medical. dental and ps;yohological exuininationil. 6 
41.l:!M. • p. 36. 
5National Education Assoo:l.ation, Sg!:lool Health 
Services: A report of the Joint Com.mittea on Health Problems 
i:n gdueation of' the National Bduca.tion A;;sociation and the 
American Medical Association (t~aahirtgton D, C,, 1953), p. ,5. 
6 Ibid.. • p. 7. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
It was the purpose of this chapter to summarize the 
most recent publications related to the area of this study. 
In considering the problems of evaluation, it was logical to 
delineate the field to be covered. In this connection, 
Elizabeth Avery says: 
If the major Objectives of school health 
services are recognized as health maintenance 
and health improvement, attention s.hould be 
given, not only to the control of com-
municable disease and emergency care, but 
also to adequate health examinations, health 
counseling, and the correction of remediable 
defects,l. 
The Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education 
Of the National Education Association and the American Medical 
Assoc1ation2 published a report in 1956 that contains many 
recommendations covering the scope and organization of a 
good school health services program. 
lElizabeth Avery 1 "Health in the Elementary School", 
f.'wenty Ninth Yearbogk Q! the Na.tionaJ, Elementary Prinoiya.l, 
National Education Association, Vol. XXX, No. 1 (Washington, 
D. C., 1950), p. 102. 
2National Education Association, Suggested School 
Health PoHcies, A report of the Joint Committee on Health 
Problems in Education of the National Education Association 
and the American l'ledical Association, Third Edition 
(Washington, D. C., 1956),pp. 1-JJ, 
According to this report, school health service 
policies should be stated in written form and all school 
personnel active in these services should be made familiar 
with approved procedures. 
These experts advised that a cumulative health 
record be kept for each student and that this record should 
follow him throughout his educational career. To quote: 
In order to meet the educational and health 
needs of children and youth, it is necessary 
to secure and record essential information 
concerning their physical, mental and emotional 
condition, present and past.3 
9 
According to their statement, the observations by teachers 
who understand child growth and development and who know the 
characteristics of health are vitally important and should be 
recorded in this health record, The statement was made that 
such observations were often more meaningful than an oc-
casional medical examination by a physician,4 
This committee recommended that the simpler screening 
tests be conducted by teachers; such as weighing and 
measuring and the use of the Snellen Chart for vision 
testing, but that the audiometer be used only by specially 
trained personnel. All screening test results should be 
recorded in the cumulative health record and should be 
referred to frequently by the teacher ar<d other health 
3Ibid., p. 15. 
4.!l211!. 
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services personnel. When such tests disclose health problems, 
there needs to be effective follow-up procedures to assure 
that proper steps are being taken to remedy the defects. If 
parents cannot obtain the proper treatment, then the school 
is .obliged to see that this care is made available from other 
sou~.~,,,s. ltlhen parents can afford the treatment necessary and 
are c:~1llfully negligent in doing so. it is the obligatio?! of 
the school to report the case to the appropriate child 
welfare agency,5 
'rhis report indicated that dental decay was the most 
common defect among school children, Schools were urged to 
encourage children to visit thei;r dentist at least once a 
year as a matter of regular practice, The dentist could 
then decide when more frequent visits were necessary. 
School dental inspections should be made at school by a 
dentist or a dental technician,6 
It was recommended by this group that whenever 
emotional difficulties or mental illnesses were involved, 
medical supervision and psychiatric consultation were 
essential. Whatever the nature of a health problem that 
had been identified in a child, the school was under 
obligation to convey this information to the parents; 
preferably by means of a conference with the teacher and/or 
the nurse. 7 
5Ibid., pp, 16-21. 
7Ibid. 
6Ibiq,, P• 18. 
l1 
This bulletinS contained a number of additional items 
that should be included in any good school health services 
program: 
1. Every school should have a planned written program 
for the care of emergency illnesses or injuries so that 
teachers will be able to take the proper action without dela~ 
2. Those who are charged with the administering of 
first aid to the students should be adequately trained. 
J, First aid supplies and equipment should be 
strategically located and readily available at all times. 
4. There should be a definite written plan of action 
to be followed in the event a child appears to have a 
contagion. 
5. There should be an effective immunization program 
that is thoroughly understood by both parents and students. 
6. It is important to have definite policies 
governing the return to school of children who have been 
absent because or illness. 
7. Certain information relating to every student 
should be at hand in the school office such as the home 
phone number, the name and phone number of the family 
physician, the name and phone number of a relative or close 
friend who can be called in an emergency when the parents 
cannot be contacted and a signed statement from the parent 
8Ibid,, pp, 1-24. 
12 
or guardian giving permission to the school to take certain 
stated actions in the event of serious accident or illness 
if the parents cannot be located. 
8. Special educational programs must be developed 
to meet the needs of children with severe health problems. 
9. Adaptations should. be made in the regular class-
room, whenever possible, to meet the special health needs 
of the students. 
10. Special classes or, at least, special periods 
should be provided. for pupils who need lip reading or 
speech correction. 
11. Provision should be made for the regular 
il'lstruction of hospitalized children and those who are 
home-bound. because of physical disabilities. 
12. Special classes for handicapped children should 
be under the direction of specially trained teachers. 
1::';. Health examinations should be made by the 
family physician or dentist. 
'I'he National Council of Chief State Health 
Offioers9 issued a booklet in 1951 dealing with the school 
health services that should be provided and suggesting ways 
in which state and local officials could most effectively 
9National Council of Chief State Health Officers, 
Responsibilities .Qf. State Department§. £.t Education agd 
Health t2.t School Heayth Services {Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1951 , pp. 15-36. 
13 
work together to meet these needs. This booklet emphasized 
that educators and health experts both had contributions to 
make in planning and operating a health services program for 
school children. A further factor that must be coneidered 
in planning such a program is that • because of heredity and 
environment, the school health program must be based oa 
community condi tiona and must use community resources to be 
fully effective. 'l'he report contained this statement: 
School health services should be jointly 
planned by departments of education and 
health with representatives of the health and 
education professions, voluntary agemc:l.es, and 
other groups that have a continuing interest 
in the health of school age children. 
A most important factor in a successful 
school health program is the co-operative 
leadership by both educational and health 
administrators and their mutual interest in 
achieving their common goals. 
This document stated that, in addition to the vital 
teacher observations of a student's health, it was 
important that he have periodical medical examinations. As 
a minimum, a child should have such a check-up before 
entering school, upon teacher or nurse referral thereafter 
and when a pupil transfers into a school without bringing 
a medical or health record with him. Arrangements should 
be made by the school for examinations of all pupils who 
cannot have it done at their own expense.lO 
10!bid,., p. 18. 
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Another :recommendation was that, when a health 
problem is discovered in a pupil, a conference should be 
held with the parents or guardians as soon as possible. At 
this conference, a plan of action to get needed treatment 
for the pupil should be agreed upol'l and the nurse should plan 
a follow-up home visit to assure that the plan has been put 
into action. School health personnel should know what 
services are available free to children from low income 
families and should make arrsngements to get such help 
when necessary,ll 
The authors of this booklet urged that the school 
create, cl.md maintain a cumulative health record for each 
pupil that should contain all significant health information, 
whether discovered at school or elsewhere. This record 
should be accessible for use by teachers; health service 
and guidance personnel.12 
It was further stated in this study that it was 
the responsibility of the school to make such adjustments 
in its curriculum and facilities as were necessary in 
order to meet the needs of the pupils with physical, mental 
or emotional health problems. It was considered to be the 
responsibility of school health personnel to interpret the 
health needs of such pupils to the school authorities and to 
help plan any desirable adjustments in curriculum or servioes.l:3 
llibid., pp. 22·23. 
13Ibid., pp. 35~37. 
12Ibid., pp. 20-21. 
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According to this g1•oup, every school sho\xld h<lVe 
planned, written policies for emergency care which should be 
clearly understood by all school personnel. These policies 
should be approved by the board of education, the health 
department and the medical and denta.l societies, In case of 
an emergency, the school was responsible for giving necessary 
immediate care until the parents could take the responsibility 
or until the physician was available. 'rhe progra.m of 
emergency care should include policies for all a.spects o:f 
injuries or illnesses that are lil{ely to occur to children 
at school. One of the most important items was considered 
to be the ready availability of an adequate number of people 
trained in the administration of first aid 1~ho knew the 
proper techniques of caring for children who became suddenly 
ill or were injured while at school,l4 
It was considered essential by the authors of this 
publication that the school should have specific directions 
for reaching the parents without undue delay and, in the 
event the parents could not be contacted·, written permission 
to take certain action in cases o:f emergency. The school 
should have the telephone number of the family physician and 
the telepl'lone number of the hospital of the parent • s choice }.5 
There should be plans for transporting pupils home or 
to a source of medical attention. The school should also be 
14~ .• pp. 27-29. l51Q!Q., pp, 28-29. 
prepared to guide the par•ents to emergency treatment 
facilities lqhen this is necessary.l6 
First aid kits should be strategically located and 
properly stocked with ample supplies,17 
16 
Parents should be encouraged to use the local im-
munization p1•ogram for the protection of their children; to 
get their booster doses after the proper time;, intervals. 
School authorities have the responsibility to protect 
children at school from exposure to communicable disease by 
isolating any child ~1ho appears to ha.ve a contagion and by 
proper supervision of adequate regulations governing tile 
return to school of children who have been absent from 
illness.l8 
School officials were reminded of their responsibility 
to protect the health of students by employing and retaining 
only physically and mentally healthy employees, both 
oertifica.ted and non-certificated. An ctdequate plan of 
sick leave and vac!il.tions with pay should be provided so that 
school employees will not be tempted to be on the job when 
they are ill and thus pass on their infections to the pupils ,19 
In the final chapter of this publication, the 
authors made this comment: 
It is the responsibility of the school 
administration to see that the school health 
services are arranged for and maintained at 
a satiefactory performance level. 
16Ibid,, p. 29 
lSrbid,, pp. 30-31. 
17~. 
19Ibid., pp, 33-)4. 
It is also the responsibility of the 
health administration to see that school 
health services, which are a part of the 
community health progr·am, are provided at 
a continuing and satisfactory level. The 
inspection and review of these services, as 
measured by the developed standards, under 
present day cond.itions must be the function 
of that agency which is capabl~l of meeting 
the objective,20 
The American Public Health Association has offered 
some suggestions for health services in secondary schools. 
According to this publication, there should be a school 
health council to formulate policies and to establish 
17 
procedures. The membership of such a council should 
include representatives of all groups in the community that 
are actively interested in school healtn.21 
~'his article also questions the value of periodical 
medical examinations and su,:,gests that better resulia:, for 
the expense involved, could be obtained from an initial 
examination a.t the time of first enrollment in school with 
subsequent medical checks on the basis of referrals by the 
teacher or the nurse. 1'hey further recommended that 
participants in interscholastic athletic competition be 
examined before the beginning of the season, whenever there 
is unuoual appearance or behavior ancl at the end of the 
20.lli!l. , PP. 4 3-44. 
21American Journal of f~blic !~!!h Jearbook 1 "Sug-
gested :itandards for Health ::>ervices in Secondary Schools" 1 
Vol. 42, No • .5 (New 'York City, JViay 19.52), p. 11>2. 
18 
vision screening tests be ;sive:n a.nnu<.tlly Dnd. thl<t there be 
an erfedtive follc~!-up policy on those students who hlilVE~ a, 
loss of aural or viswo1l acuity, as sho•m through the, l"Elsults 
of' such tests, 23 
In th~~ vory special and. important field. of emergency 
conference on physicim:J.s and schools, adopted sever•al 
recommendations. They wanted t:<ll school &Hlcidents recorded 
and a:naly~:ed to see if there W~S>re preventive mef,sures that 
should be taken. 'I'he conf~n·ence <J,lso urged that ev&ry school 
district h1we written specific procedures to be folla~Ied in 
cases of emer£~enay illness or <:tocident. All school 
per&ormel actually u,dministering first ~lid should be 
:t'equired to h~we adequate training in the proper techxliques. 
Whenever ~' child becomes ill or is injured at school, the 
paronts sh01,1ld be notified al:l soon as possible.24 
programs ht1ve been established by the United ~1tates Office 
of Education, S:puce and npp!iU'atus should be sui table for 
the a,ge group being served.. Physical education activities 
23Ibid., pp. 114-145. 
24call.fo!"nia f~edioal Assooiation, First Confereno~ 
£Li Ph;y:.ie:l.~i:t:.§. ~:.nd .2.£hooli!, :-:tcr. F:ranoisoo, Cal1i'ornia, 195 , 
pp. 55-Sb.""" 
should be carried on under safe an(l heal thf'ul conditions 
~md the tec:.ch<H'S should be tr;dned to observe ct1ildr!lm 
daily for signs of physice.l defects or commuxlicable 
disease,25 
19 
In a:n arti<Jl.e in the ,;Iourns,l of' School Health, some 
sttmdara.s ~1e:re putl~sl1ed :regarding the proper use of the 
school nurse's th\(~. C<Chi!J author thought it proper to have 
the nurse assist the teacher in preparinE.~ the students for 
screening te!ilts. H wes the opinion of this authority 
thet the nurse's time would be more eff<wtively used in 
oourls&ling wi.th teachers end parEmts and witl"l ma.kiP.g home 
visits a.::ld follow-ups on studer,ts who hove been l~ererred 
to their p!H'<mtn for treatment of some health problem. 
J,coording to this article, it ~M,s permissible for the 
nurse to rnakf:l talks to classes, but that more good 1vould. ,, 
be accomplbhed if she were used as a rt1source person to 
help teachers uwiEn.~st;;md heelth pl'ohlElmS and pl'ooeldures 
and to aid ln planning health units for prese:mtation in 
the olassrooms.26 
On the subject of what to evr;luate, the Amerio>>.n 
Association of ::lcl!ool Adm1nistvatora, .in the il"' 't'NIHltie tlr 
------
2Sibid., pp. 22~23. 
26vwry B. Happaport, 11 Go*operation of the Nurse ruad 
'I'I;!Mher in tM Health Progre.m in Small CommunHios1r, 'l'tle 
JourfaJ. Q£ <lohoo} H~ftlJih, Vol. XXVII, No. 2f (l•'ebr•uary, 19.57), 
pp. +8-·52. 
Yeal'bool{, had this to say: 
Information on the numbex• of children 
receiving medical examhwtions or even the 
number with various defects or other health 
needs is not sufficient. Evaluation should 
relate directly to the stand of the program, 
and should indicate the extent to which 
objectives are being atte.ined. It should 
measure the contribution of the program to 
the teachers' understanding of their pupils, 
the effectiveness of procedures e.imed at 
helping children to obtain needed treatment, 
the extent to which modified educational 
progr~mu:; have been made available to 
children~ with special health problems, and 
the degree to which the program is 
contributj.ng to pup1ls 1 health education,27 
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'.ro support his contention that the exact measurement 
of a hee<.lth services program is a. difficult process ru1d 
that the results would be hard to d.efend., Anderson says: 
Very few things in this Hfe can be 
proved. The best we usually can d.o is to 
present evidence. This should be lmpt in 
mind es s guide in the selection and use 
of any evalua.tion instrument beca.use the 
instrument i.s rner<"lY a device for obtaining 
evidemce. 28 
He further commented that, ideally; a scale should 
measure the results of the health program. This would, of 
course, mean an improvement in the health of Gucceeding 
generations of children. It voa.s his premise that 1vhe:n 
2? American J,ssociation of School Administrators, a 
Department of the National Education Association, Health.!!! 
Schools, 'l'wentieth Yearbook, Hevised Edition, 1951 (1201 
Sixteenth St., Northwest, ~vaGhington, D. G,), p. 267. 
28And,)rS01"1, QR • .Qj.J;.., p. 479. 
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school heel th programs were achieving th~d.r bnsic objectives, 
certain pr~wtices, pro<led.ures, stnnda:rds, ,~ctivHies C~nd 
f8oilities YNH'D l.u!lue.lly present. 29 
'l'his authority U<Hls the term •evnltwtion" to mean 
most complete sense. Accordin;,; to him, tho purpose of 
evaluation raust be to lletermine the effectiveness :;f all 
phasu of th<~ school health se rvioes progr,B!m. In general 
terms, (~ good measuring instrument should be both a 
progress report and an inventory. It should 1•eveal both 
strengths <md weaknesses .30 
In summHri:r.ing the ppoblern oi' sl\\leoting or devising 
'in e1!alml.tl.on instrument, he says: 
Becnuae of the ntlll)ber of f<)Ctc:t'o :\YJ the 
hee.lth progra.m which must be evaluated, the 
variety of conditions 1md situations under 
which eva.luat;i:rlg must: be done • to set up a 
step by step procedure which ~~ill serve all 
purposes obviously is not possible.31 
Because of the condi tiona described. above, there 
was very little literature avaHable dealing with ways and 
merms of evaluating school health services. Hm1ever, the 
writer did find several different measuring instruments 
that will be described below. 
29rbig., p. 485. 
3112.!4·' p. 478. 
)O~., :p. 477. 
32Ibid., pp. 538-542. 
published a "School Health Program Evaluation Scale" that 
included a section devoted to sohool health services. In 
this mealJuring device, u certain maximum number of points 
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was assigned to each servico performed. The number of points 
given was dependant upon the percentage of times the 
particular sto.ndard was met in practice. A total of 350 
points was divided nmong 87 Cl'iteria, with the number of 
points per item varying from 2 to 15, according to the 
importance attached by the author to each. 
The American Public Health Association published an 
Evaluation Schedule for use in the study and appraisal of 
communi t.y health problems. The procedure use,d h1 this 
instrume:J:nt wE•s to divide the number of times a service had 
been performed by the number of students in the school 
system aacl to compare this quotient with a. table that had 
been established as a desirable standard.J) 
'£he Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education 
had the following -~o say about evaluation procedures: 
Comparison of practices with recommended 
standards is an evaluation technique that 
is readily applied to such aspects of 
school health services as equipment, 
facilities and persvnnel. • • , The 
facilities for school health services and 
the equipment and procedures used to test 
visual and auditory acuity may also be 
33Amorican Public Health Association, Committee on 
Administrative Practice, Evaluation Schedule, ( 1790 Broa(bray, 
New York 19, 1;. Y.), July 191,7. 
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compared with recommended standards ,34 
'l'he above report goes on to say that practices 
employed in health appraisal and healt;h counseling, iu 
oaring for emergencies, ir< controlling communicable disease, 
in adapting ed.uoational programs to meet individual needs 
of students a:nd those relatil!g to the health of school 
employees can be evaluated in the same ma1l.l!l.er. 
The Bureau of Health .b;<iucation, Physical J..;ducation 
ana Hecreation of the ::.t;ate Department of Education35 issued 
mt evaluation instrument in 1957 that was, in part, adapted 
from material developed. by the Ohio State Department of 
Education and the Ohio ::!tate Depar·tment of Health. 'l'his 
device uses the method recommended in the preceding 
paragraph. lc; calls for "yes" or "no" answers to questions 
asking whether desirable facets of a school health 
services program ar•e in operation. The standards were 
divided into several categories. 
Under the heading 1 :l'otal School Health Program 1 , 
questions having to do with ad.min.istrative responsibility, 
JLfHational Education .Association, School Health 
.Services: A report of the Joint Committee on Health Problems 
in J;<;uucatiou of the llational Educatio!l Association and the 
American Nedical Association (Washingto:a, D.C., 1953), 
p. 401. 
35Bureau of Health Educatlon, Physical Ed.ucation and 
Hecreation 0 California State Depactment of EO.uoation, 1ow's 
;tour Sohoo.l H<q_~ Progrl1f!!.? (Sacpamento, Calif., 1957 • 
pl.a:nnbi,g, iutei'PN~t:at:!.un of th~ progrt>m 1 the uae ot' 
community l'eacUl'Cell! iJtnd the provbi.on of' in-sat•vioe traini1.1g 
were list<~c\, ')6 
coniiluJ;tattcn ae r•v ices, the qual.if'lml.tionl1 oi' pn!"SOllttel who 
ave ccti ve in the h<lalt:h ~1El:t'1!icetll, l;h~t pl'(!Vision of rmrsi.ng 
service3 mtd t}o-ope:ra!;ion heti,m€!.!1 the Hchool• th•11 hel!llth 
d0pa1~tment urul t'H1 local medical aut;horities 1<1e.r>e asked 
;muer the <mr>tion '~;ch,;oJ. H0al th Stn•vicee •. 'J? 
'i'hlf> ~~ectinn '!11!'11!1 th A:pprnis~tl' ccmtained questions 
achoo.l :rmrse, teacher nul"Siil conte:rt!moea, rc~offlen1ng tests 
.,;nd t:e;;:ehe:r obaervntiorls of pupil hettlth.JB 
Inquiriills relmt;he to oonferenoee wi.!:h ;paren.ts, 
oumulat.i ve he ill th :records a.nd the use of t;hese N~oords 
we:re grouped und.er 'Health Cou.n®eling' )9 
.1\nothe:r o.r~H>t, 'CO!lmllm.l.oat;le l)isel!lse Gt.mtr~;~l 1 
included. questions ().ll the fl.f.nldl:ing of" ohildre<l with 
comrrn.mlci~ble cth<~S:S'I'I!ll. the illlll!Uni:otatio:li\ progrJil!ll ro~nd. the 
detection 1.1Jld control of tuooroul.osia. 4-0 
'l'h<.! 1 i>;t~el"t~eney C.1;s.r•: l'·rogr~,.,~' seot $.o:m il:.u::lwJ..od first 
11 1d polio lea <:md prollediU'es, tl'll'l d.0 legation of' di.c'Ele 1:. 
- -
J6 I fe)-,(1· ' ;pp. 2-J. J7:rui§.. ~ p .. I+ • 
)8 Ibid., pp. .5 .. 6. )9;uzt(i •• pp. 6-7. 
lH.Jrbiti 
~·· 
1'P• ?~iJ. 
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responsibility for perfol"llling first aid services, p:r'ior 
parental approval for emergeney cere, the easy availability 
·Of well-stocked first aiC. kit~, the transportation of ill 
or injured pupils and the analysis of the causes of 
accidents at sohool.4l 
Queries about drinking water, toilet facilites, hot 
school lunches, the study of safety hazards, the health 
examination of adult school employees, including chest 
x-rays, were gathered under 1 Specific Selected Items 1 • 42 
SELECTION OF EVALUATIVE CRITERIA 
From the foregoing literature the writer selected 
64 criteria aw valid measures of the effectiveness and 
adequacy of the school health services of the Stockton 
Unified School District. Most of the standards were either 
taken d1reotly or re-phrased from the California State 
Department of Education's Bulletin referred to on page 23 
of this study.43 
It was the judgment of the writer that this type 
of measuring device would best indicate how well the 
existing health services were meeting the needs of the 
pupils. He-enforcing this judgment was the fact that the 
41Ioid. I p. 8 
43Ibid., pp, 2-ll. 
421 _£!~ •• pp. 10-ll. 
State Department of Education had chos.en this kind of a 
device for circulation to all the school districts in 
California and the further knowledge that this instrument 
has been widely used in other states, either as printed or 
as the basis for building an evaluation device that would 
fit a particular situation, The policy statements were 
divided into the following categories: (1) Organization 
and Administration, (2) Health Appraisal, (3) Health 
Consultation, (4) Communicable Disease Control, (5) 
Emergency Care, (6) Special Education Services, (7) 
School Employees and (8) Interscholastic Athletics. 
Organization and Administration 
l. 'I'here should be an over-all school health 
council or. committee of teachers, administrators, health 
specialists and representative of community groups to help 
plan and oo.ordinate the school health services program. 
2. Local physicians and dentists should 
participate in planning the school health services. 
). There should be a written school health 
services guide that should be familiar to all teachers, 
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4. There should be a written school district policy 
governing emergency care of illnesses and injuries. 
5. There should be a written school district policy 
governing the liability of school personnel in cases of 
emergency illness or injury to a student. 
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6. There should be a written school district policy 
concerning the transportation of ill or injured pupils when 
the parents cannot come to sohool.fo:r them. 
?. The school administrator should assume direct 
:responsibility for the administration of school district 
policies :relating to the emergency care of illnesses and 
injuries. 
8. The school administrator should assume the 
responsibility for acquainting all teachers with the nature 
of their liability in cases of emergency illness o:r 
accident to a student. 
9. There should be a pla.IDJ.ed program fo::r 
interpreting the school health services to parents, private 
physicians and dentists and to other interested community 
groups. 
10. School health services should be carefully 
interpreted to all members of the school staff. 
ll. Records should be kept ot all accidents that 
occur at school. 
12, An evaluation should be made periodically to 
try to determine the causes of school accidents. 
13. Provision should be made for periodic 
evaluation and improvement of the school health services. 
Health Appraisal 
14. Teachers should make daily recorded or unrecorded 
-- J 
health observations of their pupils. 
15. The cumulative health record should be kept as 
a part of the total cumulative record of each pupil. 
as 
16, Health facts should be recorded in the cumulative 
health record in language that can be readily understood by 
the teacher. 
17. The cumulative health record should include the 
results of health appraisals, immunization status, 
screeliling tests, weighing and measuring, notes on any 
special health problems and the follow-ups of those problems. 
18. The cumulative health record should be readily 
available to the school administrators, teachers, 
counsellors, the school nurse and physicians. 
19. The health record should accompany the student 
if he transfers from one school to another. 
20. Annual vision screening tests should be 
conducted for all pupils. 
21. Pupils failing any part of the vision screening 
test should be retested by the nurse before being referred 
to their parents to have further testing done. 
22. Annual hearing screening tests should be given 
to all pupils in the elementary grades. 
2J, Hearing screening tests should be given every two 
years to students in the secondary schools. 
24. Hearing screening tests should be administered 
by a certificated audiometrist. 
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25. Pupils failing any part of the hearing screening 
test should be retested before l,)eing referred to their 
parents to have further testing done. 
26. There should be prompt and continuing follow-up 
on recommendations for correcting any defect found in a 
pupil until the recommended treatment has been completed. 
27. Provision should be made for needed medical 
examinations of children whose parents cannot pay for them. 
Health Consultation 
28. Arrangements should be made for school nursing 
services. 
29. Parents and teachers should be kept informed 
of the results of health appraisals and their responsibility 
in carrying out certain phases of the recommendations. 
)0, Provision should be made for parents to visit 
the school for conferences with the teacher and/or the nurse 
concerning the health needs of their children. 
Jl, Nurse-pupil, nurse-teacher and nurse-teacher-
parent health conferences should be based upon up-to-date 
cumulative health records. 
)2. 'rhe school health program should emphasize the 
importance of having the family doctor perform the needed 
medical examinat;ions whenever possible. 
)). Provision should be made to secure needed 
medical care for pupils when the parents cannot pay for it. 
JO 
J4. Provis:l.on should be made for dental examinations 
for children l'i'hose parents cannot afford to pay for them. 
),5. The school health pro(;ram should emphasize the 
importance of prompt correction of dental defects. 
J6. Provision should be made to secure dental care 
for children whose parents cannot affox•d to pay for it. 
Communicable Disease Control 
' 
37. There should be written policies regarding the 
exclusion and re~admission of ill children, 
38. Suspected cases of communicable disease should 
be reported to the local health department. 
39. Definite policies should be established for the 
care of ill children awaiting removal to their homes. 
40, There should be a place where ill children can 
be isolated while awaiting removal to their homes. 
41. 'l'here should be an .immunization program planned 
co-operatively with. the health department and the local 
physicians. 
42. There should be a specific program for the 
detection and control of tuberculosis. 
Emergency Care 
4). Written agreements with parents concerning 
procedures to be used in emergencies should be obtained at 
the time the pupil enters school. 
44. 'rhe actual administering of first aid services 
should. be del~Jgated to qualified pEH'sOnl! in each school. 
4.5. Persons administering first aid should be 
required to have adequate first aid training r,;~1d to keep 
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up to dt~te w'hen new techniques are developed and accepted. 
46. F'irst aid kits should be N>f;'ily accessible and 
shoul\'i be irul;,EHited :periodicdly to see that they are 
properly equipped. 
swcl.al Edupation SerVice@ 
47. Special clHsses to meet the special needs ot' 
pupils wi'th physical, mental or emotional problema should 
'be provided. 
48. Psychiatric oonaultt:~:nt help should be a.vail-
able to teachers und administrators to identify those 
pupils who have emotional problems and to give teachers 
help in plazming to meet the needs of thOse pupil.s. 
49. Suffi.oient counseling time should be avail-
able to help tea.elieru, chi.ldren and parents work out 
procedures to help pupils with emotioaal pl'Oblems. 
,50. The ~~a.ture and extent of a pupil's physical, 
mental o:r emotiowr~l hcmdicap would be determined by a 
cormni ttee of eppropr•iate educational and medical 
specialists, 
,51. The Mtive co-operation of the parents should 
be solicited ln setting up any tleeded edu.cationt<cl adjust-
memt :prog:rr;.m for a ha:nctieapped pupil. 
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52. There should be a continuing parent-education 
program in the areas of special education programs that are 
' 
operated by the school district. 
53. Special classes should be provided for children 
with intelligence quotients below 70. 
54. All special education classes should be in 
charge of properly credentialed teachers. 
55. In-service training should be provided fox• the 
teachers ill. the <u·eus of special education programs that 
are operated by the school district. 
)6. Pupils in special classes should join with 
pupils in normal classes whenever feasible. 
57. Teachers should be provided for those 
children liho are hospitalized or home-bound because of 
physical ailments. 
School Employees 
.58. All school per.sonnel, both certificated and 
non-certificated, should be required to haye a complete 
medical examination prior to being hired by the school 
district • 
.59. All school district perso<mel should be 
required to have an annual chest x-ray. 
60. ,.,dequate provision should ·oe made for sick 
leave with pay for school employees. 
Interllcholastie Athletig§ 
61. Stud.enta should be requil"Eld to pass a careful 
medical examination before engaging in inter-school 
athletics. 
62. A student should be required to successfully 
pass a thorough 1\ledioal examination after an injury 
before resuming inter-school athletic competition. 
)) 
6). A doctor should be in attendance at all inter-
school football games. 
64. Provision should. be made to pay the cost of 
medical care for a student 1<tho i.a injured in an inter-
school athletic contest. 
CHAPTER III 
OVERVIEW OF FRESEN'l' STOCKTON SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM 
The p·urpose of this chapter was to present the 
existing prog1•am of health services in the Stoclfton schools. 
In order to ascertain the full scope of services offered, 
it was deemed advisable to secure this information from the 
four officers charged with administrative responsibility for 
these services. The officers interviewed were: (1) the 
Consultant in Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
for the Stockton Unified School District, (2) the Chief 
Health Officer for the San ~oaquin Local Health District, 
(J) the Co-ordinator of Physical Education and Recreation 
for the Stockton Unified School District and (4) the 
Director of Special Education for the Stockton Unified 
School District. 
The questions asked during these interviews are 
found respectively in Appendices C, D, E and F. 
I, CONSULTANT IN HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION f.,ND RECHEATION 
The Consultant in Health, Physical EducatioJa and 
Recreation stated that he was responsible for supervising 
all school health services throughout the school district, 
He also supervised the health instruction program in all 
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grades, kindergarten through junior college, ana. was 
responsible for providing necessary in-service training i1il 
areas of school health se1•vioes and health teaching. It was 
the purpose of this interview to ascertain what hemlth 
services 'flere available to the Stocl{tou schools from the man 
charged with administ.rati ve responsibility for the entire 
program. 'l'he information that follows is a summary of the 
information and oplnions expressed in reply to questions 
asked during the in·cerview. 
Organization ano. Adm;nistration 
It was school district policy that every classroom 
should have in it a copy of the "School Health Service 
Guide" t which was prepared joilltly by school dis"crict and 
health district personnel. The purpose of this publitJatio:n 
was to explain the available health services ond to outline 
the teacher's responsibilities in regard to their proper 
use. 
School health problems were studied by the School 
Health Council composed of thirty-three represent<:;.tives of 
the school district, the health district and various lay 
alld profeGsional groups interested in community health. 
This council as to (1) identify and seek solu-tions to 
lstockton Unified School District, Depar•tment of 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation and the San 
Joaquin Local Health District, School Health Services Guide 
(Stockton, Calif., 19.53). 
health problems, (2) interpret school health laws, regulations 
and policies, (3) co-ordinate the school health education 
program and (4) l!ll1lke recommendations to the superintendent 
of schools and the boarct of education regarding action to be 
taken in solving t.hese problems. 'L'his group 111so provided 
·'-he heads of the school district and the health district 
with a clear picture of' the health problems of the com-
munity and served to keep the public informed aboLrt the 
health activities in the t!chools. The mernbership of the 
School HNtl th Couno 1.l was as tollws: 
l. 'l'he Consult1.m.t in Health, 1'hysionl Education and 
Jieorea.tiol?. fox• the Stookt(m Unified School 
D.istriot 
2. One doctor from the health district 
3. One physician representing the, Se;n Joaquin 
Cour1ty tiedio<al Docie ty 
1>. Orcu~ dentist representing the San JoaCJ.uin 
County Dental Society 
5. Throe elementary school principals 
6. One junior high school principal 
7. One senior high school principal 
B. One junior high school physical ea.ucll.ti.on 
teacher 
9. One junior high school teaoheP of academic 
subject.s 
10. Or1e aenior high school phya:i,cal eU.U\)Htion 
teacher 
11. One senior high school teacher of academic 
subj€1o'liS 
l2. One jun.l..ov college physical <education teacher 
lJ. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
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One junior co Uege teocher of nc;ndomic subjects 
One rep:rese:nt;t:d;lve for the Stockton Central 
P.T.A. Council 
'l'ha Ghi.ef' Health Officer of the health district 
'l'he Director of Nurses for the health district 
The Health .Educflt;or for the health dJ.strict 
'L'he Dental Hygienist for the health district 
One element~u:•y school nurse 
OrH~ :psychologi.cel case worker fl'Olll the special 
educ<ltion department of the school district 
One representative from the ilFsn Joaquin County 
Tuberculosis and Health Society 
One representative i'rom the Amorican C:tncer 
0oclety 
One represeutati vc~ from the San Joaquin County 
Heart Association 
'1'he Director of F'ood Services for the school 
district 
The Co;..ordinator of Home !'laking for the school 
dis trio t,, and 
•rhe t'lo-ordinutor of oh,fl!lty w.nd Giv 11 Defense 
for the school district. 
In addition to tile above, the school district was 
represented by the tollowing ex-officio members: the 
Superintendant or Sc'''.ools, the 1\SiJ(.)Oiate Superintendent of 
Schools, the Director of Elementary Education and the 
Dir>eotor of ~>econdnry Education. 
Some of the members of the oouneil .held their 
membership by reason of their posi Uon in the school 
district Ol' thE: ht'H<l th distr•ict. The others were selected 
by the ox•gm:~i:.:ationa they l'e))r'esen.tad. '!~lw intervietl 
pob1·ted. out tba t a sux•vey of the 1JG!'so.,,n.el of the School 
Health Council woulcl. disclose that local d.octors and. 
dentis~s JJUl'ticiJ,tttt€!d in planning the school health program. 
fhe school heal t'.h program is co-<H•di:n~~ ted with the 
total oommunity helath progrtun thr•ough the San Joaquin County 
Health Councn, who:;;e membership ia as follows: 
l. One doct;or fr•om the health d..i.strict staff 
2. One r·<a>pre?lenti:itiyc froom the l>1e:nta.l H¢alth 
~iociety 
). Oxw reprclS•entative from the health tlivision 
of the ;.i<~.n Joaqui;l 'iouti1 ;,md 'delf:.re Council 
4. One pu'bli<: health nurse f.rom the health 
district 
$. One repl'e$entative of the Family 3ervice 
Agemcy 
6. Ona representative from the State l'1ental 
Hospital 
7. One representative of the Univer•sity \>/omen's 
Club 
8. One representative t'rom tho San Joaquin 
Cout•ty School Sup•n•ixltendent 's office 
9. One representative from the Stocl{ton Central 
P.T.A. Council 
10. The Director of :Jpeci<il Education for the 
school district, and 
11. J.'he Consultant in Health, Physical gducation 
emd Hecreatio.n for the school district. 
In response to a question reg<t:rding the interpretation 
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of the school health program to school personnel, pupils, 
parents, physicians, dentists and other interested communi-ty 
groups, the respondent presumed that such organizations as 
were represerJted on either of the above councils had regular 
reports from their representatives. He pointed out that 
there was a need for a plan to keep the general public 
informed about and interested in the health problems of the 
school and the community. He suggested that there ought to 
be more newspaper publicity related to the proceedings of 
both the above mentioned councils. 
A continuing need existed for in .. service training 
to alert new teachers to the available health services and 
to the approved procedures for handling matters concerning 
the health of students. This need was especially urgent 
because of rapid growth and the large number of new teachers 
coming into the city schools each year. This interview 
was responsible for providing such courses for teachers. 
The health district provided similarly needed training for 
school nurses. 
The Stockto~ Unified School District and the San 
Joaquin Local Health District signed an agreement for the 
fiscal year of 1957-58 setting forth a division of 
responsibility in providing certain health services to the 
local sohools2 (see Appendix G). Under this agreement, all 
2Board of Education Minutes, Stockton Unified 
School District, August 27, 1957. 
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persons performing health services in the local schools were 
to be under the supervision of the Chief Health Officer of 
the health district. The health district was to provide a 
basic service of thirty-five hours of public health nursing, 
audiometric and/or dental hygiene service per year for each 
one hundred pupils enrolled in the elementary schools of the 
district. The health district was also to provide four 
hours of audiometric and/or dental hygiene services annually 
for each one hundred students enrolled in the junior and 
senior high schools of the school district. The school dis-
trict was to provide all nursing services above the 
elementary school level. In addition; the health district 
was to supply not less than three hundred hours per year of 
medical and psychiatric time to the school district. This 
agreement was to be automatically extended for one year 
periods unless either party terminated it by a sixty day 
notice to the other. In 1960, this agreement was altered 
so that nursing services for the high schools were also 
furnished bY the health district, with the exception of 
two nurses who spent part of their time teaching and were 
paid by the school district, All services provided by 
the health district were paid for out of health district 
funds, The unique provision of this agreement was that 
no transfer of funds was to take place between the 
contracting parties. 
A typical high school nurse spent a half day at a 
junior high school and the other half at a senior high 
school, Except as noted in the previous paragraph, all 
nursing service in both junior and senior high schools was 
provided by the health district. 
In reply to a question relating to the adequacy of 
the existing school nursing service, the respondent 
expressed the opinion that, while the service was not 
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really sufficient, the schools were being given all the 
nursing service that finances would permit. He thought that 
the elementary schools were better served than the secondary 
schools because of the clerical work performed by the health 
clerks. The National Education Association and the American 
Medical Association. have recommended one fulJ. time nurse 
for every fifteen hu:ndred students, which was nearly twice 
·the amount or nursi:ng service available to the Stockton. 
schools. 
Health Appraisal and Health Consultation 
All children entering the Stockton Unified School 
District schools for the first time were requested to have 
a medical examinati.on. 'rhe respo:nse of parents was fair 
but, since there was :no law requiring such an examination., 
many pare:nts did :not bother to comply with the request of 
the school district to get one. It was school policy to 
advise the parents to have such an examination made by 
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the family physician, but this service was available without 
charge at the health center for those who could not afford 
the services of a private practioioner. No such physical 
examinations were performed at the school. 
\'Jhen a student entered a Stockton school for the 
first time, the parent or guardian was required to fill out 
a card labeled CR~4E (see Appendix H, Figure 1). This was a 
combination vital statistics and health record. On it were 
recorded the date and place of birth, the names of the other 
members of the family, the name of the fe,mily physician, a 
signed permission by the parent for the sclwol to take 
certain steps in the event of illness or injury to the 
student, the place of employement for both parents, a 
record of previous illnesses, a record of the student's 
immunizations, any health reasons for the student being 
excused from an,y regular school acti11'1ty, the marital status 
of the parents and the grade and teacher to ~Jhom the student 
was assigned. This card was kept on file in the school 
office for ready reference. The information on this card 
was transferred to a sheet in the student's cumulative record 
designated as CR-1 (Appendix H, t'igure ,3) • 
There were several other cumulati11'e record forms 
dealing with various aspects of a student's health record, 
Form CH~S (Append.ix H, Figure 4) was used to record 
information about past illnesses, immunizations, hearing 
and vision screening tests, dental inspections and the 
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growth record. F'orm Cll.-6 (Appendix H, F'igure 5) was a record 
of the teacher• s observations regarding the student 1 s health 
and also any health observations by the nurse or the doctor. 
Form CR-8 (Appendix H, Figure 2) was an anecdotal record 
of the success or difficulties experienced by the student in 
making adjustments to his environment at school. This form 
also carried notations regarding the attitude of the pareZJ.ts 
toward the school l!md the extent of their co-operation with 
the school in solving their child's school problems.· 
By state law,. vision testing was required 
periodically and the teachers were directed to give the 
screening tests in the elementary grades. The local school 
board ruled that vision screening tests were to be given 
annually from kindergarten through grade six, during the 
seventh grade in the junior high schools and duping the 
tenth grade in the senior high school. In the junior college, 
such tests were given only on the basis of a referral by 
a teacher or by the school nurse. Any student who failed 
the first screening was referred to the nurse for retesting. 
When a vision or hearing problem was confirmed. the student 
was referred to his parents for further tests or to have 
the student given the necessary treatment. The law 
required that the vision screening tests in the elementary 
grades be given by the teacher. In the junior and senior 
high schools, these tests were administered by the school 
nurse. 
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Hearing screening tests were given by a certificated 
audiometrist •. If a student failed to pass the first test, 
he was given another test under better testing conditions. 
When a hearing loss was definitely established, the student 
was then referred to his parents to secure for him further 
tests or treatment. All students in grades 2, 4, ?, and 10 
were routinely given the hearing screening test along with 
any others referred to the nurse or teacher for such 
testing. 
It was the practice in most of the elementary schools 
to have the cumulative records of the students kept in the 
Classroom so they would be readily accessible to the teacher. 
The elementary teachers had the same students for the entire 
day and thus had ample opportunity to observe them for any 
noticeable health problems. •rney could then readily go to 
the health record to see if there was any past history of 
mental, physical or emotional handicap. I» the secondary 
schools, the teacher had a different group of students for 
each class period and, therefore, did not have the same 
opportunity to observe their charges for health problems, 
The cumulative records were usually kept in the nurse's 
quarters and teachers were told of health difficulties in 
their students only if the problems were acute. If there 
was any health reason for seating a student in a particular 
location or for making any other special arrangements for him, 
the teacher was given this information by the nurse, the 
physicinn or the Director of Special Education for the 
school district. 
The cutnulative records went vlith the student from 
school to school within the local school system. If the 
student transferred to Wllllther school district, the 
cumulative record was deposited in the central attendance 
office. Other school systems were giver1 information on 
students coming to t;hem f:rom this district upon receipt of 
their official request. 
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In the elementary schools, all students were weighed 
and measured twice a year. Junior and senior high school 
students were given this check only once a year and jumior 
college students were weighed and measured only when there 
were special reasons for doing so. All such information was 
recorded in the student's cumulative record. If the 1·1eight 
and growth record of the student indicated a health 
problem, the nurse contacted the parents and referred the 
youngster to the family physician. If there was no family 
doctor and if the parents could not afford the services of 
a private praoticione:r, the child could get the necessary 
treatment either at the r1ealth district clinic or at the county 
hospital. 
When an elementary school child exhibited physical, 
mental or emotional )Jroblems, he was referred to the proper 
agency by the school principal, usually upon the recommendation 
of the nurse and/or the teacher. In the secondary schools, 
such action was taken by the counsellors through the 
principa.l. Teachers were informed by the nurse regarding 
the progress made by students who had been referred for 
diagnosis or corrective treatment. Parents were always 
kept informed of progress being made in the correction of 
a physical, mental or emotional problem in their child, 
The school nurse kept in touch with all students who had 
been referred for diagnosis or treatment and followed up 
t;o see that the recommended course of action was being 
pursued. 
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'rhe health district's dental hygienist made regular 
inspections of teeth for all first and third graders and 
no other. Other students were checked only upon referral 
signed by the nurse or the principal. 'I'he dental hygienist 
spent most of her time working with teachers in planning 
their dental health units for presentation to their 
ctlasses. In addition to these duties, the dental hygienist 
made talks to classes of children ou matters pertaining to 
teeth and their care. 
There were only extremely limited means for giving 
dental care to children whose parents could not afforill to 
pay for it. 'l'he only real service that was available to 
such children was in the nature of emergency extractions 
which could be done at the county ho!>pi tal. 
Exclusion and Re-M.misllion of .Stud.ents Absent Beqause of 
Illness 
The provisions for this actio:ll were included in the 
lt? 
"School Health Services Guide" .J A student 11a.s excluded from 
school if he exhibited symptoms that indicated he harl a 
contagion or that he was becoming infected with one. A 
child was also to be excluded if he had pediculosis. 
Students who had been absent with diphtheria, meningitis, 
smallpox or typhoid fever were to be re-admitted to school 
only ~lith a re-admission slip issued by the San Joaquin 
Loc~tl Health District. Students who had been absent with 
impetigo, scabies, ringworm or pink eye could be re-admitted 
to school with a statement from the family physician 
stating that they were no longer infectious or ~11th an 
admission card issued by the health rlistrict. Students 
who had been absent with chickenpox, German mee.sles, 
measles, poliomylitis, strep throat, scarlet fever, 
vJhooping cough or pediculosis could be re-admitted to school 
by the principal, with a note from the family physician or 
by an admission card from the health district. A 
confidential morbidity report was required by state law 
when a pupil had been re-admitted by the principal following 
an absence with measles, mumps, whooping cough or a 
streptococcal infection (including scarlet fever). A 
sample of the confidential morbidity ca.rd is shown in 
Appendix H, Figure 6, H was the princip!'\l 1 s responsibility 
to use his best judgement in the matter of excluding a 
32£. ~ •• pp. 17-18. 
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student if, in his opinion, there was any doubt about the 
presence of a contagion. 
Emergency Care Procedures 
The school district policies for handling emergency 
illnesses or injuries ~;ere contained j_n a section of the 
"School Health Service Guide • ,4 for elementary schools and in 
the publication entitled, "~ !2!ll: Health Services, 
Secondary Schools•,5 for all schools above the elementary 
level. First aid was defined in both these manuals as, 
. . the immediate and temporary treatment given in case " 
of accident or sudden illness before the services of a 
physician can be secured." According to explicit 
instructions, no dressings subsequent to the first should 
be applied to any injury at school and no medication was 
to be administered by mouth under any circumstances. 
In the elementary schools, first aid was rendered 
by the principal or someone designated by him. At the 
secondary levels, emergencies occuring at school were 
referred to the nurse or, if she was not available, to 
the physical education department. All persons renderi:n.g 
first aid in any of the schools were required to have 
taken the standard il.ed Cross first aid COLlrse or 1 ts 
4Ibid., pp. 26-36. 
Sstockton Unified School District, Department of 
Hea1t11, Physical Education and Hecreation, fu:.!ow X.2.!.!r. Health 
Services - Secondary Sghools {Stockton, Calif., 1954). 
equivalent. 1\c.cording to school district policy, persons 
who had taken this training and who had been continually 
administering first aid to students wer·e not required to 
keep in force a valid first a,id certificate. They were, 
hOi1ever, required to attend any classes organized for the 
study of new methods or procedures adopted for use in the 
schools. 1'he Red Cross agreed to furnish instructors for 
giving an original first aid course or to give lessons on 
any new and approved methods or procedures. 
Every teacher was required to read the procedures 
to be followed in case of an emergency illness (l!' injury. 
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In the case of' a minor injury, 1 t >'las up to the discretion 
of the person !!?endering fir.st aid ·.rhether or not to notify 
the parents. The first step, in the event of severe 
illness or a serious injury, was to contact; the parents and 
have them assume the responsibility for calling the 
physician and for subse,1uent care of ·the child. In case the 
parents could not be contocted, the next step was to call 
the family physician who was listed on the CR-4E form 
mentioned earlier in this chapter. Three FJteps were to be 
taken if neither the family doctor nor the parents could be 
contacted: ( 1) Call the city police, ( 2) As I' for an 
ambulance for stretcher cases, or (J) Ask for a police car 
for transporting an injured stud.ent who could safely sit 
up. If a parent desired to have an ill or injured student 
brought home and if he could not provide the transportation, 
the principal or the nurse or a designated teacher was 
permitted to take the student home. If the ill or injured 
student appea.red to need. immediate medical care and neither 
the parents nor the fr.mily doctor could be reached, the 
student could be taken by police ambule.nce to the county 
hospital. Here, interim measures would be taken until such 
time as the parents or some other perBon could be found who 
would take legal responsibility for whatever medical care 
was neecled. 
Hewlett Emergency Hospital was operated by the city 
of Stockton for the purpose of giving first aid to ill or 
injm•ed persons until they could obtain proper medical 
care. Only those living within the city limits were 
el:l.gl.ble to use the facillties of the emergency hospital. 
No d.ootor was on regular duty there and no medical care 
was given beyond first aid in that institution except by 
the family doctor. For these reasons it was not very 
practical to take an injured child from a school to the 
emergency hospital. unless the only care needed. was to 
have a minor wound cleaned and bandaged. Attende.nts there 
1~ould give the required. care for a wound and instruct 
whoever was in che.rge of the injured persor1 to call the 
f,'l.mily physician. The interviewee expressed 'che opinion that 
it would be a great help to the schools if there could be a 
doctor in attenda.nce at the emergency hospital to do suturing 
and to perform such other services as might be required to 
care for children who were injured at school and whose 
parents could not be contacted, 
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It was school district policy to have a student 
a.ccident report filed in quadruplicate in the central office 
whenever a youngster was injured at school. A sample of this 
form is shown in Appendix H, Flgu.re 8. This report showed 
the nature of the accident and the injury, an explanation of 
hoN the injury was sustained., a report of the action taken 
and by t'l'hom, and the name of the person who was in charge 
of activities in the part of the school plant Where the 
accident occured. The report also called for an analysis 
of the causes of the misha.p and asked >'lbe.ther it was brought 
about by any disregard of the rules, by faulty e(luipment or 
a hn.zardous condition in the school plant. 
First aid kits t~ere to be placed in easily accesai ble 
places in the schools and close to locations v<here accidents 
were most likely to happen. In the elementary schools, first 
aid. kits were usually placed in the office, in the janitor's 
que.rters, in the cafeteria and a.t other stra.tegie points at 
the discretion of the principal. Either the principal or 
o;omeone designated by him was responsible for seeing that 
each kit was properly equipped at all times. In the 
secondary schools, fl.rst aid lri ts were usually placed i:n. 
the shops, physical educatl.on areas, science laboratories, 
nurse 1 s quarters, cafeterias and custodian 1 s quarters. It 
was the responsibility of the school nurse in the high schools 
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to see that first aid su.r;plies werE~ available and adequate. 
School Employee~ 
According to the respondent in this interview, all 
school personnel vlere required to have 8 medical examination 
as a pre-req_uisi te for employment. 'fhey were also required 
by state law to have <m annual chest x-rhy. In addition 1 the 
superintendent had the authority to request any school district 
employee to rwve a physieal examination at erry time if he 
suspected that the employee might be a health menace to 
school children. Certificated personnel were required to pass 
a complete physical examination before being hirecl, just 
prior to being grantod tenure !md. e.s a pre-requisite for the 
renewal of an expired teaching credential. :11.11 chest x-rays 
were provided for school. personnel at the expense of the 
health dis trio t. 
Certificated school employees were entitled .to ten 
days sick leave during the school year, accumulative without 
limit. Uncertificated full time school district employees 
were entitled to one day of sick leave per month of full 
time employment, accumulative indefinitely. 
Recommendations 
'rhe school district Consultant in Health, Physica.l 
Education and Recreation listed the following as improved 
or additioxlal facilities that were needed to augment the 
existing pt•ogram of school health services: ( 1) more 
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nursing service at all levels, (2) more health cleric time 
at all levels, (3) another demtal hygienist, (4) a program 
to finance needed dental care for the children whose 
parents could not or would not pay for the services of a 
regular dentist; probably a dental clinic where it would 
be possible to concentrate on first grader•s and the care 
of their six year molars, (5) fluoridation of the drinking 
water for Stockton and (6) one person assigned full time 
to supervise the entire school health program without any 
other duties or responsibilities, 
II. THE CHIEF HEALTH OFFICER OF THE SAN JOA:mJIN 
LOCAL HEALTH DISTRICT 
01•ganization and Admini§tration 
The administrative head of the San Joaquin Local 
Health District was called the Chief Health Officer. Since 
he was :required to be a physician who hc~d specialized in 
public health :smd public health administration, he is 
referred to in this interview as "Doctor". His duties were 
to conduct the public health pro3·ram a.nd cax·ry out the 
polieles appr•oved. by the board. of directors of the health 
d.istrict. He was responsible for supervising the public 
and schcol health nursing, sanitation, laboratory 
services, preventive medical services and other related 
activities in keeping with the legal limitations and the need 
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of the uowtm.:l. ty. ii'J•om this ofUclal. tht'l :btvestigato.r· sought 
hlform!lt1r:m: re,c;rn•ding tl\OSf~ iw•tll;h ;;;el"Vi.OEW that we1"0 di1"0otly 
uno.er hill 11uperv L> .~.,;;., nH,I ''LJo vl<h<i'X' services to ohild:ren 
with which he has to oo familiar because of the nature ot 
his duUee •and tlh oont~aots w-ith health personnel of the 
sohoOlil n:mt the .many other organ:l.utions intertHU>ed in 
vaPious pttbli o health a,o ti v 1 ties , 
~!'he lllltte:rial that follOWS is {I SUU\l2J$l'1 Of the 
int'om<<tion and opinions expressed in r&ply ·t.o questions 
asked in. the btervtew, 
One tmique oh<traateriGUc ot the tJan Joa(!;Uin Local 
Health D1strict was that H was the only hrH:1lth district in 
the •ntire state that was a. separate edminif.ltrt'l.tive 
dep~lrtrnent with Us own tflX l'l&te. ti:VIi':ry other health 
distt•iot w~s merely <)!; departme~t of the county governroent. 
The advantage or this ;WNU'i~i!Wnt was th~t the loed he&Uh 
distl'ict l'utd its own 1;ax !:>aBe tm.d it11 OJX'H'tlt:ions wer& taken 
completely out o.t' poli>llios. 
'l.'be doctor 41tated that exoell~mt wo1•k oondi.,lons 
had almtys t~~xi&ted between the health d1str1ot atld thee 
sel'1ool d.htriot !>~nd thllt ns a result of this effeoti ve 
comriJUfl.ication th!lln was no wasteful dupliO<J.tion of effort it~ 
pr•oviding udequate hfmlth i!Eirvioes to the sohool students, 
The helill th dbltr1ct took .an active part in pl411m1ng tho sohool 
het~lth Mrvices through direct contaot with all school 
u.dmblistratora end dso 'because the Ghief HtHlllth Officer, 
the Dental Hygienist, and several other he lath district 
personnel were members of the School Health Council, whose 
function it was to plan these services. 
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On July 16, 19 57 the Board of Direti.tors of the San 
Joaquin Local Health District and the Board of Education of 
the Stockton Unified School District entered into an agree-
ment under which the health district would provide and 
supervise certain health services in the schools: ( 1) a 
basic service of thirty-five hours of public health 
nursing, audiometric, and/or dental hygiene service per 
school year for each one hundred pupils enrolled in the 
elementary schools of the school district, (2) a minimum 
of four hours of audiometric and/or dental hygiene services 
per school year for each one hundred students enrolled in 
the junior and senior high schools of the school district, 
and ()) the health district was to provide not less than 
three hundred hours of' medical and psychiatric time to the 
school district per year. 
The administratioa of' the school health program was 
to be the responsibility of the Chief Health Officer and 
health district employees performing health se.rvices in the 
schools were to be under his supervision, 
This contract was to be automatically extended for 
one year periods unless terminated by either par:j;y by a 
sixty day written notice to the other. 
In 1960, it •~as altered so that the health district 
would also provid.e nursing services in the high schools •. 
A Ul'l.ique featu.re of this agreement was that no funds 
changed hands between the school district and the health 
district. There were a number of similar agreements in the 
state. but none with this particular characteristic. 
The health district also furnished health clerks on 
the basis of six hours of time per year for each class. 
'rhese employees of the health district were to assist the 
nurse with the non-professional aspects of the school 
health services. They were under direct supervision of 
the nurse, who planned their time schedule and the exact 
nature of their duties. 'J:'he health clerks did most of the 
recording in the student's cumulative health records. They 
also made checks periodically to determine the current 
immunization .status of the students and sen·b home notices 
when booster shots were due.6 
Health Appraisal and Health C9nsultati~n 
According to school district policy, parents were 
requested to submit their children to a medical examination 
when they first entered the Stockton schools. The doctor 
stated that families were urged to have these physical 
qheak~ups performed by the family physician. However, if 
the family could not pay for such services, the examination 
6nschool He.stlth Glerk Nan11al", A handbook prepared 
by the San Joaquin Local Health District, 1956. 
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could be performed free of charge at the health district 
offices. l'arents wer•e r•equired to be pr•esent when such 
examinations were given. A follow-up letter was sent to all 
i 
families who had not had this examination of their children 
done by the end of December, 
In answer to a question; the doctor said that most 
public health ~perts seemed to feel that an original 
physical examina.,tion upon enrollment followed by referrals 
/ 
for cause is eufficient and that frequent general physical 
check-ups can not be justified, 
It was the opinion of the respondent in this 
interview that the follow-up procedures used in the school 
district were as effective as it was possible to make them. 
'l'he nurse informed the parents of a suspected health 
problem in the student and assisted the parents to decide 
on a course of action. A short time later, she would inquire 
whether or not the plan agreed upon had been followed, The 
nurse made notations in the student's cumulative health 
record regarding thlil recommendations ar1d the resulting action 
thereon, 
The most important peculiarly loca,l health problem 
was tuberculosis. San J"oa.quin County has ranked as one of 
the highest among counties of comparable size in the nation 
in the inci(jence of tuberculosis. Some of the conditions 
that contributed to this situation ~1ere: (1) a large 
number of tPanscie!lt workers who found seRsonnl work in the 
local !lfi:l":l.c\11 tu!'fJl enterprises lfmd. in thlll food o::H,:neriea 1 
(Z) an UllUI'jtml:~~J l:·.;~;,:;n ;, Nl1i(il'1;lon of' l10Y!Aih1tes amo;cg those 
Jl!itO!fl\\1 1 iti~l1d ()} t;r·;_.:, l.:Ji1 BOt}ic;-c,Jon(l'TliO st;at;us of the 
llll~jority o1' both t'<!!Sidenu <:~:nd t~anaot.ent ru)Tl•Wh1te.s, !,lhlle 
free cheut x-r~>Yiil wtn:•e always avaUHbl41, very t'ew or tht>lile 
peorJl!!: would ~vail tiwmse:tv~s of tllh 'lerv:tee, r!•:>st ot' them 
would aeti vdy redst hnvb1g tn'iy teutll rut;1de, even when they 
Wl!ll"e aotua.Uy suft'er.bl~; l'rom the disease. 
JO~i<let of the other rnollt pnn111in~ l<~Ml health 
problems \'IEil'e! (l) hi4~h inf<mt d.eath rnte, (2) p:re~uatal 
eere, (J) dental hllll>l th, ( 4) care of the meditH,.lly 1ndigen t 
and ( ,5) oe;re oi' thfJ U£~ed ill. Since these pt•oblems were not 
those of school age children nnd lilino.e t.he:y were not 
filla.lyzed or throated through e.ny efforts of the schqols, 
they were not ditlCU.Staed in thill paper. 
'l'he dl)otor stated thtJ.t, visior, a<ll"~H!rdng 1.\C$1:19 were 
givEm tn~nUif<ll.y ·~o t1ll elementm•y school ohild~n from 
ldnderg&!rten thrOI.Iih !ltixth grade. 'I'h\':l :~event;h gradors in 
junior high sohools were tested nnd the tenth grade.rs in 
the senior high schools. tlo such tilct'ee~lin~~ tests Wt~~re givell 
in tM junior collltg(; except on tit~ oosh or a ~ferr~1l or 
the interest of the itldividual lilturutnt. In addition to those 
tested on the ~gular schedule; ~ny ~)ther student could 'be 
ret'erred for a tlltst; by .!J, teacher. a pri~:loipal or a school 
nurse. The vinio11 scretulint~ teats in th«l alementnry schools 
were prefol"mod by th€1 chulsroom te&aher while those in tht'! 
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secondary schools were given by the school nurse. It was the 
opinion of the respondent that this program was satisfactory. 
Hhen the vision screening test indicated a need for 
further examination, the nurse made a retest. If the second 
test indicated a ree..l difficulty, the nurse informed the 
pupil's parents of tlle situation and, together, they set up 
a plan of action. The school nurse always made a follow-up 
check to see that the agreed-upon steps \1ere being taken. 
Occasionally, parents would not act on the nurse's recom-
mendations without some pressure being brough·t to bear. 
Hearing· screening tests were administered to second 
and fourth graders in the elementary schools, to sevell,th 
graders in the junior high schools and to tenth graden in 
the senior high schools. In addition, students at any level, 
including junior college, where no other hearing tests were 
given, could be referred for such a test by a teacher, a 
principal or the school nurse. All hearing screening tests 
were given by a certificated audiometrist. 
When a screening test indicated a hearing loss, the 
pupil was retested under better testing conditions. If a 
serious hearing loss was still evident, the child was then 
referred to his family physician for care, or to the Crippled 
Children 1 s Service if the family could not pay for the 
needed treatment. The school district conducted special 
classes for tlle hard of hearing and for lip reading. The 
follow-up by the nurse had proven very effective in getting 
children t!'J€' kind of flervice !;hey needed to overoome their 
h!'H\l'il'lg dlffi<,,;,J.I.5.C;;I, 
'fh(l t1ente~1 ll~·t;iu ist, ·~·HO~, n yeu.r, inspected. ths 
teeth of nU first nnd. third graclere, along with those 
children referred to her from other grades. 'l'here were no 
regular-ly scheduled, a.:;ntal inspections al: any other grade 
levels in the school system. 
'l'he doctor felt that; regul<u•ly scheduled dental 
inspeotio111:1 on atl expanded scale could. not be justified., 
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It was his feeling that all childrem. should see thllttr 
dentist at le~>st tw1M a year as a umtter of course and that 
the school. along with the denal hygienist could 'bettex• use 
their etitn•gies ;l.n pre<~<mtirlg an improutl progr&m of den ta.l 
inspection and ir<atruction in the classroom. 
When. a dent;al inspection disclosed the need for 
d.<mtal oa:re. the pa .. 'ei'lt was sent <l notice to this effect. 
On thh >Wti<:e wM a form to be filled out by the dentist 
an\l X't1!ttH•neo. to the school after the necessary dental 
\Wl'k had beeu completed, The respondent in tl11.s interview 
felt that the follow-up in this area was not satisfactory 
and stated, out of four thous;and suoh notices sent out 
in the previous year, only eight hundred rooipiants took 
the recommended action. 
It the parents of a child, who needed. dental care. 
either could :not o:r would not pay for this care, there was 
very l1 t tle t;hat could be obtFJ.ined in the way of free 
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services. This was one of the areas of greatest deficiency 
in the school health services. There were a feN instences 
when individual dentists gave free care to certain needy 
children. The Kiwanis Club had a small fund with which 
they provided dental care for a few children of indigent 
families and, occasionally, an individual citizen >wuld pay 
the dental fee for a certain child or family. 
Communicable Disease Control 
'rhe regular immunization program in use was the one 
generally accepted throughout the state. Children were given 
the three basic inoculations of diphtheria, tetanus and 
smallpox before they enroll in school. They were supposed 
to have regular booster shots one year later and 1~er to 
retake diphtheria, tetanus and smallpox immunizations every 
five years thereafter. 'I'he first two polio shots were 
taken one month apart, followed by a third shot in seven to 
twelve months and a fourth shot a year after the third one. 
Informa,tion on the child's immunization status was 
recorded in !'lis permanent health record at the time of his 
first enrollment in school. The school nurse reviewed this 
record annually and a form letter was sent by her to the 
parents of any child who was due for any inoculation. 'I'he 
parents were advised to have this work done by the family 
physician but, if necessary, these needs could be cared for 
at the health district clinic without charge. 
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Within the limits of available funds, there was a 
planned program of tuberculin testing in the local schools. 
In 19.55, three thousand and three tuberculin sk~n tests 
were te,ken of all tenth, eleventh and twelfth graders in 
the sohool district. or all those tested, 7.2 peroent 
reacted positively. Two years later, all high school 
students in grades nine through twelve were tested. This 
time, five thousand five hundred forty-three showed 7.8 
percent with a positive reaction. This latter figure did l'lot 
represent an increase, but rather lil more realistic indication 
of the prevalence of tuberculosis among high school students 
because this latter group included a more representative 
proportion of students of the lower socio-economic families, 
Beginning in 19.56., the hea.lth district attempted to 
put into operation a plan of skin testing the children in the 
elementary schools for tuberculosis. The main purpose of 
this effort was to locate the carriers of the disease 
through investigations of the children showing positive 
reactions. In 19.56, all kindergarten and first graders, 
whose parents gave their consent, were tested. The next 
year, all first and second graders were tested. This 
amounted to a retesting of all those vtho had been checked the 
previous year plus all new first and second graders who had 
entered the school district after the first test had been 
administered. The following year, 1958-1959, an attempt; was 
made to test all first and fourth '.graders. Lack of money has 
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seriously hampered this program and has prevented any sub-
sequent general testing, Progress was being made in reducing 
the incidence of tuberculosis, but not rapidly enough, 
f:!l)l..fJ'~XICY Carli 
In respoxlse to a direct question, the doctor stated 
his opinion that Hewlett Emergency Hospital was intended 
only to provide emergency care until definitive c<are could 
be obtained. There were no doctors regularly on duty at 
this emergency hospital because of the cost, To staff this 
institut10J:1 fully would require three physicians with an 
eight hour shift apiece, This alone would cose at least 
$50,000 a year 1 which would be completely out of proportion. 
to the volume of business handled. This institution was 
operated by the city government and the health district 
had no responsibility in connection with its use or 
maintenance. 
Schgol Employees 
State law r•equired the annual chest x-rays of all 
school personnel, but this had been required by the local 
school board before ·chis law was passed. ~'horough physical 
examinations Here also required of oert;ificated personnel 
prj.or to the granting of tenul'e and a.s a pre-requisite to 
the renewal of a teaching credential. In addition, the 
school superintendent Lad. tlw <.tutlwr'iLY to request such a 
physical examh:c:tior,, il:eluJ.il,g e> ohe1;t x-ray, at any time he 
suspected that an employee might be a health menace to the 
children with whom he might come into contact. 
Other Agencies Providing Health Services to Children 
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There were several other agencies, in addition to the 
school district and the health district, that were providing 
health services to children of school age. 
The San Joaquin County Hospita.l would care for anyone 
who was unable to pay for the services of a private physician. 
They also operated an out-patient service for those unable to 
come to the hospital for treatment. The county hospital 
would also do tooth extraet.ions for either children or adults. 
Aside from this, there was no provision made by any agency, 
either private or public, to provide any other kind of dental 
care for children whose parents were unable to pay for it. 
The San Joaquin County Probation Department was the 
legal guardian of children who were wards of the court and 
would provide necessary medical attention for children in 
its custody. 
The Catholic Social Service offered counseling 
service to emotionally disturbed children ru1d to their 
parents. They also oounse led with parents who were having 
marital problems in an attempt to stablize home situations 
so the children could feel the security of a settled home 
life. 
The American Cancer Society would provide educa.tional 
materials to the schools. 'l'hey also would loan certain Sick 
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room supplies such as hospital beds and wheel chairs. They 
made a,nd distributed free to the home-bound patients all 
types of cancer dressings and necessary bedside articles. 
The Delta Blood Bank provided any child with 
needed blood regardless of the ability of the family to pay 
for it. 
'rhe Pamily Service Agency offered counsel to families 
in such matters as unsatisfactory relationehips between 
parents or between parents and children and unsatisfactory 
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development or behavior of children end adolescents. 
The San Joaquin County Heart Association maintained 
a rheumatic fever diagnostic clinic. They serviced the 
rheumatic fever convalescent ward at St, Joseph's Hospital. 
They also provided a low-sodium diet consultant to persons 
who have been placed by their physicians on this kind of a 
diet. Another important service provided by this group was 
follow-up studies on heart damage suspects uncovered by 
tubercu.losis X•rays. · 
The San Joaquin County 'l'uberculosis and Health 
Association provided free chest x~rays for for anyone over 
fifteen years of age and assisted in providing institutional 
care for those suffering from active tuberculosis. They 
also furnished teaching materials on tuberculosis to the 
schools, 
'rhe Crippled Children's Service was a program 
established by state law to provide corrective treatment 
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for certain categories of crippling conditions in children 
up to the age of twenty-one Whose parents or legal guardians 
were unable, in whole or in part, to finance the necess,ary 
care. The program, locally, was administered by the San · 
Joaquin County ~lelfare Department. Children could be 
referred to the program by ho~pitals or physicians through 
the local health district by direct referral to the Bureau 
of Crippled Children Services, State Department of Public 
Health. This agency would provide hearing aids to children 
if the families could not afford to pay for them. Other 
types of child afflictions usually referred to this service 
were: (1) those of an orthopedic nature, (2) those requiring 
plastic reconstruction, (J) those requiring orthodontic 
reconstruction, (4) eye conditions leading to loss of vision, 
(5) ear conditions leading to loss of hearing, (6) rheumatic 
or congenital heart disease and (?) other disabling or 
disfiguring deformities. gconomic eligibility for the 
benefits of this program was determined by the county 
welfare department. 
The San Joaquin <.::ounty Welfare Department would 
provide medical care and, in certain cases, dental care for 
those families on the public assistance rolls as well as for 
the needy aged. 
The Stockton Association for Retarded Children 
worked toward promoting the general welfare of mentally 
retarded children of all ages. They offered aid to parents 
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in finding ways to meet the needs of their children at home 
and in the community and assisted parents to adjust themselves 
to the handicap of their child, This group also operated 
a nursery school and a summer day camp for retarded children. 
The city of Stockton operated the Hewlett Emergency 
Hospital for the purpose of providing emergency aid until 
the services of a physician could be obtained. Here they 
would administer palliative hypodermics, treat shock, 
administer blood plasma, pump stomachs, administer intravenous 
feedings, restrain violent cases, splint fractures, cleanse 
and dress wounds, remove foreign bodies fro.m any part of the 
body and aid doctors in treating and suturing their patients. 
They would also assist the patient in contacting the family 
physician, but nothing beyond emergency care would be 
provided until a doctor was in attendance. 
The Unived Cerebral Palsy Association provided a 
fellowship for a University of the Pacific student to give 
speech training to children a.t ~lunford Cerebral Palsy 
School·. In co-operation with the Red Cross, they provided 
swimmilag classes for cerebral palsied children. 
The San Joaquin County Mental Health Services are 
located on the grounds of the San Joaquin County Hospital. 
They had, at the time of this writing, five full time and 
two part time psychiatrists. They employed four psyohie.trio 
nursing personnel. Their function was to diagnose and treat 
any child referred to them by the schools for this kind of 
trl!iatment. Th~ chi. lei' t1 family w~ts :rmqu.iJ:'j\ld t~ roa.k:«t formal 
i!.lpplioaUon for' thmse ec1"'vic'!!!l. •Jon1(!1 p.llyohh>trie t~>st.in,g 
was (lone • but only an a p~rt of tr:e cliagtaos h of the 
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p.roblems of a pw.rtioul~n· patitHtt, They maint«ixl({!.d ·ooth bt-
patient a:nd Ottt-pr~t11il!nt, l!lervie({!s. 'l'h¢y had & rehabiUtaUo:n 
service .!".nd. tiould iji'lre Qounsel ~Jnd adviaa on mo:ntal hr·ulth 
and memtnl h1:·nlth edunation. Fees WE!re oo1leot'-ld fr-oM those 
nble to pay, hut Gerv:l.oeli! were fl"(!!e f'ol" thoaa unal)le to do so. 
It was not :necess11.ry for any child to Lu;o without 
ne.eded eye gltlttses. The I.ion 1a Clubs, th~ Stockton Council 
f ~''"' f) ··A••"'•J 
A1d, z>1r-thday (:lub nnd mi!l.ny local .?.T.A. unit,;s would pay for 
li\ eh Ud • s ~~lt<l!Oaes if tu!loee!llary. 
The doctor had the following l"(!!OOrruileudatiom:; to 
roak® for 1mprovine; the P¥'>1grr•m (;lf sohc:>ol health tuu•vices: 
( l) IIIO:I"(!! nurnin€) services at a,ll seh<ml bvlu • (£) 1110Ve 
health clerk serviee at <~>.ll school levels, ()) <me r.wt•e 
dental hygienist. (4) a dental ~·~~dth o:Unic to care 1'or the 
dental needs ot' children, (5) an audiometric tnt for ~11 
children prior to their ~mterin~ school for the first time, 
( 6) an expansion of the progrum for the hard of hEN!: ring in the 
regular clusroom, ('7} more lip reading 1nflitruction and (8) 
:reeumption of tuting in the tuoorouUn control protr~tm mtd 
( 9) tlour1d~t1on of the drbtking; water tor Stooktotl. 
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III. DIRECTOR OF .SPECIAL EDUCATION 
The Director of Special Education in the Stockton 
Unified School District had administrative responsibility for 
all special education programs developed for those children 
whose needs could not be adequately met by the regular 
curriculum, except the gifted children. This group included 
all youngsters having special physical or mental problems 
and those who were emotionally disturbed. It was the 
purpose of thiS interview to ascertain the nature and 
extent of special arrangements that had been made to 
effectively educate those children with physical, mental or 
emotional handicaps. 
The information that follows is a summary of the 
information and the opinions expressed in answer to questions 
during the interview. 
Health Apf.!raisal and Health Consultation 
In the elementary schools, counseling began with 
the classroom teacher. The next person usually called in 
for assistance was the vice principal, if the school had 
one. The next person to be involved was the principal, if 
the problem had not been resolved before this point was 
reached, If the principal desired any additional help, the 
school district employed three guidance consultants who were 
on call from the central office. It was the general plan 
that each of the school personnel involved would counsel with 
the student and the parents. If these proced.ures were not 
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succfHH>ful, the next step was a temporary suspension. Such 
a suspension vsa<> usually for a period of two weeks, 'I'he 
final step in unsuccessful oounseling was the expulsion of 
the pupil from school. This action was initiated by the 
principal of the school where the student attended, but 
actual expulsion was only by ·'authority of the board of 
education. 
There were no full time counselors in any of the 
elementary schools and thore were allilays more requests for 
cou:m.'leUng help than could be met. It was the opinion of 
this interviewee that when counseling help was needed, it 
could not oo postponed and still be fully effective. 
Neither junior nor senior high schools had any 
full time oo\lltf:ll~lors. The usual practiC(~ was to allot 
certai:rl. teachers half, Ol' le:Ja, of theiJ? time fer this 
work, with the rest of their day spent in cla!><n•oom 
inst:euction. 'I'heae counselors tfet'e supported by the sar!le 
aclditional procedures as in the case of the elementary schools 
just discussed. 
Tho junior coJ.loge ope:r~tted <ln appro:ltimately the 
<w.rne counseling proeedu1•es ws t;he hi.gh schools, although 
there were sever,~l tfJachers who hacl as much as two thirds 
of their time assigne<l t;o this function. 
At the tim~J of this: writing, group tests of mental 
ability we:re given to third, sixth, ninth and twelfth 
graders as a matter of school district policy. Individual 
tests of mental ability were administered by credentialed 
psychometrists on a referral basis. The tester reported 
to the school principal on the results of such individual 
tests with suggestions for the principal and the teacher. 
He made recommendations as to the desirability of placing 
the child in a class for the mentally retarded, according 
to his findings. 
Individual psychological examinations were given 
by trained certificated personnel. 'J?he respondent in this 
interview felt that there was enough psychiatric help 
available to the schools if it was properly used. 
The decisions on the nature and extent of the 
special education needs of any child were made by the 
Admissions Committee. This group included the Director 
of Special Education and the principal of the receiving 
school. The committee could also call in psychiatric 
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social worker, a psychometrist 1 the principal of the 
receiving school or any one else whose advice was desired, 
The usual procedure began with the referral of a ease to the 
Admissions Committee either by the principal of the child's 
school or by the health district, which might have 
located the youngster through one of its contacts with the 
family. The committee gathered data and made its recom ... 
mendations to the Director of Special Education. He 1 in 
consultation with the receiving principal, made the proper 
placement of the student. 
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1'eacher> Dncl nursE: observnticmH, physical exa.:minat:l.ons, 
family histortefl, cox•sultHtiOYl within the school, projective 
testi.ng teohniqUEH>, clinical and special services consulta ... 
·uio:ns t'lnd analysis of' berw.vior patterns all had a part to 
play in df!Ciding which spacial atiucation facility would best 
mElet the needs of the child who had mental, emotional or 
physical handicaps, 
'l'hi.s respcmdent stated that lack of auff'ieient staff 
made the follow~ups on those children with mental or 
emot1cmal problems lus efficient than was to be deaired. 
The prodedure used in follow~up~ was to have the request 
for action aom!idet•ed by the special ed.ueation staff, who 
then referre<l the problem to the appropriate specialists. 
'rhelle specialists 14ould then initG~atiga\;fil the ea.!H~ and report 
back to the originator of the follow~up action, giving 
suggestions for helping the child. There vrns often 
considerable deltly between thr~ time of refel:"ral a.nt!l. the time 
of' placing th<!' child in r,my of the special o:tasses. 
The ~·eferral forma and the c~tmulati V<': roeot•tls were 
timple Emd. riE>re alHii!Y$ avrc1ilable to all teacher<! woridng 
with ohi.ldren havin(l; problems. 
Parents of ch:l.ldren being considered for pla.cf:ment 
in any specinl eduontio:n prof\rnm ~<~ere aJ.wa.ys kept informed 
on progress and. procedures through indivhlua.l confere;wes 
m::td through study gr·oups. Pn.rents •~o1•e sometimes l'eferred 
to family service agencies to:r counseling in adiiition t;o 
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that provided by school district personnel. 
'rhe school district maintained study groups for 
parents in all areas of the special education services except 
that for academically gifted children. The purpose of these 
groups was to inform the parents of the objectives of the 
services offered their children and to show them how they 
could assist in making the program more effective in meeting 
the needs of their particular youngster. 
In•service activities were also conducted by the 
school district for the benefit of teachers in the special 
education fields. Such teachers were also transported at 
district expense to special education conferences at the 
regional and state levels. 
Special Educational Programs Provided bY the School District 
'fhe Director related some of the many adjustments 
that were made for children with ha<1dicaps who could operate 
in a regular-classroom with proper consideration for their 
special needs. Children who were hard of hearing were 
seated in the room so thut they could make best use of what-
ever heaPing acuity they possessed. Teachers ;~ere often 
instructed to stand near such students when giving oral 
direction!!. Some students with certain sigl'lt deficiencies 
were seated close to the chalk boards in order to be able to 
read material written thereon. Occasionally, classroom 
teachers were given special training to help them more 
effectively weet the needs of children ~lith peculiar dif-
fioul ties. Studen·ts who could >·wrk in a regw2.lr clasuroom 
with the help of' a hearing aid could have these furnished 
through the crippled children 1 s progrE•m of the state. The 
school district also conducted special physical education 
classes for those students who could not take part in the 
activities of' the regular program. Children who needed 
lip reading or speech correction training were given this 
help by ininerant teachers who came once a week to the 
school. The children were dismissed from their regular 
classes an hour a week for such assistance. 
As :required by the state Education ~,7 large 
print books I'Iere furnh>lwd f'or pupils whose visual s.cui ty 
was 20/70 or less or who have other visual impairment 
making the use ot' such textbooks necessary. Such children 
were pla.ced in the regular classrooms providing they could 
function there with occasional help by a special teacher. 
In the Californ!§. Administrative Code, a deaf' 
child is descz•i bed as, . . • 
( 1) one whose hearing losses range from '/0 
or 75 decibles in the speech range to 
inability to distinguish more thru'\l. one o.r 
two frequencies at the higher measurable 
level of intensity in the better ear 
resulting in not being able to understand, 
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?california State Department of Education, Education 
Co.QJ2., State of California Printing Division, Saol'amento, 
California, 19.51, sea. 9308, 
and [1cqui.re, speech and le.nguD.ge through 
the sense of hearing even when sound 
amplification is provided, (2) one whose 
hearing losses average 50 or• more decit)les 
in the speech range in the better ear and 
who, having suste.ined loss from very early 
childhood or babyhood, does not learn 
langu~~ge and speech throvgh the unaided 
ear, and (3) those diagnosed by a hearing 
specialist as being deaf,8 
•r[!e same legal document states that the blind 
shall consist of those children (1) whose 
visual acuity ln the better eye af'ter the 
best possible correction is 20/200, or (2) 
whose peripheral field is contracted to · 
such an extent that the widest diameter 
Sllbtends an angle no greater than 20 
degrees, or (J) whose vision shows an 
equally handicapping visual defect, or (4) 
who have been diagnosed by an eye or vision 
testing specialist as being blind or having 
a condl.tion leading to ea.rly blindness. 9 
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The state Ad.mini§trative Code in delineating physical 
deformitles in children says: 
Upon diagnosi$ by a competent physician, 
the orthopedically handicapped shall be 
those children whose locomotion hilS been 
seriously impaired by crippling due to (1) 
infection, such <'Hi bone and. jOhlt 
tuberculosis, osteomylitis, etc., (2) birth 
injury, such as Erb 1 s palsy, bone frs.ctures, 
etc., (3) congeni te.l anomalies, such as 
congenitD.l amputEition, clubfoot, congenital 
dislocations. spina bifida, etc., (41 
traumatic, such as amputations, burns, 
fractures 1 etc., ( 5) tumors, such as bon.e 
tumors, bpne cysts, etc., (6) developmental 
diseases, StiCh as coxa plana, spin.Cl.l 
---·-······-----
8california State Department of' Education, Californ!§ 
:"dministratlve ,;o,ll&, 'l'Hle 5, Bducation., Sacramento, Ct<lif,, 
1951, seo. 1320. 
9Ibid., sec. 1320. 
osteocheondritis, etc., and (7) other 
conditions such as fragile bones, muscular 
atrophy, muscular dustrophy, Perthes' 
disease, etc., and which cond.i tion requires 
enrollmertt in special schools ~~nd classes ,10 
The cerebral palsied are l<Jgally described in the 
same document as: 
• ·• • those children who have been 
di.;-;_gnosed by a competent physichm as having 
an imp<>irment of motor- function by injury to 
certain pa1•ts of the brain which govern 
muscular control e.nd os.using such conditions 
as spasticHy, athetosis, ataxia, rigidity, 
and tremor to the extent that they must be 
provided s~ecial transportation to a special 
day class,J.l 
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The hard of hearing would include those children 
\~hose loss of hearing acuity makes it difficult for them to 
learn in the usual classroom situation without hearing 
arnplificatlon,. but whose hearing loss is not as severe as 
that listed for the deaf. 
The Herbert Hoover Elementary School had, at the 
time of this writing, an entire wing of eight special 
classrooms fer physically handicapped children. 1'here were 
five classes of orthopedically handic!il'pped and four classes 
of aurally handicapped children. These youngsters speut 
the entire d.ay in 1m educational program designed to meet 
their special needs. They were organized into ungraded 
classes of four levels: (1) the nursery, (2) the kindergarten, 
(3) the primary group for children from aboui; six to ten 
lOibid., sec. 1320. llibid., sec. 1320. 
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years of age, r,md ( 4) the advanced group for older pupils, 
There were facilities there for both physical and 
occupational therapy, Also at this school were two classes 
of visually handicapped children. These youngsters spent 
a part of each day in the laboratory working with braille 
and other techniquestthat were designed to meet their 
special needs. The rest of their day was spent in the 
regular classrooms with teachers who had some special 
training in helping them, All of the special classes for 
the physically handicapped were located in this one school 
and children were transported to these facilities. 
The Stockton Unified School District operated 
special classes for the educable mentally retarded, commonly 
called Point One classes. Children living with the school 
district were eligible for these classes if they met certain 
requirements. In general, these children had intelligence 
quotients of 50 to 75. Other things were considered in 
addition to the child's mental ability such as his emotional 
atability, his home conditions, his family history, his 
health, his visual and aural acutty, his physical 
coordination and the attitude of his parents. The final 
placement of a child in either the point one or the point 
two classes was determined by the Admissions Committee after 
a thorough study of his peculiar abilities and disabilities. 
Children could move from one special education program to 
another or from a special education program to the regular 
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classroom whenever the Admissions Committee determined that 
such a move would be in the best interests of the child's 
growth and development. 
The school district's point two program for the 
severely mentally retarded was commonly called the program 
for the trainable mentally retarded. In general, these 
children had an intelligence quotient of less than 50. They 
were given as much simple academic work as they could absorb 
but the main emphasis was on the social training that would 
enable them to live with other people and take care of 
themselves. Good health habits were an important part of 
the training for this group, Children who enrolled in these 
cla.$ses could stay in the program until they were sixteen 
years of age, at which time they could enroll in the 
sheltered workshop described on the next page. It was 
possible for such a person to spend the rest of his life in 
the sheltered workshop if necessary. 
Some of the special education classes were under the 
direction of teachers who were not fully credentialed for 
this special work. The director gave it as his opinion 
that this situation would improve when and if wages were 
raised sufficiently and when the special education classes 
were able to have more functional classrooms and equipment. 
At l;he time of thils study, the only inducement offered to 
teachers of special education classes was an extra salary 
increment of $200 annually. This had not proven sufficient 
to attract competent teachers from other fields. 
The Stockton Unified School District employed two 
'full time teachers and three more on a part time ~asis to 
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give instruction to home-bound students in the district. This 
plan adequately served the needs of all children who were 
unable to go to school for instruction because more part 
time teachers were hired as the need arose. 
FacilitiSJS Prgvided by Non-Sghool Group!! 
The Community Handicapped Child Aid Poundation 
served the metropolitan area of Stookt.on and conducted a 
sheltered workshop for those who, because of mental or 
physical handicaps, could not work in competition with others 
in the industrial world. They did many things of a very 
simple nature and often made only 10 cents to 30 cents an 
hourj but they were employed and they made a little money, 
Some of these people gained enough skill in this program so 
that they could hold down certain types of jobs and make 
a living for themselves. This foundat:).on was not supported 
by the school d.istriot or any other governmental agency. 
'Ehey conducted fund raising campaigns and accepted gifts 
and donations from private individuals and from businesses. 
The Stocl1:tou Association for Hetarded Children 
operated a child development center which cared for several 
categories of retarded children. Some youngsters who were 
mentally retarded were also afflicted with severe loss of 
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sight or he<lring and others were orthopedically handicapped. 
Such children could not operate in the regular programs for 
the mentally retarded and they were cared for here. This 
center also took care of children who were waiting for 
placement in the regular point two classes. 
The Director of Special Education had the following 
recommendations to make for improving the ser:itices under 
his supervision: (1) more guidance consultants, (2) an-
other psychometrist 1 (J) more functional classrooms for 
special education classes, (4) more and better trained 
teachers for the special education classes, (.5) a larger 
salary increment for teachers of special education classes 
and (6) more and better equipment for use by teachers in 
special education. 
III. COORDINATOR OF ATHLETICS 
The Coordinator of A·thletics had general supervision 
of all athletic activities in all secondary schools. The 
purpose of this interview was to ascertain the exter1t and 
adequacy of safety and first aid precautions that were in 
use in the athletic program. 
The information that follows is a summa.ry of the 
knowledge gained and the opinions expressed in response to 
questions asked during the interffiew. 
There was no formal ruling that physical educr~tion 
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teachers or coaches of athletic teams must have formal first 
aid training, but all of them had done so. These teachers 
were all required to take refresher courses and to study any 
new techniques',that became accepted methods of procedure. 
Physical education teachers were :required to administer first 
aid t<:> all minor injuries sustained during the i:r classes. 
More serious mishaps were handled by the nurse. When an 
injury required medical attention, the parents were notified 
and requested to secure the proper treatment. In the event 
that the parents could not be contacted and if there was no 
known family doctor, the ill.jured student could be taken to 
the San Joaquin County Hospital. The parents were required 
to pay for such medical attention if they were able. other-
wise there was no charge. 
First aid kits were located in places readily 
accessible from the activity areas. usually in the offices 
and locker rooms. 
According to the co-ord.inator, all secondary 
schools conducted three types of physical education programs: 
(1) the regular program for those with no disabilities, (2) 
a special program for the students who needed to have a 
restricted amount of activity and (J} facilities for those 
few students for whom a physicia.n had prescribed complete 
rest. 
'rhe respondent said that there were always a few 
students who requested frequently to be excused from physical 
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education classes. Because of the provision for a program 
of limited exercise, very few students hnd bee.n able to get 
a. blanket excuse f'rom all such classes, even for a limited 
Umm. 
'l'he co-ordinator stated that all ~mighing aJ'ld 
measuring in the secondary schools was clone during the physical 
education periods. High school students were given this check-
up during the first month of school as a regular procedure 
and thereafter were weighed only upon referral or as a part 
of a complete physical examination. vlhenever a secondary 
student was weighed or measured, this information was recorded 
in his cumulative health record by the nurse. 
'l'he inter•viewee said that it was general practice to 
keep the curnuluti ve health records in the rmrse 1 s office 
in all secondary schools. 'l'he school nurse was responsible 
for alerting a teacher regarding u:ny health problem in a 
student that might affect his educational success. If the 
instructor wanted to study the health record of a student, 
it was necessary for him to go to the nurse 1 s offioe to do so',; 
All the secondary schools Here served only by half 
time nurses and the coordinator felt that this was not enough, 
It was his opinion that each junior and senior high school 
should have a full time nurse. 
The respond.ent in this interviei~ stated that all 
students were required to pass a medical examination before 
being permitted to engage in inter~school s,thletic contests. 
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This examination was usually given at the opening of school 
or before practice pegan for that particular sport. No other 
physical examinations were regularly required because of the 
cost. 
It was the usual practice to have a doctor in 
attendance at all football games, but not at any of the other 
athletic contests. If a student sustained an injury while 
participating in an athletic contest, half of the expense 
of the necessary treatment would be borne by the fami.ly of 
the student and the other half would be paid by an insurance 
policy that was carried by the school as a matter of school 
board policy. It was the practice to :require a physician•s 
approval before an injured athlete could resume inter-
school competition, but such an approval was not required 
following an illness. 
First aid was administered to members of inter-
school athletic teams by the coaoh at the high school levels 
and by the trainer at the junior college level. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF 'fHE QUESTIONNAIRES 
The writer used questionnaires to discover how well 
the existing health services were understood by the teachers 
and principals of the Stockton Unified School District. 
Organization of the Questionnaires 
A questionnaire was designed for classroom teachers 
to ascertain their knowledge of the health services and to 
get their opinions on the effectiveness of these services 
as they were applied to the individual student. This 
questionnaire was divided into three sections: (1) Emergency 
Care Procedures, ( 2) Health Appraisal and Health Consul ta-
t ion and (3) Exclusion and Re-admission of Students Who 
Have Been Absent Due to Illness. 
A companion questionnaire for school principals 
sought information regarding the'adminstrative problems 
connected with the use of the health services in the 
schools. 'rhe questions were organized into four categories: 
(1) Emergency Care Procedures, (2) Mental Health, (3) 
Health Appraisal and Health Consultation and (4) Exclusion 
and Re-admission of Students Who Have Been Absent Because of 
Illness. 'rhe content of the questions was suggested, in 
part, by various evaluative inst!'uments referred to earlier 
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in this study and partly by the direct instructions contained 
in the School Healtih Services c;.uidel used ln the Stockton 
Unified School District. 
Selection of RespondentA 
There were twenty-nine elementary schools in the 
district at the time of this study with 16,772 pupils and 
485 teachers, It was, therefore, expedient to select a 
representative sampling of teachers as respondents, This 
was done as follows: 
A list of the elemen.tary schools was obtained, with 
the schools arranged by name in alphabetical order. Under 
each school, the names of all the teachers were listed 
according to the grade taught, beginning with the kinder-
garten and proceeding consecuti~ely through grade six. 
All teachers who had not taught at least one prior year in 
the local school district were excluded from the list of 
possible respondents because their knowledge of the school 
health services was thought to be inadequate as a basis for 
any valid judgements. This left 369 elementary teachers 
eligible for selection to receive the questionnaire. 
T'hirty-five of the eligible teachers were teaching 
combination classes of two consecutive grades. Every pos-
sible combination was represented. from a class of first 
lstockton Unified School District, Department of Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation and the San Joaquin Local 
Health Distric·t;, Schoo), Health Services (Juid§ (Stockto, Calif,, 
19 53). 
axt<l second gt>ndtH'II to ei olasr; oompo~>~H:i or :r 1ftb l.ilnd a ixth 
grt>:de students. l'or U1e purg,ose o!' selecting resJ.lOi1.®nts, 
the n.rst mt<t e.vf!!ry other odd. nUli'Jbel'f1d grl;d¢1 l-2 combim>ti<m 
class Wli\l'l ootu:~ida.red es a t':l.rst t~rade, the alt.e1•m.;te g;ra.de 
l-2 oombi»l\l.tions we.NI: considered us 111eco:rH'I. grades. This 
same P''l;tex•n 1\i'l.l.t! followed for a.ll other. combin&tion clm~ees 
of gradu 2·:3 and .rst'bova. 
In o:rder to insure 13 con1pletely random sampling, and 
thereby get a vs.lid measur~! ot' :reaction. th<fl followints were 
selected as respondents: 1'1.:rst eligible kinderga:rten teacher 
and ev0ry fifth one ther0after, the lifHlond eligibl.e first 
gra<i.e teaoher ~m1 every fifth one therett.fter, the third 
lltll.gi ble second gr~uie teaohe:r e~ld EP1ery fifth one thoreafter, 
the fourth eligible third ii5l'tllde temoher and every f:lfth one 
thereafter, the t'ifth ellgible fourth fll"*'d.e te<~oht'H' and 
every fifth one the.r•eafter, the first eligible fifth grade 
teaober• a!.ld Elvery fifth one the.retlfter timd the secox1d 
eHgiole sixth gl"<lld<llt teacher and every fift;!l one the.renf'ter. 
Another symtem had to be used above the a1xth gr11de 
because IU!eondl~ry t.eaol:lers did xwt hA've the aart~e students 
till dt~-;y and, th«a•efare, could not be fl.S f.l!ltlll .. lia.r wi t!l the 
health nl'leds oi' their YOt.\.1_111 t'olks as wel'f1 the tec\oher~> in 
the elementa.!"y ~chools. 'I'he only in&~!;ruetors in the 
secondary schools who had nll the aimd.e:nts o1' their scl'wols 
ln their classes w0re those who tf.<ught physiollll education. 
Also, it WIUi the practice in the Stockton schools to have 
all of the health screening tests given to the students 
during the phys ioal education class periods. Therefore, 
because of these arrangements and because of the nature of 
their work with the students, the physical education 
instructors were more likely to be conversant with the 
health services and how well they served the needs of the 
secondary school students. 
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1'eachers of high school health courses were also 
selected as respondents because the content of their 
subject field was closely associated with helath procedures 
and services. 
For these reasons, only teachers of health courses 
and physical education were selected as respondents from 
the secondary schools. Since the number of such teachers 
in the school system was not great, all of them were sent 
a copy of the questionnaire. 
All principals, both elementary and secondary, were 
included and each was sent a questionnaire. 
A total of 153 questionnaires were sent to teachers 
at all teaching levels and 146 were returned, giving a 95 
percent response. The school administrators on all levels 
returned 35 out of 37. which as also a 95 percent return. 
CHAP'I'ER V 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA AND EVALUATION OF SERVICES 
The purpose of this chapter was to take the program 
of school health services, as described in Chapter III of this 
study and in the returns of the questionnaires, and evaluate 
it by applying the criteria listed at the end of Chapter II, 
The procedure followed was to state the approved 
standard, then assemble the evidence that had been gathered 
and show whether or not the existing service measured up to 
the standard. 'fhe evaluation followed the same organizational 
pattern and numerical sequence as was used in the original 
listing of the criteria. 
Organization and Administration 
1. There should be an over~all school health 
counoil or committee of teaches, 
administratives of community groups to 
help plan and co-ordinate the school 
health services program. 
The Consultant in Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation established that the School llee1lth Council was a 
group that met this requirement. The composition of this 
council is listed on pages 36 and 37 of this study. There 
was also a County Health Council, whose membership is listed 
on page 38. This county-wide group existed to co-ordinate 
the school health program with the total community health 
program to assure complete service without wasteful duplication. 
2. Looe.l pn,vl'lioian.s sml. dentis1; .should. 
participate in plarmirlg the school health 
SEI'!'ViC&Il, 
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Prom the membership of the lJchool Health Council, 
rE:;,ferred to in the previous paragraph, it ooulcl. be se~m that 
doctors l<nd dentists, es well ttfl other spE<Ci<lliata wor.king 
in t.he <Jl'el'\s or physical and mental he111l th, wer•e ;l.:uolu\'ted 
in the group that t~as I'ilt~ponsible for st;.~dyhlg the he~llth 
rieeds of the sohc:mls and planning the p:rogr!iirn of health 
lliH"'Ifices. 
3. There t>hould 1;e a written school health 
services r,~Aide thiD.t should ce famillar 
to all teachers. 
On page )5 of this re.port, it was established. that 
thc;n·e wan til fulhool i!ealtb StH•ViQU Oui§,e 1 prep~':red jointly 
by li!Ohool district <md health district perso:ru:tel, 'l'here 
W<iS also E• companion guide fol' high sch>::~ols ertti tled Y;!fOW 
!Qur il!.§!l!:ill Stu·vioe!i - !:i~Hi!Oll.l\l&&:.r SgbgeJ,$, prepatred by 
school district department of' hulth and phys1c~J~l 
educa.tion.l The answers to the first thl'llle questions in 
il.ppendix A and the first thl'llllll qu~Ult.ioru; in r>ppttndix B 
would indicate that thei:Ul guides were familiar to the 
teachers. 
4. 'l'hl'il're $hould "be a written aohool district 
policy governing the emersency care of 
illnesses and inJuries. 
lstockton Unified School District, Depat•tment of 
Health, Physical I~duoatlon azul Recreation, l'ffigw ~ !JmaJ.t!! 
Servige@ • Sego;nd».ry; Sohoola (Stockton, C!iilif., 1954). 
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The existence of' the written "Guide for Emergency 
Care - Accidents and Illness" was verified during the inter-
view with the consultant a11d is f irs1; l'eported on page 48 of 
this paper. The answers to questions 28-)2 in Appendix A 
indicated that the teachers were reE•.sonably familiar with 
the provisions of this policy. 
,5. There should be a written school district 
policy governing the liability of school 
personnel in cases of emergency illness 
or injury to a student. 
There was a section in the health services guide for 
secondary schools, referred to in the previous paragraph 
which f'ully delineated the matter of liability for school 
personnel in emergency illnesses or injuries at school. 
6. There should be a written school district 
policy concer•ning the transportation of 
ill or injured pupils when the parents 
cannot come to school for them. 
On page 49 of this report, the consultant explained 
the school district policy relative to the transportation 
of ill or injured pupils. The same procedures were written 
out on page 29 of the Guide for Emergency Care-Accidents and 
Illness. 
7. The school administrator should assu.me 
direct responsibility for the adminis-
tration of the school district policies 
relating to the emergency care of 
illnesses and injuries. 
Accord.ing to the consultant, emergency care and the 
rendering of nrst aid was the responsibility of the principal 
and those designated by him. Item J of section .504 in the 
Offioill Q.perating Policies .Qf. ~ Stogkton Unified School 
District was stated as follows: 
He (the principal} shall be responsible 
for knowing; e.nd administering the general 
policies and rules and regulations of the 
district as they have been enacted by the 
Board of Education or the Superintendent 
of Schools. 
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Item JO of the same section contained the following 
directions: 
He (the principal) shall report im-
me4iately to the Superintendent's office 
any serious accident to an employee or 
pupil or any unusual occurrence or 
emergency situation which may develop at 
the school. 
The replies to questions J) and J4 in Appendix B 
would indl.icate that school principals did take the leader-
ship in d.iscussing 1~1th their staffs the regulations 
pertaining to emergency care and first aid. 
8. The school administrator should 
assume the responsibility for 
acquainting all teachers with the 
nature of their liability in oases of 
emergency illness or accident to a 
student. 
1'he ansv1ers received to questions JJ in Appendix B 
would indicate th<o.t the school administrators did discuss 
this responsibility with their staffs. This questionnaire 
was circulated in the montl1 of Novembe;:> and by that time 
Jl out of the 35 who responded had already presented this 
school c1istrict policy in a faculty meeting. 
9. Tt1ere should be a planned program for 
interpreting the school health services to 
parents, private physicians and dentists 
and to other intere.sted community groups. 
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During the course of the interview with the 
consultant, it neve loped tha.t there was no well organized 
plan to publicize the work of the two councils 11<Those 
function it wa.s to study the community health problems and 
plan measures to deal with these problems. He presumed that 
those organizations represented on the councils received 
regular reports from their representatives, but he was 
not certain that this was always the case. He was of the 
opinion that there was a need for more newspaper publicity 
relative to the efforts and accomplishments of both the School 
Health Council and the County Health Council. He felt that 
such publicity was forthcoming only when the activities of 
the councils 1qas controversial or was concerned with some-
thing unusual. 
10. School health services should be 
carefully interpreted to all members 
of the school staff. 
The writer's interview with the consultant confirmed 
that the school district offered in-service courses to 
teachers and school administrators i:n the areas of health 
services, f:l.rst aid techniques and health curriculum. The 
health district provided such training for the school 
nu:t'ses and other technicians who were under its direct 
supervision. Non-certificated employees of the school district 
who had responsibilities in the area of fi:rst aid such as 
9) 
aac.ret®rieu, cleritll ;;md. cuutodia111~ 1t~1,ro lc~Jpt Lrd'ormed. through 
nHiJ~ltingil of th<llir own orge,niu~tior.w ex· through th.e I'egular 
11. Hecord.!l uhould be l~<':pl; of nll <:.cci.derlts 
that ooour at school. 
As p.reviouuly noted. on. page ~11, the principal was 
required to Npo·rt any aceiden.t happenblg at achool to 1;be 
superh1te:ndE111.t' s .officell. f?S.gure ? in leppe.ndix H allows a 
s~mple of the f'o:rm 1.1.5ed tor stwh NpO.rting. Thi.s report was 
to be filled ou.t in que~.drupliotlte; thl'*e copiu going to 
the school husinus office and th11 .fourth ooing placed in 
the school til.Ei. 
12, <\ll evaluation lilhould be mr..de periodioi!Jilly 
to try to determi.n-s the causes of 
school twoid.ents. 
l<igures l and 2 in l.ppehtlix I shoi>r two suoh r;oeident 
lli!!!i.lysea. Pigu1•e l is a etudy of t~eol.dents to employees of 
the schOol diatrict; indiottt:Lng the number of d.iaa.bl1ng 
m::oidenta, \'lhere i;luJ mi.lllhapa ocoured, the type of injury 
~;ust&ined and VEl.rious other f'ISZJI!lol>e> of the incidents that 
might tw.ve impl.io&J:.iona f(:>:l" futur-e praveJ;;tive prlilo!!luti.ons. 
!''ig1Jre 2 is a similar• study of pUpil accidents. 
i'hese analyaell ~tel"e v.i!l.ed ~~.a l>t,ses i'or ISI.lggested irlrprovements 
in proctlld.ux-es, p.l"eeuut ioftS t:>r oquipment through meeti:ngs 
with ttle g.roups of peril/ons Mfmoted by th<? .11:ugge11ted 
evaluation and improvement of the school 
health services. 
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Dr. Williams, the Chief Health Officer of the health 
district, stated that the health councils were continually 
attempting to evaluate the results of their adopted programs 
but that, at the end of each fiscal period, they took a 
comprehensive look at the year's accomplishments to see if 
any changes or improvements were indicated by the results 
of their efforts of the past year. 'rhe biggest problem, 
according to Dr. Williams, was to use the available funds 
in such a manner as to achieve the greatest amount of good 
for the greatest number. 
Health Appraisal 
14. 'I'eachers should make daily recorded 
or unrecorded health observations of 
their pupils. 
The answers to quest1om4 and 5 in Appendix A show 
that the overwhelming majority of teachers did watch their 
students carefully for any indication of health problems 
that would interfere with their progress at school. Even at 
the secondary school level, where the te~.\chers had a different 
group of students each period, over two-thirds of the teachers 
who answered the questionnaire indicated that they made such 
observations. 
15. The cumulative health record should 
be kept as a part of the total 
cumulative record of each pupil. 
There were three separate sheets that were kept in the 
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total cumulative record of every pupil, These contained all 
of the entries relative to the observations of the child's 
health. 
16. Health facts should be recorded in the 
cumulative health record in language 
that can be readily understood by the 
teacher. 
Practically all of the complaints in this matter 
came from the elementary principals in response to question 
29 shown in Appendix B. '£he elementary schools only had the 
:nurse for a part of the day once or twice a week, depending 
on the size of the school, while the second.ary schools had 
a nurse every day for at least a half a day, For this 
reason, an elementary school might have to wait several days 
or even a week for an explanation of an entry that had been 
written in a health record in technical terms. 
17. The cumulative health record should 
include the results of health appraisals, 
immunization status, screening tests, 
weighing and measuring, notes on any 
special health problems and the follow-
ups on those problems. 
Cumulative record form CR-.5 (Figure IV, Appendix H) 
contained the entries relating to past illnesses, immuniza-
. tion status,' growth record, dental inspections and vision and 
hearing screening tests. Form CH-6 (F'igure V, Appendix H) 
was used for recording the health observations of the teacher, 
the nurse and the physician. There were spaces designed for 
recording infornuation relative to eyes, ears, nose, throat, 
genere.l health and behavior. Figure II in Appendix H shows 
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record int'ormation on t'ehi.IVio:r, peraone,lity t1•aits, a}>(~cial 
nbiHti,es, family and ho!!!e rel .. tio:nahips and the student's 
t<djustment to hilS school envi:rc.mment. 'I'his information was 
helpful to 'the: t;eaoher in eV<l.lUating the pupU.'s soci<tl and 
emotimml futtvGlOp!llEU>t m<d sometimes p1•ovi~d clues to poor 
adjustment to !School lii"e. 
18. 'l'he cumula t1 ve hed t\1 record should be 
re~>.dily ~wailable to th<~ echool 
a'\mlnis tra tors, tl!lach~trs .• oou;ns$llorn, 
the school nurse and physicit!ll<UI. 
According t,o the t!n<li!Wers of the school a.droin.istrators 
to question 28, as l!'~oorded in il.pp«mdix B, thll.l eumul~.t1ve 
Heord$ were kept bt the teacher• s rooms 111 pra()tio!'.:llly all 
of the elementary IJchools and. either in th{> nurse's 
qua:rtez•s or in the principal's ofl"ioe in the s.eoo;1dary 
schools. 'J?his should make these records readily available 
to anyor1e who might need to study thlilm, 
19. 'l'he health record should aocom~1MY the 
student if he transfers from one school 
to another. 
'l!he health record was a part of the total cumulative 
r.-;oord of' every stu,dent. It was established in the inter-
view with thll.! Coordine.tor of IIN!,lth, Physical gdueation ii:nd 
Heort'ta.t1<m thr.it this record followed the student from school 
to school within the Stockton Ullified School District, If 
a student left the local school dilltrict, the cumulative 
record was deposited in the cEmtr~i.tl attendance office and 
remained. there until the child a.gain enrolled in a local 
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school. 'l'he record was then sent to the nevi shl:wol of at-
tendance. Schools from other districts were given pertinent 
information from the cumulative records upon receipt of their 
official request. 
20. Annual nsJ.on screening tests should 
be conducted f'or all pupils, 
According to the Chief Health Officer of the health 
district, all children in the elementary schools were given 
the vision screening test annually. Only seventh graders, 
in the junior high schools, and tenth graders, in the senior 
high schools, were g,i.ven this test on a routine basis. 
Vision testing was done at the junior college level only on 
the basis of a special referral. Any student at any level 
was given this test when referred for this purpose by the 
school principal, the nurse or a teacher. 
21. Pupils failing any part of the vision 
screening test should be retested by 
the nurse before being referred to 
their parents to have further testing 
dOne. 
According to the recorded interview with the Chief 
Health Officer, recorded on page 57 of this report, the 
above procedure was followed routinely throughout the 
school district. 
22. Annual hearing screening tests should 
be given to all pupils in the elementary 
grades. 
As reported on page 43 of the interview with the 
Coordinator of Health, Physical Education and ]3.ecreation, 
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students l.n gre.des 2, If, 7 and 10 •mre routinely tested with 
an audiometer. In addition, any student in any grade was 
given this test when referred for that purpose by the nurse, 
the teacher or the principal. The Chief Health Officer was 
of the opinion that children should be given this test before 
entering the first grade. He thought that this would lessen 
the number of hearing tests requested later on by teachers 
who doubted the ability of their students to hear directions 
clearly, when the only problem was lack of sufficient 
maturity on the part of the children to understand exactly 
what was being asked of them.· He felt that, other than the 
above suggestion, the hearing testing program was adequate, 
the recommendation of the State Department of Educatiol!l 
notwithstanding. 
23. Hearing screening tests should be 
given every two years to students in 
the secondary schools. 
Dr. \iilliams, the Chief Health Officer of the health 
district, stated th.at medical men were not agreed as to the 
frequency with which hearing screening tests should be 
administered. It was his opinion that the program explained 
under the previous question was ample. He further felt that, 
when more money became available, it would produce more 
significant results in other service areas. 
24. Hearing screening tests should be 
administered by a certificated audiometrist. 
Dr~ Williams verified the fact that no one except a 
certificated audiometrist administered hearing screening 
tests to children in the Stockton Unified School District. 
25. Pupils failing any part of the hearing 
screening test should be retested before 
being referred to their parents to have 
further testing done. 
According to the Chief 1-lea.lth Officer, as peported 
on page 59, this recommendation was followed as standard 
procedure. 
26. There should be prompt and continuing 
follow-up on recommendations for 
correcting any defect found in a 
pupil uw.til the recommended treatment 
has been completed. 
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It was the opinion of the Chief Health Officer that 
the follow-up procedures, described on pages 56 and 57 of 
this study 1 were e.s effective as it was posslble to make 
them. 
27. Provision should be made for needed 
medical examinations of child~en whose 
pa.~ents cannot pay for them. 
'I'he Chief Health Office~ stated, in the interview 
as recorded on pages 56 and 57, that physical examinations 
were given at the health center clinic for children whose 
parents could not pay fo~ that service. 
Bf!al th Comm],_tation 
28. Arrangements should be made for school 
nursing services. 
The ar~angernents that have been made for nursing 
service were explained on pages 55 and 56. The elernenta~y 
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schouls Nere provided 11ith J5 hours of m.trtJing, audiometric 
and/or dent.ol hygiene se:c>vice for ee.ch 100 pupils enrolled. 
Secondary sehools had this service on the basis of one half 
day per school d.aily. Both the Consultant in Health, Physical 
Education and Hecreation and the Chief Health Officer said 
that ·this was much less than was recommended by the National 
Education and the '~merican f·iedical Association of one full 
time nurse for every 1500 stuctents. However, they were both 
aware that neither the school district nor the health district 
could afford to pay for more. 
29. Parents and teachers should be kept 
informed of the results of health 
appraisals and their responsibilities 
in carrying out certain phases of the 
recommendations, 
When a health problem was discovered in an elementary 
school student, the first step taken was to be sure that 
the nurse, the teacher and the principal were alel'ted to the 
detailS. A confer•ence was then held between the parent and 
the nurse, with the teacher sometimes also involved. Out 
of the conference came e. plan of treatment. Periodically 
thereafter the nurse would checlt to see that the plan of 
action agreed upon was being followed. 
In the secondary schools, the nurse usually first 
communicated wii;h the dean and then arranged a conference 
with the parents. As in the elementary schools, this 
conference would evolve a plan of action and the nurse would 
follow up to see that the proper steps were being taken by 
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the parents. The answers to qm,stion 9 in fcppendix B 
indicated that the administra.tors v<ere of the opinion that 
theachers were kept informed of health problems in their 
pupils. 
30. Provision should. be made for parents 
to visit the school for conferences 
.with the teacher and/or the nurse 
concerning the health needs of their 
children, 
The answer in the previous paragraph would indicate 
that such conferences were held. This fact was verified by 
the replies of the school administrators to question 6 in 
Appendix B and by the teachers' response to question 6 in 
Appendix A, It was the policy of the school district to 
hold such a. conference whenever the health problem of a 
student made such a meeting desirable. 
31. Nurse-pupil, nurse-teacher and nurse-
teacher-parent conferences should be 
based upon up-to-date cumulative health 
records. 
According to both the Chief Health Officer and the 
school district Consultant in Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation, entries are made in the cumulative health 
record by the teacher, the nurse and the nurse's aid. Such 
records are always the basis for conferences with parents 
relative to health problems in their children. 
)2, The school health program should 
emphasize the impol'tance of having the 
family doctor perform the needed 
medical examinations whenever possible. 
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As rer.or·ted. on page 56 of this stucly, fen:iliE s were 
urged. ~o have any necessary physieal examination<J performed 
by the family physician. 
JJ, Provision shou.ld be made to secure 
needed medical care for pupils when 
the parents cannot pay for H. 
The fact that this is health district policy is 
recorded on page 55 of the interview with Chief Health 
Officer of the health district. 
3L!·. Provision should be made for dental 
examinations for childl:'en whose 
parents cannot afford to pay for 
them, 
The Chief Health Officer of the health district 
stated that the dental hygienist regularly inspected the 
teeth of all first and third gradei'S along with any referrals 
by the teachers of other grades. The only weakness here 
lfiOuld appear to be that teachers of children not regularly 
scheduled for dEmtal inspections might not be awa:re of 
existi:ng dental problems in these children, 
35. The school health program should 
emphasize the importance of prompt 
correction of dental defects. 
As reported on page 60, parents were immediately 
sent a notice whenever it was discovered that the child 
needed dental attention, On this notice was a form to be 
filled out by the dentist upon completion of the needed 
work and returned to the school. The Doctor felt that the 
follow"up was not very effective in this are~;~ and said 
that out of 4,000 such notices sent out in a recent year, 
only 800 recipients took the recommended action. 
36. Provision should be made to secure 
dental care for child~en whose parents 
cannot afford to pay for it. 
10.3 
Here was one of the greatest weakness in the entire 
health services program, according to the Chief Health 
Officer. 'rhere was no real progr?.m to provide such help, 
although occasionally an individual youngster was given 
dental service at no expense to his family • 
.82m!.nunic.able Disease Control 
37. 'fhere should be written policies re-
garding the exclusion and re-admission 
of ill children. 
The Consultant in Health, Physical Education and 
Education gave the provisions of this policy during the 
interview with him and these were reported on pages 46 and 
47. 
38. Suspected cases of communicable 
disease should be reported to the 
local health department. 
'rhis was school district policy, as reported on page 
4? of this study. 
39. Definite policies should be established 
for the ca.re of ill children. awa.iting 
removal to their homes. 
'l'here was;.·.a policy for the isolation and care of ill 
children include.d in the School !lealth Service Guide in the 
section devoted to communicable disease. The child was to 
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be isolated from other cklildrcm until tlul parents could come 
to school to get him. In the event the parent did not have 
tr~:msportution, it was the duty of the principal or someone 
designated by him to take the child home. 
4o. There should be a. pl~we where ill 
children can be isolated while awaiting 
removal to their homes. 
According to the answers to question ,50 in Appendix 
:8, almost all sohCiols he.d a room wher<~ a sick or injured 
student could be made comfortable 1md kept isolated from 
other students until the parent or guardian could come for 
him. Some schools had only a cot in or near the office, but 
all had lntl.de provision to comply wl. th this policy. 
41. There should be an immunization program 
planned co-operatively with the health 
department and the local physio.tans. 
'l'he immurlizatio:n prog:ra1n for the looal schools was 
the one in gemH'frl use throughout the state. It is explained 
on page 61 ot this paper. The lo(lal physicians a.nd other 
specialists working in the gener£~1 area ot health had a part 
in planning the local immunization program by means of their 
representatives of the School Ht~H~lth Council which plarmed 
the procedure . 
42. '.i'here shOuld be a specific program for 
the detection and control of tuberculosis. 
The special significance of tuberculosis 'in the local 
health picture is ecplained on pages 4 and 5 of this ~eport. 
The local program to combat this menace i.s described on pages 
10.5 
61 and 62. Lack of funds has hampered this program, but it 
has proven quite successful in spite of the fine.ncial 
d.iffuculties, according to the Chief Health Officer. 
Emerge:ncy Care 
43. Written agreements with parents 
concerning procedures to be used in 
emergencies should be obtained at the 
time the pupil enters school. 
The viatal statistics record, known as form CR-4 and 
shown as Figure I of Appendix H, has on it a place to 
indicate the action desired by the parent in the event of 
an injury or sickness on the part of the child when the 
parents could not be contacted. First on the list was an 
alternate person to be called, usually a neighbor, a relative 
or a friend. The next item listed was usually the name of 
the family doctor or permission to take the child to the 
emergency hofpital or to the San Joaquin County Hosptial. 
44. 'l'he actual administering of first aid 
services should be delegated to 
qualified persons in each school. 
According to the recorded interview with the school 
district OOlllsultant in Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation as recorded on page 48 of this report, this 
requirement was amply met. 
4;.. Persons administering first aid should be 
required to have adequate first aid 
training and to keep up to date when new 
techniques are developed and accepted. 
Item number 811 in the "Official Operating Policies" 
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of the school district spells out the training required of 
all persons administering first aid. These requirements 
fully meet the above standard. 
46. First aid kits should be easily 
accessible and should be inspected 
periodically to see that they are 
properly equipped. 
Evidence that this recommendation was followed is to 
be found in the recorded interview on page 51 and in the 
answers to question ).5 in Appendix A and 38 in Appendix B. 
Special Education Services 
47. Special classes to meet the special 
needs of pupils with physical, mental or 
emotional pr•oblems should be provided. 
~rhe program of special ed.ucatiom maintained by the 
school district is explained on pages 73 to 79 of this 
report. The Director of Special Education stated that this 
was a more extensive program than was to be found in any 
other county near by and that families had actually moved 
into Stockton so that a handicapped child could have the 
benefit of the special education facilities here. 
48. Psychiatric consultant help should be 
available to teachers and administrators 
to identify those pupils who have 
emotional prmblems and to give teachers 
help in planning to meet the need.s of 
such pupils. 
The school district provided three Guidance 
Consultants, whose duties were to give psychiatric advice 
to teachers and help to individual students and their parents. 
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rhis amount of service was deemed insufficient by the 
Director of Special Education, as stated on page 72 in the 
.repo1·t of his interview. 'l'here was always a long list of 
people needing this service. It was the Director's opinion 
that when this kind of help was needed, it could not be 
postponed and still be fully effective. 
49. Sufficient counseling time should be 
available to help teachers, children and 
parents work out procedures to help 
pupils with emotional problems. 
'l'his was one area in which there was an easily 
noticeable deficiency. Both the Consultant in Health, 
'flhysical Education and Recreation and the Director of 
Special Education agreed that there was not enough counseling 
time available to do the job properly. 
50. The nature and extent of a pupil's 
physical, mental or emotional handicap 
should be determined by a committee of 
appropria.te educational and medical 
specialists. 
The decision regarding the proper educational 
program needed to meet the special needs of a student is the 
responsibility of theAdmissions Committee. The composition 
of this group is explained on page 71 • 
.51. 'rhe active co-operation of the pal:'ents 
should be solicited in setting up any 
needed educational adjustment program 
for a handicapped pupil. 
Each of the authorities interviewed stated that the 
parents were always conferr.ed with regarding any handicap 
their child might have and their understanding and co-operation 
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was earnestly sought in devising an educational program that 
would best meet the needs of the child. 
52. There should be a continuing parent-
educatima effort in the areas of 
special education programs that are 
operated by the school district. 
As reported on pages T3 and 74, study groups were 
organized for parents in all areas of the special education 
classes, except for the parents of gifted children. 
53. Special classes should be provided 
for children with intelligence 
quotients below 70. 
On pages 76 to 79, it was explained that there are 
two such classes operated by the school district; one of 
these for children whose intelligence'quotient was between 
50 and 75 and one for those below .50, It was not always 
possible to get all the qualified childrel'.l promptly into 
these classes, Sometimes this was due to a sh,ortage of 
teachers and sometimes to a shortage of classrooms. There 
was a need for more such classes in order to meet the 
needs of all the low-ability children in the school district. 
54. All special education classes should be 
in charge of properly credentialed 
teachers. 
This was another area in which the school district 
was unable to meet the desired standard. Many of the 
special classes were meeting in classrooms that did not 
meet their special needs. A number of classes were under 
the direction of teachers t<ho were not fully credentialed in 
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this special field .•. 'l'he Director of' Special Education was 
of the opinion that when and if a realistic pay increment 
could be offered to the teachers of special education classes 
and when these classes were able to operate in classrooms 
especially designed for the purpose, this situation would 
be rectified. At the time of this writing, teachers of 
special education classes were given an extra pay of $200 
per year over that salary paid to a, regular ole.ss teacher. 
This was not enough to attra.ot top notch teachers out of 
the regular classroom into the special education field, 
.55. In-service training should be provided 
for the teachers in the areas of 
special education programs that are 
operated by the school district. 
Such courses were offerc~d by the school district 
whenever there were enough. teachers desiring this training 
to make it worthwhile. Teachers taking such courses were 
granted credit for salary advancement for this work • 
.56. Pupils in special classes should join 
with children in normal classes when-
ever feasible. 
According to the Director of Special Education, 
those children who could operate part or all of the time 
in the regular classes, even with their handicaps, were so 
scheduled. Hard of hearing, partially sighted, many 
physically handicapped and even blind children can work part 
of the time in a normal classroom environment to their oW!'l 
adva11tage. 
57. Teachers should be provided for those 
children who are hospHalized or home-
bound because of physical ailments. 
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The school district, at the time of this writing, 
employed two full time teachers for the home-bound pupils 
and were ready to hire as many more on a part time basis as 
might be necessary to meet the needs of such children. The 
statement of the Director of Special Education to this 
effect is recorded on page 79. 
School Employees 
58. All school personnel, both certificated 
and non-certificated, should be required 
to have a complete medical examination 
prior to being hired by the school 
district. 
The commehts of the Chief Health Officer of the 
health district relative to this requirement are to be 
found on page 6) and 64, He recalled that state law 
required an annual chext x-ray of all school personnel. 
Thorough physioe.l examinations were required of 
prospective employees before hiring and certificated 
personnel were to have other such check-ups before J,leing 
granted t.en1>.re or having their teaching credential 
renewed. In addition, the superintendent of the school 
district had the authority to request such an 
examination; including a chest x-ray, whenever he suspected 
that a school employee might be a health menace to children. 
59. All school district personnel should 
be required to have an annual chest x-ray, 
As stated in the previous paragraph, this ~~as 
required by state law. 
60. Adequate proviflion flhould be made 
for sick leave with pay for school 
employees. 
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By state law, school employees were guaranteed ten 
days annually of sick leave with full pay, accu.mulati ve 
indefinitely. Except in unusual circumstances, this was 
judged to be enough so that school personnel would not be 
tempted to go to work when they were ill and thus pass on 
their infeCtion to the children. 
Interscholast~o Athletics 
61, Students should be required to pass 
a careful medical examination bef'nre 
engaging in inter-school athletics, 
The Co-ordinator of Athletics reported, on page 82, 
that all students were required to pass a medical examination 
before being permitted. to engage in inter•sohool athletic 
competition, 
62. A student should be required to 
successfully pass a thorough medical exam-
ination after an injury before resuming 
inter-school athletic competition. 
As reported on page 8J, it was school board policy to 
require an injured player to pass a physical examination 
before resu.ming competitive athletics, but a player who had 
been out of action because of illness was not required to 
have such a check~up before rejoining his team. 
63. A doctor should be in attendance at 
all inter-school football games. 
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'J:he Co-oru.ittator of Athletics confirmed that it was 
school board poll.cy to have a doctor in attendance at all 
such games, but i:;rlat this was the only sport with this 
requirement. 
6Lf, Provision should be ma.de to pay the cost 
of' medical care for a student who is 
injured in an interschaol athletic 
con-t;est. 
The school district carried an insurance policy that 
would pay half of the cost of treating such an injury and the 
family of the injured player was expected to pay the rest, if 
they were able to do so. Otherwise the medical care could 
be provided at the San Joaquin County Hospital without 
charge. 
CH.APTER VI 
SUMMAHY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary and. Collg_lu.sion,s 
Because the program of school health services bears 
such an importRnt role in adjusting both the child and the 
curriculum, this study was made to evaluate the health 
services available to the loc:al school district. The extent 
of the sen•vices W:Hs determined through a series of interviews 
with those persons having administrative l'esponsibili ty for 
the health services program and. through questionnaires sent 
to teachers and school princl.pa.ls. The study >1as intended 
to provide anawers to the following four questions as stated 
on page 1: ( 1) '>vhat health services were· available to the 
schools of the Stockton Unified School District? (2) How 
did the health services that were available to the schools 
compare with accepted s tanda:rds, as approved by recognized 
authorities in the fields of public health and public 
school health? (J) How well were the ava.il<tble school health 
services understood by the teachers and administrators of 
the local school system? (1-l-) 1tlhat improvements or 
extensions of the present school health services were 
indicated by the findings of this study? 
'fhe available health services were delineated in 
Chapter III. After determining the extent of the local schoill.l 
ll4 
health services and oc)lnpari~; tHem with pertinEHtt standards, 
1t we.s the opinion of this investigatoi' th&t the Stockton 
Unified. School Di.:tric t had 1n•ovicled. a~l <'l~v.:oepUon~ally good 
progr~ro of achool hoalth nerd cas for 1 ta .atuclants j 
ospeaif>lly in view or thl':l finar.cbtl acmdition of t~he district, 
rlost or the te<>OhEu•s lll111 school p.fe>inoipals were 
con'lh\ll'lt~mt with the l'lahool health sa:rvicei'l <~tld their 
individual :responsibilities in connection with the program, 
'lhere appeared to be a ne~d few more ell'lphasis by the 
school principals :!.n discu1u11ng the he<'l,ltll services :t'ot•mally 
in staff meetings, particularly for the benefit of x1ew 
faculty members. 
Ad.dit1.onal services and improveml'mts in pl'tlsent 
services will be dit~cussed lAter in thilll chapter. 
A study ot' thf; dl!lta coll0cted. revealed both 
stl'tlngtl1S and weaknesses. 
s 1irengtJ:ts 
'l'he tu!'l.jor strengths t:nu t; HEH'<'l ~vit'l.ont all n rc1mlt 
of thiS tmlfl.l;ysis were: 
l. Rr.call~mt oo .. op<u•etion existed b(,t;;;liic!! thl!l 
hen>lth diat;r3,ct e,m1 the school. diat:riot, thtls promoting 
afficierwy 1:1rt.d oUmil1!.~ti.ng ;;::uilteful dupUcntion of services 
1.md. et'fo:r-t. 
2. 'l'M school hE1alth policies wer'' wd1~te-n. tlow:n 
a.nd compl~Jte !lnd. oonc:1se, 
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) . 1~ho school princip<J.la disch:"rged Uleir 
resporusibilitiEH; effE>otively, result-in£~ in the teH.cherll being 
ve;•y comwioua of pupil health, 
IL Excellent health counsel:l.rig <•nd. follow~up 
procedurE-s were besed upoYl complete cumulative health 
records. 
;;. Health cle!'ll:s were used to f:r<Ve the nurses from 
practicnlly all of the clerical z~r>pE',cts of thei4' ~mrk, thus 
gi vi:ug them mot-e time for direct liOrk with pupils, p;;trents 
a.nd teachers. 
6. 'l'he school <:hild1•en hacl the beuefi t of a good 
immuni.,a.tion progrHm. 
'?. Ther(~ wns adequate px•ovi8:l.on i'oz• medicl:\1 OoJ.re of 
child<•en \~hose parents could not pay for sueh stn•v:l.ces, 
8. 'l'he 3tocktot1 Unifietl ;)chool District Pl'ovlded 
m1 oxtem.llve cmd. complete pro{?;ram of speci1ol educational 
faoUi ties for handicapped. children. 
9. A st1•ong safety program vra.K> puN;ued wi·th care-
ful analysis of accidents happening at school to both 
student•~ and adult school employees. 
Wtaknesses 
The rnajo1• weaknesses revealeo. by this study were: 
1. There ~1a.s no organized prog:rrnu to provide der1tal 
services for children ~lhose parents could not ~'cfford to pay 
f<lr such sen·v ice. 
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2. Insufficient dental hygienist time was available. 
J, Not enough was beinr, done to solve the important 
local tuberculosis problem. 
4. 'r!1ePe was not enough counseling service provided 
to give suff':i.cient help to children with mental and emotional 
problems and to help teachers plan to meet the special needs 
of such youngsters. 
5. '£he schools did not have enough school nursing 
service, particularly at the secondary levels, 
6. iVlore audiometrist service was needed. 
7. Too little publicity was given to the work and 
accomplishments of the School Health Council and the San 
Joaquill County Health Council. 
8. As indicated by the answers to question 26 in 
Appendix B, too many students entered school without having 
a physical examination. 
Recommendat.iQrul. 
After completing this analysis and considering the 
strengths and w~:taknesses of the health services progx•am 
provided for the students of the Stockton Unified School 
District, the writer had the following recommendations to 
make: 
1. 'J:he School Health Council should make a major 
effort to provide a program of dental ce.re for the children 
of parents who carmot provide this service. 
When only 800 children, out of over 4000 who were 
referred by the school nursesfor dental care in a year, 
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were given that care, it should be evident that a real need 
existed. A child who needed a tooth extracted could have it 
done at the San Joaquin County Hospital free of charge, but 
that was the full extent of regularly provided free dental 
care. Childrer~. of mothers who were on the "Aid To Needy 
Children" (A. N, C.) program of state aid could get free 
dental care for their children, but many of them were not 
aware of this and did not give their children the benefit 
of this service. 
2, The San Joaquin Local Health District should 
have one more dental hygienist. 
1til:is would make more time available for workiNg with 
children and for helping teachers prepare more effective 
dental health units for presentation to their classes. 
J. A lively and forceful campaign should be 
carried on for the fluoridation of the city's drinking 
water, in order to reduce the incidence of dental caries 
in children. 
4. The San Joaquin Local Health District should 
resU!lle its important testing of school. children of all ages 
for tuberculosis. 
At the time of this writing, the death rate from 
tuberculosis for each 1000 of population in San Joaquin 
County was nearly three times the national averages. 
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5. The Stockton Unifi.ed School Distri.ct should have 
at least one more g;~idance consul t2nt. 
Ther,1 was continually a waiting list of children and 
pa:cents needing this special help. 'dhen there is a need for 
help with an emotional problem, thr1t help cannot be postponed 
and still be fully effective. The increasing need for this 
kind of service had kept pace with the increasing enrollment 
of children in the schools. 
6. The school district should have at least one 
more psychometrist. 
Because of the ever-growing enrollment in the schools, 
there was incre<csing numbers of sturlents whose educational 
program needed to be planned in the light of the results of 
special individual tests. 'rJ-wre were often delays of a 
month or more in the. adminl.stration of such tests because 
of the lack of sufficient personnel with this special testing. 
training. 
7. !Jursing ser'viee should be increased in all schools 
to the hwel of one full time nurse for each 1.500 students 
enrolled. 
8. The health district should have enough additional 
audiometrists so that every child could be given a hearing 
screening test before beginning his school career. 
'I'his would give an early check on the aural acuity 
of children and would eliminate many false referrals later 
one. Teachers often doubt the ability of children to hear 
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their instructions when the only real trouble is lack of 
sufficient maturity to give the responses that the teachers 
expect, 
9. The school district should have one consultant 
in the field of school health, with no other areas of 
respo:nsibili ty. 
Such a health consulta:nt could then devote needed 
time to the supervision of the health curriculum as well as 
to the functioning of the school health services. 
10. The school district shOuld have more specially 
adapted classrooms and more specially trained teachers to 
meet the needs of the "educable" and "trainable" classifications 
of mentally retarded children. 
Under the conditions existing at the time of this 
study• children often had to wait a month or. more after 
being certified for a special education class before he 
could be enrolled in such a class. This waiting was harmful 
to the child, When he was acknowledged to need the special 
program, it was because the Admissions Committee judged that 
the regular curriculum did not meet his requirements. Any 
delay in getting him into a prog:ram designed to meet his needs 
would only dalay any benefits he might be expected to gain 
therefrom. 
11. The additional increment paid to teachers of 
special educatioN. classes &hould be increased to ~~400 a year. 
The $200 increment offered at the time of this writing 
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was not e:wugh to attract tee;cloers of !;he gre<J.test capability 
into this program. 
11. :'i:ach scbool principal shoulcl devote A staff 
meeting to a full discussion of the school h<~alth services. 
;:;ince I:; he ;;;oss 'Lbili ty of an emergency accident or 
illness exists \Jhenever studl!lnh are at school, this meeting 
should be held a'l eA!'lY in the school yem• as possible. 
12. School principals should v.·ork through the 
solwol nurBe aml through the Parent Teacher organizations 
co put; vressure on parents to have their ch1ld:ren given 
a physical examination beforE~ entering school for the 
first time. 
S·J.Ch an examination Nas recommended as a regular 
school district policy, but there vws no legal require-
ment in this regard ancl principals were prone to make an 
original .request for such an examh>,a1;ion and then turn 
the follo~~-up on this 1-•equest over to the nurse. The greatest 
difficul'cy was with children who transfel't'ed into the school 
district from other schools and who did not; bring any health 
records with them. 
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APPENDIX A 
RRSUL'l'S OF QUESTIONNAIRES SENT 'J"O TEAC!l.ERS 
APPENDIX A 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES SEW£ 'rO TEACHERS 
1. Is there a oopy of the written "Health Services Guide» 
i:n your classroom? 
Elementary . • 
Junior High • 
Senior High. . 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • • • 
Yes 
67 
28 
1.5 
5 
No ,. 
12 
10 
0 
2. It there is, does it contain the neeessary information? 
Y6§ li!l. 
Elementary , , • • . , , . , J l 
Junior High • • • • • • . 22 0 
Senior High. • • , 12 l 
Junior College • . , • . 4 0 
J, Is it written so that it is easily understood? 
Yes No 
54 -Elementary . • • • • • 0 Junior High • • • • 22 0 
Senior High. • • • • • 15 0 
Junior College . • • • • . 2 0 
4. Do you make daily observations, recorded or unrecorded, 
of the health status of your pupils? 
Elementary • • • . • • • • • y66 
... Junior High . . • • . • . • 27 
Senior High. • • • 18 
Junior College • • . • • 2 
,5. If you find it difficult to make daily observations of 
your pupils, what causes these difficulties? 
M!l. 
7 
12 
8 
J 
Elementary 
tl;y: classes a.re too large 
• • • • . • • • ll Junior High . • . . • 23 
Senior High, • • • • • . 12 
Junior College • • • . . • • . . • 0 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Elementary • . 
Junior High , 
Senior High. , 
Junior College 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High. , 
Junior College 
Elementary , 
Junior High 
• • 
Senior High School 
Junior College • . 
The curriculum is too crowded 
• • 
• • 
• . ' 
• • 
• • . . . 1:3 8 
1 
0 
I am not sufficiently trained 
in this kind of observation 
: : :--:-- . : ' 
.. • • • • • • f • • • 2 
• • • 
• 
• • • • 0 
Lack 
• • 
• • • • • 
of time 
. . 1 2 
No diffic)ll,ties . . . .. . . . . " .. . . . . 1 
A dU'f'erent class !,tVery period 
• • • • 11 • • • • • • • " • :3 
6. How often are teacher-parent or nurse-parent conferences 
held regarding the health problems of pupils? 
~t regular intervals 
Elementary • . 
Junior High • 
Senior High •• 
Junior College 
. . - . ~ . . • . • • • . 6.5 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High. • 
Junior College 
Elementary • • 
J'unior High • 
Senior High, • 
Junior College 
. ., . "' 
• • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • . 
• • 
• . • . 
• • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 1 
• • • • • .. ' • • 2 
• • • • • " • • 0 
Only occasionallY 
• • 11. •• • • • 4. :31 
• •• 
• • .. • ,. 0 
. 
• • 
• 
• • • • 0 
• . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
Seldom 
2 
:3 
l 
0 
• • 
Wi'!enev~r neoessar~ 
. . .. • . . • • 0 
• .. • • • Ill 28 
Elementary • • 
Junior High . 
Senior High. . 
Junior· College • 
• • • • . . • 19 
• • II • • 0 2 
TABLE I (continued) 
Senior High, • • 
Junior CollegE~ • 
. . .. .. . . ~ . .. . -· . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Don't know 
. . 1 . . . . .3 
7, Who usually makes the original contact with a parent 
for a health conference regarding a pupil ts health 
problems? 
8. 
Elementary • . • . 
Junior High. • 
Senior High. . 
Junior College • • • 
Elementary • . • • . 
Junior High • • • 
Senior High. • • • 
.Junior College • • 
Elementary , • , , 
Junior High • • • 
Senior High. . • 
Junior College 
• • 
• 
• 
• • • 
• 
• • • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• Elementary • • • • 
JuriiOr High • • • • • • 
Settlor High. , • • • • 
Junior College • • • 
. 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
The teacher 
• • • • • )8 
• • 10 
• . • 6 
1 
The nurse 
• • . • 51 
• • • 36 
• • • 24 
• • • • • 5 
The counsellor 
None at any level 
The Vice-principal 
• ll • • • • 1 
. . 1 
• • . • 4 
• • 0 
The Prinoips:!;l 
• • . • 5 
• • • . • 0 
• • • • • 3 
• • • • 0 
\~hat conditions make .it diffioul t to have effeoti ve 
teacher-parent or nurse-parent conferences ON. the health 
problems of pupils? 
ful,rd tq_ find a mutually 
Elementary • • • • . • • • • 
Junior High • • • • • , • 
Se11ior High, • • , , • , , 
Junior College • • • • • • • • • 
sui table time 
. • 29 
• • 
• • 
• • 18 
• 15 
2 • • 
No sui table place for a. conference 
Elementa:ry • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High. • 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
3 
0 
2 
0 
TAELE I (continued) 128 
Elementary , , , 
Junior High 
Senior High. • 
.runior College • 
Elementary . . 
Junior High • 
Senior High. . , 
Junior Coll:ege 
Lack of parental interest . . . .. . 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
27 
8 
5 
1 
Religious objections of parents 
. '" . .. ' 
• • 
• • • . . . . • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• • 
• • 
3 
0 
0 
~urse onlY half time 
Senior High, ~ . . ' . . . . ' • •· . • • • • • 2 
Elementary • • • 
Senior High, • 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
Nq problems 
• " • • 22 
. . . • 1 
. . . 1 
9. Are you 1 as a teacher, nQti:f!ied of any pertin.ent 
findings by a doctor, dentist, psychiatrist or other 
health specialist about any health problems of your 
pupils? 
Always 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High •. 
Junior College 
• • • • • • • . . . • 24 
22 
9 
0 
. ~ . . ... '" . 
• • • • . . 
• • . . 
.• ' . • • 
Sometimes 
• • • • :H> 
• • • • . • 14 
Elementary • • 
Junior High . , 
Senior High. • 
Junior College • 
• • • • • • • • 13 
J • • 
Elementary . . • • 
Junior High • • , • • 
Se.nior High, , •• 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Seldom 
. • 13 
4 
3 
1 
• 
• 
10. What grade level do you teach? 
Elementary School 
Kinclerg:~rten • • 8 
First Grade. , . 13 
Second Grade 14 
'rhird Grade. • 1.3 
Fourth Grade 14 
11. 
12. 
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'J:ABLE I (continued) 
Elementary 
Fifth Grade • . . . • 
S.ixth Grade • . • . • 
Junior High 
Seventh Grade 
Eighth Grade •.•.• 
Ninth Grade • • • . • 
Senior High 
Tenth Grade • • • • . 
Eleventh Grade. • • . 
Twelfth Grade . • • • 
School 
. . 13 
• • 12 
School 
• . 37 
. • 27 
• • 29 
School 
• • 22 
• • 23 
. • 24 
,Junior College 
Thirteenth Year • . • • • 5 
Fourteenth Year . • • • . 5 
Are the pupils in your classes periodically weighed !lnd 
measured? 
Elementary • . 
Junior High • 
Senior High. • 
Junior College 
• • • 
• • 
Yes 
• 73 
• • 26 
15 
0 
Don't 
No IU:tow 
0 0 
3 ll 
8 3 
;3 2 
If yes, at which grade level or levels? 
El.@mentary School 
Kindergarten • . , 1 
First Grade. J 
Second Grade • • 2 
Third Grade, • , 2 
Fourth Grade • . • 1 
Fifth Gra.de. • • 1 
Sixth Grade. , • • . • 2 
All Elementary Grades. 60 
Junior 
Seventh Gre.de. . 
Eighth Grade • . 
Ninth Grade. . • 
High School 
12 
. • • . 11 
. . . . 17 
Senior High School 
'l'enth Grade. • . . . • • 5 
Eleventh Grade . . . • . 15 
Twelfth Grade, , • • • • 5 
All Senior High Schools. 1 
Junior College 
Only on special referral 2 
lJO 
TABLE I (continued) 
lJ, If the students a:re weighed and. measured., how often is 
this done? 
14. 
1.5. 
16. 
i~l~)men tary . • . • 
Junior High • • • 
Senior !Ugh • 
Junior Gollego • 
• • 
• 
Elementary • • • • 
Junior High • , • • 
Senior High • • • , 
~lonthJ,y 
All levels I'll.lported • • 0 
• • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • 
• • 
• • 
An:nuslb 
.. ,. . 2 
13 
8 
Junior College • • • • • • • • • • 0 
Elementary , . • • • • 
Junior High • • 
Senior High • • • 
Junior College • 
. . . .. "' . . . . 
• • ' -if • • • 
• • 
• • 
Don't twBw 
. . l 
.. • .. 6 
J 
• • • • • • • • • J 
If tho pupils !.We weighed nnd. meesured, is this 
informati.or. recorded in the cumulative hefl.lth folders? 
Don't 
Xes ~ Know Elementary • • . • 73 0 Junior High . . • • . )2 2 4 
Senior High • • . • 6 9 8 
lliuiHor• College • • . • 2 0 0 
If this information !s recorded, who does it't 
Ph1sical 
!';ducat ion Nurse'a 
Teaehsar N).!rS§! F.e~!ler 
Elementary • • 0 1 72 
J1lllliOr High • • }l 2 0 
Senior Higt: . • 16 2 0 
Jru1ior Coll.ege • 2 0 0 
Is t;her•e a regulll',:t' schedlAle fer t;he gi vi.ng of hearing 
screP.ning teats to the pupils in yot.;r classes? 
Elementary • • .. • .. • • 0 
Don't 
Know 
0 
17. 
l ,, -.,.] . 
l,)l 
TABLE I (continued) 
Don't 
l'a§ Ng !\now 
Juniot' High • • • • • . • • • 22 9 0 
Senior High • • • • • • • • 22 3 0 
Junior College • • • • • • 0 4 1 
If yliH> • at Wh!il>t gr~de level or llilvels? 
Eleme:ttarw School 
• • • All Grades • • • , 
Second Orade • • 
l'ou~·th ariiide • , • • • • 
Don' t Know • • • • 
!;!..~ High SS)b9p3 
'£e.n th Gre.de • • • • • • l ~ 
1Clnll;mth Grade • • • • • l 
Doll' t Kt'lO.''~ • • "' ll " • • 4 
Jynior CQ11,ese 
No tmswerl!l 
111 tho l!{;su:L t of tha hlil.'li'ing soroeuing tas ts recorded 
in .the (mmul&Uve health l"I!IOOrd.a of th0 p11pils? 
1>1emeu ta:ey • • • 
Jun.ior Hitl,h • • 
Senl.or High • 
Junior• Collcie , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Ie!! No 
• • '?2 2 
• 18 0 
• 19 0 
• 2 0 
U thia infot•ruatiou is ~ooo~d~d, who doau 1t? 
:t!it~haJ? 
Blemenhry • • • • · 0 
Jun.ior High · • • • 0 
;lt;m.\.or High • • • 0 
Sunior College • • 0 
~ . 6 
2 
2 
0 
Derdot' il:l4;h School • • • • • 
Hurse•s 
H91P4r 
0 
0 
0 
Audio-
metrist 
62 
16 
:1.8 
2 
Don't 
fu:fow_ 
3 
19. 
20, 
21. 
22. 
23. 
1)2 
TABLE I (continued) 
Is there a regular schedule for giving vision screening 
tests to the pupils in your class? 
Elementary • • 
Junior· High • 
Senior· High , 
Junior College • • 
• 
• 
Yes 
65 
23 
17 
0 
No 
ti 
9 
6 
5 
Don. 1 t 
Know 
0 
0 
l 
0 
If vision screening is done with your pupils, who tloes 
it? 
Ar.e 
Elementary ,~; • • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High , • • 
Junior College • • 
Elementary • • • • 
Junior High • 
~lenior High • • • 
Junior College • • 
Teacher 
6.!) 
0 
0 
0 
Don't 
Know 
0 
0 
3 
4 
periodical dental inspections 
Nyr!!e 
9 
32 
2 
0 
Other 
0 
0 
0 
0 
made of 
your classes by a dental technic i<:n~? 
Yes 
Elementary • • . • To 
Junior High • • 16 
Senior High • • 1 
Junior College 0 
If dental inspections are not made of your 
you think they should be? 
Upon 
lieferral Yes 
Elementary • • • lO Jl 
Junior High • • 10 24 
Senior High • • 0 18 
Junior College • 2 J 
Physical 
Education 
T!ilacher 
0 
7 
19 
0 
Nurse's 
Hel]',ler 
0 
0 
0 
0 
the pupils in 
Don't 
~ Know 0 
0 12 
23 0 
5 0 
pupils, do 
Don't 
No Know 
1 0 
1 0 
0 l 
0 0 
If dental inspections are made of your pupils, do you 
think that the follow~up leading to ntHJded corrections 
is effective? 
24. 
2.5. 
26. 
lJJ 
TABLE I (continued) 
Don't 
JilWa1£S Gene;gn;y: SeJ,dom .Know 
Elementary • . 5 10 10 
Junior Hlgh • • 1 11 1 9 
Senior High • 3 4 J 6 
Junior College • 0 0 0 3 
In the last five years, have you had any pupils in your 
cl&sses who needed dental care and. were not able to get 
it? Don't 
Elementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
Yes No Know 
17 4i 6 
10 17 6 
15 6 5 
0 2 J 
In the last 
classes who 
obtain one? 
five years , he.ve you had any pupils in your 
need.ed. a. heering aid e.:m.d was not. able to 
!U 
:E:lementary • • • • • 0 
Junior High • . • 0 
Senior High • 0 
Junior College . • 0 
In the last five years, have you had any 
classes who needed glasses and could not 
Elementary • • • 
Ye§ 
• • • 1 
Junior High • • • • 7 
Senior High • • 5 
Junior College • • • 0 
No 
72 
33 
24 
2 
pupils 
obtain 
.llil. 
73 
24 
16 
4 
Don't 
Know 
0 
2 
0 
3 
in your 
them? 
Don't 
Kno~ 
0 
' 2 l 
27. What would you do if you received notice that one of your 
pupils had a noticeable loss of hearing? 
Elementary • • . • • 'I'ry to stand near the pupil 
l'!heJ"!_gi ving iJ:lll_tructions 
43 
Try to stand so this pupil 
could see your lips when you 
a1•e talking to the class or 
groun in .wlt~ch he is wo_rk1~~ 
Have this student seated so 
that he can s:we all of the 
membe1•s of any group in which 
he might be working. 
.51 

'rABLB I (continued) 
Give !lUI much indJ.vii:'cual 
§i!;ttenti<m..JI.£.1 pospible 
l~ 
student, 
.5 
Qisoua§ Ill~WUith 
Q2nfer, wHh ntu•ae 
16 
'7 
Junior High • • , • • 'l'ry to s t<imd r1l'l<Sr the pupil 
when u:iving inat;rvcclonlil 
19 
1'l'Y to stand so this pupil 
cvuld sec your lips when you 
1.u-e talking to the class or 
l?;l'O~l wf'!ich !le is wot•ldn~ 
' 2 
Have this student seated so 
thu~ he o<<n SEH!l all of the 
rnembex•s of any group in which no might be worki~g. 
Senior High • • • • , 'fry to stand near the pupil 
when givAng inatrygtiona 
18 
'try to r:Jtund. so 'this pupil 
could see your lips when you 
at•e talldng tlil the class or 
g.roup in which l:l! is w:orki.ng; 
7 
!kwe this s tudenc seated 110 
t;na t, he C<W see all of the 
members of any ~~roup in which 
he m~ght be working 
Junior College • , • Try t:o st:!nd ne,~r the pupil 
wi1'!'&.1£lVing i.nst;rucUons 
1 
13.5 
•rABLE l (continued) 
Try to stand so this pupil 
could see your lips when you 
are talking to the class or 
group in which he is workinf 
Have this student seated so 
that he can see all of the 
members of any group in which 
he might be working 
Have superior student make 
him a oar~on copy of lecture 
notes 
1 
II. EMEHGENCY CAHE PROCEDURES 
28. Do you have in your room a copy of the written "Guide 
for Emergency Care - Accidents and Illness"? 
Elementary • • • • . • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High • • • • • 
Junior College • . • 
29. If you have a copy, is it easily understood? 
Elementary • • • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • • 
Ju:r:iior College 
• • • • • . . ' . 
• 
• • • 
Yes 
Tl 
19 
ll 
2 
Yes 
48 
18 
12 
2 
)0. If you have a copy of the "Guide" does it contain the 
necessary information? 
Elementary • • • • • 
Yes 
49 
Junior High • • • . • 16 
Senior High • • . • . • • • 10 
Junior College • • • 2 
~ 
17 
14 
J 
No 
0 
0 
1 
0 
No 
0 
1 
0 
0 
Jl. Do you understand the school district policy regarding 
your liability in case of an accident to a pupil while 
he is under the supervision of the school? 
32. 
)4, 
35. 
TABLE I (continued) 
I!! ft glementary • • • • . • . • • • • • 55 
Junior High • • • • . • • )2 7 
Senior High . • . • • • • 20 4 
Junior College • • . .5 () 
Do you understa,nd 1:he school disttict policy in regard 
to the transporting of :1.11 or injured pupils? 
Yes No 
Elementary • • • • • • • • . • T7 ib 
Junior Higl1 • • • . • • . • • 31 8 
Senior High • • • • • • • 16 6 
Junior College • • • • • • • • .5 0 
Have you, at any time, taken the Red Crou first aid 
course or any course of oompttrable caliber in first aid? 
~ &!. f~lemen tary • • • • • • • • • • • • • 28 
Junior High • • • • • • • • • • • 37 ) 
Senior High • • • • • • • ' . • • . • 24 1 Junior College • • • • • • . • .5 0 
Could you. if neoess!!U'Y • gi,ve first aid for the common 
school injuries? 
Yes 
Elementary • • • • • • • • 62 
Junior High • • • • . • • • • • )8 
Senior H~~h:: . • • . • . • • 24 
Junior College • • • • • . ' • • .5 
Do you have easy access to a first aid kit in your 
if you should ever need one? 
!Glementary • • • • • . • • • • • ~ 
Junior High • • • • • • 37 Seniorliigh • • • • • • • • • • 24 Junior College • • • . • • • • . 5 
III. EXCLUSION AND HEAllMlS.SION OF' PUPILS ABSENT 
BECAUSE OF ILLNESS 
&!. 
9 
2 
2 
0 
school; 
ll2 
7 
:3 
1 
0 
)6. Do you exclude from your classes pupils who complain of 
illness or who appear to be ill? 
137 
TABLE 1 (continued) 
Alwa;y;s Sometimes Hareli 
Elementary • . 56 - 16 . 1 
Junior High • • 17 20 2 
Senior High • . • 12 14 0 
Junio.r College 3 1 1 
37. \~hat procedures do you follow in excluding such pupils? 
Elementary . . . . . 
Junior High . . . . 
Sencl them to the principal's 
office ---rr 
Send them to the nurse 
1.3 
Call the parents to come and 
the get pupil 
24 
Call someone previously 
designated by the parent or 
guardian if no one is avail-
able at the pupil's home 
1:3 
Call the family doctor, if 
one is known and if onw is 
needed 
Keep the pupil in the room 
until the class period is 
over or until school is 
dismissed. 
Other 
1 
0 
Send them to the principal's 
office 
1 
Send them to the nurse 
)9 
Call the parents to come and 
get the pupil 
0 
Call someone previously 
designated by the parent or 
guardian if no one is avail~ 
able at the pupil's home 
Call the family doctor, if 
one is known and if one is. 
needed 
0 
0 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Senior High . . . . 
Keep the pupil in the room 
until the class period is 
over or until school is 
dismissed 
2 
Send them to the principal's 
office 
l 
Send them to the nurse 
2 
Call the parents to come and 
get the pupil 
0 
Call someone previously 
designated by the parent or 
guardian if no one is avail-
able at the pupil's hOme 
0 
Call the family doctor, if no 
one is home and if the doctor 
is known and if one is needed 
0 
Keep the pupil in the room 
until the class period is 
over or until school is 
diemissed 
1 
Call Dean of Girls 
1 
Junior College •• , Send them to the principal's 
office 
0 
Send them to the nurse 
.5 
Call the parents to come and 
get the Pl,l..Bi,.,_l ______ -::-
1 
Call someone previously 
designated by the parent or 
guardian if no one is avail-
able. at the pupil's home 
0 
Call the family doctor, if 
one is needed 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Keep the pupil in the room 
until the class period is 
over or until school is 
dismissed 
)8, Do you have in your room a copy o.f the state laws and 
regulations governing the handling of children with 
communicable disease? 
1 
~ ~ Elementary . . • • • • • 
Junior High • . . • • • • • ll 26 
Senior High • • • . • • 7 16 
Junior College • • • • • • 0 5 
)9. !-lith the exception of minor communicable diseases and 
skin disorders, is a physician • s consel'lt required for 
the readmission to class of pupils who have been absent 
because of illRess? 
Don•t 
Know Ye§ No 
Elementary • • • 14 20 1fO 
Junior High • . • 2 10 25 
Senior High • • • 2 4 16 
Junior College • ' • • J 0 2 
· APIENDIX B 
HESULTS OF QUikSTIONI'lAIHES SENT '1'0 SCHOOL PlliNCil:'ALS 
l. 
2, 
APPENDIX B 
TABLl": II 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES SENT •ro SCHOOL PHINCIPALS 
I. HEALTH APPHAISAL AND !i1CAL'£H CONSULTATION 
Does each teacher in your school have a copy of the 
written "Health Services Guide~? 
In Faculty 
Ye!i! ~ Hand boo!! Elementary • • • • 2? 0 
Junior High • . • • :3 l 0 
Senior High • • • l 1 1 
Junior College • • • 0 l 0 
Does it cont.ain the necessary informatioJa'? 
Elementary • . . ~ . 
Junior High • 
Senior High • 
Junior College • 
• • 
• 
• • 
Yes 
2;" 
:3 
2 
l 
Information should 
be clarified 
~ regardin~ 
Too much material, 
out of date 
l 1 
0 0 
0 0 
). Is it written so that the teachers can understand it? 
Elementary . . . 
Junior High . • . • • Senior High • • • • 
Junior College • • • • 
• . • 
• • • 
• • • 
Yes 
2? 
4 
2 
1 
}io 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4. To whom do your teachers report pupils who exhibit 
physical, mental or emotional deviations from accepted 
normal standards? 
Principal 
Elementary • • 2? 
Junior High • 0 
Senior High • 0 
Junior College 0 
Vice-
frincipal 
4 
4 
3 
0 
Nurse 
18 
4 
:3 
1 
Counsellor 
0 
4 
.'3 
l 
5. Who :records such health observations in the pupil's 
cumulative health record? 
TABLE II (continued) 
li:lementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• • • . •· . 
'l:!acher 
21 
0 
0 
0 
Nurse 
17 
4 
3 
1 
142 
Nurse's 
Aid 
14 
4 
1 
0 
6. Are conferences held with ptu•ents, nurse, and specialists 
{if needed) to diacuss the pupil's health problems? 
7. 
Slereentary • • • • • • 
Junior High • • • • 
Senior High • • • 
Junior College • 
• • 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • • 
Senior High • • 
Junior College • • 
• • 
Such oont'el'-
r'or selected ences m•e not 
pupils with held as a 
unusual health school 
~p~r2~b~l~e~mrm~--- responsibility 
16 6 
4 0 
' 0 1 0 
Don't 
)miDf 
1 
0 
0 
0 
For all 
pupils 
with health 
x;:rolflems 
13 
0 
0 
0 
Who makes the original contact with a parent for a 
health conference on a pupils health 
Elementary • • • • • 
Junior High • • . • 
Senior lligh • • • • 
Ju:n:\.01' College • • 
Elementary • • , • 
Junior High • • • • • 
Senior High • • • • 
Junior College • • 
Pr:l.;ru:;:l.yal 
15 
1 
0 
0 
problem? 
Vice-
l'ringi:gal NJ!;r;:Se 
2 
l 
l 
0 
25 
4 
3 
l 
Coungel:J.o!! 
0 
1 
0 
l 
8. What conditions make it difficult to have effective 
teacher-parent or nurse-parent conferences on the health 
problems of pupils? 
14.3 
TABLE II {continued) 
Elementary • • . . . 
Junior High . . . .. 
Senior High • • • • 
Lack of parental interest 
14 
Hard to find a rnutua.lly 
suitable time 
Laak of a 
hold such 
11 
suitable place to 
a conference 
Religious 
parent or 
2 
objections by the 
the pupil or both 
4 
Q!Der: No problems 
Lack of par~ntaJ, interest 
Hard to find a mutually 
suitable time 
5 
.3 
.3 
Lack of a suitable place to 
hold such a confereng,_e __ ...,. 
0 
Religious objections by the 
gare,n,t or the pupil or both 
0 
Other: No problems 
Lack of parental interest 
Hard to find a mutually 
suitable time 
1 
J 
2 
Lack of a suitable place to 
hold such a conference 0 
0 
Religious objections by the 
parent or the pupil or both 
0 
Other: Economic conditions 
1 
Parents cannot afford care 
so are reluctant to come for 
the conference 
1 
Junior College • • • Lack of parental interest 
0 
TABLE II (continued) 
Hard to find a mutually 
suitable time 
Other: No problems 
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0 
1 
9. Are teachers notified of pertinent health findings by a 
physiciar<, dentist, ot' other specialist regarding the 
health of a pupil? 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High • 
Junior College 
.  . 
Yes 
. 27 
• 3 
. • 3 
. . l 
1!9. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
If it effedts 
the 
pupils school 
ad,lustment 
0 
l 
0 
0 
10. Where a physical examination indicates the presence of 
a health problem, do you feel that the follow~up is 
sufficiently thorough? 
Don't 
Yes No U§u&.llz Know 
Elementary • . • . • 12 0 14 l Junior High . • 3 0 1 0 
Senior High . • 0 0 3 0 
Junior College • . • 0 0 l 0 
11. Are the pupils in your school periodically weighed and 
measured? 
Yes ~ 
Elementary • . • • • • • 2? 0 Junior High • • • • 0 4 
Senior High • • • • • 2 0 
Junior College • • • 0 0 
12. If yes, at what grad.e level or levels? 
Elementary • ; • • all - 2? 
Junior High 
Senior High • • • lOth - 3. 11th - 3, & 12th - 3 
Junior College • • • Only on specific request ... 1 
14.5 
13, If the pupils are weighed and measured, how often is 
this done? 
Semi· 
Monthll AMuallx 
24 
Annualll!: 
Elementary • • • • 
Junior High • • • 
Senior High • • • • 
.Junior College . • 
• • 
• • 
0 
0 
0 
Only on 
• 
• • 
• • 
0 
0 
special :request 
Eienniall;r 
1 
0 
0 
l 
0 
' 
Don't 
Know 
0 
0 
Elementary , • , 
Junior High • • 
Senior High • , • 
Junior College • • • • • Only on 
0 
special :request 
14. If the pupils are weighed and measured, is this information 
recordt'id in the cumulative health records? 
Elementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
Junior College • • 
. . • • • • 
• 
• 
• • 
Yes 
2.5 
0 
3 
1 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
1.5. If this information is recorded, who does it? 
Nurse's 
Elementary • • • • 
Teacher Nu4se Hel:Qer 
' 24 Junior High • • 0 0 0 Seniox> High • • . • 0 J 0 Junior College . • 0 l 0 
16. Is ther a regular schedule for the giving of hearing 
screer~ing tests in your school? 
Yes No 
Elementary • • • • • • • 27 0 
Junior High • • • • • • 4 0 
Senior High • . • • • • • • . • • 3 0 
Junior College • • • • • • 0 0 
If yes, at what grade levels? 
Elementary • • • • • 
Junior High • • • 
Senior High • 
Junior College • 
• • 
• • 
2nd - 24, 4th - 2.5, upon 
referral .. 24 
7th - 4, 8th - 0, 9th - 0 
lOth - 2, Don't know - 1 
Only upon specific request - 1 
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17. Are the results of the hearing scr<?Eming tests recorded 
in the cumulative health records of the pupils? 
Elememtery • • • . • • 
Junior !Ugh • • • • . . • • 
Senior Hifh • • • • • • • • 
Ju.ni.or Co lege • . . • . • 
18. If this irlformation is recorded, who does it? 
Ii:lementary • • 
Junior High , • 
Senior High • • 
Junior College • 
•reacher 
6 
0 
0 
0 
Nurse 
3 
0 
0 
0 
Nurse's. 
Helper 
0 
0 
0 
0 
};!jH! 
27 
4 
3 
1 
No 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Audio-
metrist 
27 
4 , 
l 
19. Is there a :regular schedule for the gi viug of vision 
aornening teats to the pupils in your schools? 
Only upon 
specific 
Xes ~ regue§!i Elementary • • • • • • • 27 0 
Junior High • • • • • . • I+ 0 0 
Senior High • . • J 0 0 
Junior College • • • • 0 0 1 
20, If vision screenb1g is done in your school, who does 
it? 
21. Are 
in 
Elementary • • ~ 
Junior High • 4 
room 
Senior High • 3 0 
Junior College l 0 
periodical dental inspections 
Physical 
li:ducation 
Teacher 
me, de 
0 
0 
0 
0 
of the 
your school by a dental technician? 
Elementary • • • • • • • 
Junior High . • • • • 
Senior High • • • • • 
Junior College • • • \-. • 
Nurse's 
Helper 
0 
0 
0 
0 
pupils 
Yes 1!:2 
27 0 
0 4 
0 3 
0 l 
'rABLE II (continued.) 
22. If dental inspections are not made of your pupils, do 
you think they should be? 
DoN.'t 
Yes !!Q KN.oW 
Elementary 
__,_ 
• . • . • • . • 
Junior High • • .0 1 1 
Seni~r High • • • 0 ) 0 
Junior College . • 0 1 0 
2). If dental inspections are made of your pupils, do you 
think that the follow·up leading to needed corrections 
is effective? 
Don't 
A.lwa.rs Generall;y: Seldom Know 
Elementary • . • • 0 lh 8 4 
Junior High • • 0 0 0 0 
Senior High • • 
Junior College • 0 0 0 1 
24. For which of the following services do your teachers use 
the dental hygienist'? 
Inspecting the pUPil's teeth 
Elementary • It • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . • 24 
Elementary • 
Junior High 
Senior High 
Elementary • 
Junior High 
Senlor High 
Dental J~duQ@:tion of the PJaQ!l§ 
• • • 18 
• • • • • • • . • . • . . • 2 
• • . • • • • . . • • • 1 
Assisting the teacher in pre. 
paring dental health units for 
her class . . ~ . 
• • • • • . . . 
• • • ll . . . 
• • 10 
2 
. . 1 
One elementary administrator indicated that he 
used the services of the dental technician to 
assist in conferences with parents. 
One senior high >Jchool principal indicated that 
he did not use the services of the dental 
technician in any way. 
TABLE II {continued) li.J.8 
25, Is dental care available for pupils whose parents can-
not afford to pay for it? 
Don't 
AlWS.:£S Usuallz Seldom N!!ver Know 
inementary • 0 2 22 0 3 
Junior High • 0 0 J 0 1 Senior High • 0 0 1 0 2 
Junior College 0 0 0 0 1 
26, Do all pupils at your school get a physical examination? 
Yeg No 
E.lementary • • • • • • • 9 17 Junior High • • • • • • 0 4 
Senior High • • . • • . . • 0 J Junior College • . • • 0 1 
If yes, at what grade levels? 
Urged upon entering school 
Elementary . . . . .. . ... . .. .. - . . . . . • . . 7 
Don't Know 
Elementary . . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . 1 
• • • 
Only those in inter-school 
athletics or upon special 
referral. . . . . • • • • • • • 2 Senior High • 
Junior College • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . 1 
2?. Are provisions made for the medical diagnosis and treat-
ment of pupils with heUth problems whose parents are 
not financially ,ftble to pay for the services of a 
private practicioner? 
Elementary . • 
Junior High • • 
Senior High • , 
Junior College • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • • 
In all cases 
7 
• • • • 2 
• • • • • 0 
• • • • 0 
Usually, but not alwsws 
• Elementary . • , 
Junior High , • • 
Senior High • , • • , 
• • 
Junior College • , • • , 
• • .lJ 
• .. • • 0 
• • • • • 2 
• • • • It 0 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Elementl.ary • . • 
Junior High. • • 
Senior High • • 
JuniOl' College • 
• 
• 
Only in cases where prompt 
action is imperative 
• • • • 
• . 
• • • • • 
• 
No such arrangements have 
been maSJ,e 
• 
3 
0 
1 
0 
. . . • 4 • • • • • • • 2 Elementary • • • • . 
Junior College • • • • • • . . .. . . . . . . 1 
28. i~here are the cumulative health records of the pupils 
kept? 
. . 
In the princtpal's office 
5 
• • 0 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • • 
Senior High •••• 
Jullior College , • 
• • • . • • J 
• . • 0 • • 
• • • 
Elementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
,Junior College • • 
Elementary • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High • 
Junior tlollege 
• . . 
• • 
• • • • 
In the nurse's office 
. . . • l 4 
0 
1 
In the teacher's room 
• • • . • 22 
• • 0 
• • • • • 0 
• • • 0 
29. Are health facts concerning pupils sometimes recorded 
in the cumulative health records in technical language 
that teachers do not readily understand? 
Elementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
J·unior College • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
Elementary • • • 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
Junior College • • 
• • • 
Yes 
18 
0 
1 
0 
No 
7 
3 
2 
0 
Don't 
Kngw 
1 
0 
0 
1 
The nurse explains any problems 
to the t~e~a~c~h~e~r------------~ 
• • • • 0 • • • 
• 
• • • 2 
• 2 
. 1 
30 • 
31. 
32. 
----------
)). 
.34. 
TABLE II (continued) 
II. EMERGENCY CARE PHOCEDUHES 
Does each teacher in your school have a copy of the 
written "Guide .for Emergency Care - Accidents and 
Illness"? 
In Faculty 
Handboolt Yes 
Elementary • • • . 0 24 
Junior High • • 0 2 
Senior High • • 1 1 
Junior College • 0 0 
Is it written so the teachers can understand it? 
Elementary • • • • • ~ 2 
Junior High • • . • • . • 3 
Senior High • • • • 2 
Junior College • • • • . • . • • 1 
Does it contain the necessary information? 
Too much material, 
Out of date Yes 
Elementary • . • • 0 2b 
Junior High • . • • 1 3 
3enior High • 0 2 
Junior College • • • 0 1 
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N2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
No 
0 
1 
0 
0 
~ 
1 
0 
0 
Have you discussed the school district policy regarding 
accident liabil:ity with your ·~eachers in a faculty 
meeting since the beginning of the current school year? 
Yes No 
Elementar•y .• • • 2.3 4 
Junior High • • • • 4 0 
Senior High • • • • 3 0 
Junior College • • • . • . • 1 0 
Have you discussed the school di.stl'ict policy regarding 
the transpo~tation of ill or injured pupils with your 
teachers since the beginning of the current school year? 
kg N2 
Elementary • . 15 12 
Junior High • • l~ 0 
Senior High • • . • 2 l 
Junior College. • • • • • 1 0 
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TABLE II (contimwcl) 
In your school, who regularly administers the usual 
first aid treatment? 
Principal 
Elementary 
Junior High • 
Senior High • 
Junior College 
20 
0 
0 
0 
Vice-
Principal 
27 
0 
0 
0 
1'eacher 
2 
0 
0 
0 
Secretary 
26 
0 
1 
1 
The 
Nurse 
4 
4 
J 
1 
Phys ,.cal Home 
I\ducation Economics 
•.reacher _Teacher 
Elementary • • 
Junior• High • , 
Senior High , • • 
,Junior College 
• • 
• • 
- 0 0 
4 4 
3 J 
1 1 
)6. Have you at·any time taken the Hed Cross first aid 
course or another course of comparable caliber in first 
aid? 
Yes No 
Elementary • • • • .2Ir -; 
Junior High • • • . • 2 2 
Senior High • • • • 3 0 
Junior College • . • • • • 1 0 
37. Does the school district require those administering 
first aid to keep in force a valid first aid certificate? 
Elementary • • • 
Junior High • 
Senior High • • 
Junior Coltl'!ege • 
Yes 
. 2'4' 
3 
. • 3 
0 
No 
3 
0 
0 
0 
Don't 
Know 
0 
1 
0 
1 
38. Where a..re the Urst aid kits located in your school? 
·In the 
In the 
In the 
In the 
In the 
In the 
In the 
Elementary §chools 
principal's office • .27 
classrooms • • • • • • • 7 
multi-purpose room • • • 1 
be~sernent • . . . . . . o 1 
Jun1or High Schools 
principal's office • 4 
laboratories • • • • • , 4 
nurse's quarters ••.• 4 
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TABLE II (continued) 
In the shops • . . . . . . . • 4 
In the home economics rooms • 4 
In tho cl:J~srooms • • . . . 2 
In the gymna.s i urns . • • . • . • 4 
In the caf~terias • • . . • • 4 
In the custodian's quarters • • 4 
Senior High Schools 
In the pr•incipal 1 s office • • J 
In the laboratories . • • • • • . • 3 
In the nurse's quarters • • . . . . .3 
b the shops . . • . . . . . . • J 
In the ho:ne economics rooms . . • • • J 
In the classrooms . . . . • . • • • .n 
In the custodian's quarters • • • • 3 
In the e.ttendance office • . . • • • 2 
In the gymnasium . . . . . • . • • J 
Junior College 
In the principal* a office • • 1 
In the laboratories . . • • l 1 
In the nurse's quarters • . 1 
In the shops. • . . . • . 1 
In the home economics rooms • l 
b. the gymnasium. . . . . . • . 1 
In the physical education rooms • 1 
I:r< the custodian's quarters • • • 1 
In the a. t ten.dance office. • . • • 1 
In the mainta.inence repair shop • • 1 
39. Whenthe family of' an injured. pupil cannot be reached 
and where there is no known famny doctor, what steps 
do you take with a pupil whose injury seems to require 
immediate medical attention? 
Elementary Schools 
Get whatever care the emergency hospi~ 
tal will .,.i ve 
Have the injured pupil taken to the 
County Hospital 
22 
14 
Have the injured pupil traated by a 
doctor of' your own choq!!n~g~-----~--~ 
J 
Junior High Schools 
Get whatever care the emergency hospi-
tal will give 
15) 
TABLE II {continued.) 
Have injured pupil taken to the 
countl.n~~~~·---------------3 
~Jot i.fy police l"l,ncl sheriff' a 
gffioE!_iQ he]:gJ.ind tlw parents _ 
2 
Procedure o.epends upon the 
lU~rigutmef!i~ of the i:n.Jy,r:r 
Hetlic<1;l care cf.lrmot 'be gi ve:n 
witbOMt the par~nt'a gonaent 
l 
l 
Senior High School§ 
Get whatevEH' care the emergency 
hos n!taJ. 1'!·.::1..:~;1~1·...J:J."'!.i vl!.:e"-------...,. 
J 
Have injured pupil taken to the 
County Hospital 
!~o doctor or hospital will 
proceed. beyond emergency care 
because of the ll'lgal liabiUj}Y 
ifwl-ior Collese 
Get whatever care the emergenoy 
hQapi tal wiU g! ve 
Ha.Ye injured pupil taken to the 
County Hgsnital 
2 
l 
1 
l 
40. Ho·v1 would you X'<lt;e the emergency hospital facilities 
aad servic(ls thut are presently available to the schools? 
l::lementa.ry . . 
Junior High 
Senior High • 
Jun:Lo.r (;ollege 
• • 
• 
• • 
Excel~ 
lent 
~~ 
0 
0 
0 
Don't 
ful2W 
1 
0 
1 
0 
41. If you feerl t!Jat the present emergerwy hospital services 
that a1•e available to the n.c:hoolB are inadequate, what 
additional eme1•goncy care do you thinlr shoulcl be 
p:t•ovided for school pupils? 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Elementary • • 
Junior High 
Senior Hi_gh • 
Junior College • 
When parents cannot be contacted 
and sutures are necessary, such 
care should be provided by the 
~merge~~~h~o~s~p~i~t~a~l~----------~~ 
13 • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
A doctor should be available at 
the emergency hospital to treat 
emergencies as they are brought 
in 
Elemt~ntary • • • • • • • • • 
Junior High • • • • 
SeNior High • • • • • • • • . • • • . 
Junior College • • • • • • . 0 
Other replies from Elementary 
SchooJ.s 
County sehools should be allowed to use 
the f6teilities of the emergency 
hospital • • . . . . , • • • . • . 
Doctors should be on call from the 
emergency hospital.. • • . • • • • • 
'I'he principal should be authorized to act 
• 
on behalf of the parents '>'Then they 
camaot be located • • , • • . • • . • • • 
III. MEN·J'AL HEAL'l'H 
2 
J 
1 
17 
4 
J 
1 
2 
2 
1 
42. Do you believe that there is enough psychiatric 
consultant service available to the schools to properly 
help those pupils with emoHonal problems and to give 
the teachers help :l.n pla.!l:rting for the special needs of 
such pupils? 
Yf!S .!!9. Usuallz 
l.'::lementary . . • .ll 8 2 
Junior High • 0 4 0 
Senior High . 0 2 1 
Juni.or College • 0 0 1 
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TABLE II (continued) 
43. Do you believe that the follow-up on referrals of 
pupils with mental or emotional problems is prompt 
enough? 
Elementary • • • 
Junior High • . 
Senio!" High • . 
Junior College 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • . • . • 
Yes No Usuallz 
15 IO 2 
1 2 1 
0 2 1 
0 0 1 
44. When plad.ement in a special class is indicated as a 
result of analyzing the needs of a pupil, is such 
service readily available without delay? 
Not a 2ro'blem Y6s No U§uaUz Elementary • • • • 0 I2 7 
Junior High • • . • 0 0 1) 1 
Senior High • • • 0 0 ~ 0 Junior College '•l 0 0 • • • .:J .. _' 
IV. EXCLUSION AND READMISSION OF PUPILS 
ABSENT BECAUSE OF ILLNESS 
4;. Do you exclude pupils from class who complain of illness 
or who appear to 'be ill? 
Alwaxs Ge:aerallx Batelz 
Elementary • • • 12 1.5 0 
Junior High • • • • 1 3 0 
Senior High • • 1 2 0 
Junior College . • 0 l 0 
46. What procedures do you follow i:a excluding such pupils? 
Elementarz Schools 
Send them to the principal's 
office 
§end them to the nurse 
Call the parent to come and get 
the pupil 
23 
22 
Call someone previously designated 
by the parent or guardian if no 
one is available at the pupil's 
home 
19 
1.56 
TABLE II (continued) 
Call the family doctor, if one is 
)mown 
.5 
Keep the pupil in the room until 
the class period is over or until 
school i§ d!smissed 
i 
Have him lie down itl the office 
until the parents can come for 
him or untiJ, school is di!!l!li§§eg 
li' 
Junior High Sphools 
Seng Mm to ttle nurst 
Call the parents to come and get 
the pupil 
4 
Call someone previously desigllated 
by the parent or guardian if no 
one is available at pypil's home 
J 
Call the family doctor if one is 
knog 
J 
Keep the pupil in the room until 
the class period is over or until 
s0hqol ~s dismissed 
l~ermit student to go home after 
phoning to be sure that someone 
l!i! thert 
Call the parents to corl'le and get 
the pupil 
1 
1 
j 
l 
Call someone previously designated 
by the parent or guardian if no 
OM iS !jlV§.ilable at pUpil IS nome 
1 
Permit student to go home after 
phoning to be sure that someone 
.!§ there 
l 
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TABLE II (continued) 
Junior College 
Send him to the nurse 1s office 
1 
Call the parents to come and get 
the pupil 
1 
Call the family doctor, if one is 
known 
Permit the student to go home 
himself 
47. What conditions make it difficult to exclude students 
who appear ill from their classes? 
l 
l 
Elementary Schools 
No one home to care for the child 
if he is sent home 
No phone at hOme with which to 
contact parents 
Lack of information on how to 
contact parents 
1.5 
2 
No place at school for temporary 
care 
9 
No problems 
Junior High Schools 
No one at home to care for the 
child if he is sent home 
No phone at home with which to 
qonta.ct parents 
Lack of information on how to 
contact parent.s 
3 
2 
l 
Senigr High Schools 
No one at home to care for the 
child if he is sent home 
No phone at home with which to 
contact parents 
2 
TABLE II (continued) 
Lack of information on how to 
contact parents 
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1 
Junior College 
This is not a problem at this 
leveJ,. 
1 
48. Do your teachers have a copy of the rules and regulations 
governing the handling of pupils with communicable 
disease? 
Send to 
the nurse Yes ~ Elementary • • . • • 0 22 
Junior High • • • • • 0 3 1 
Senior High • • • • 0 2 1 
Junior College • • • • 1 0 0 
49. Have you discussed the ~~les for handling pupils with 
communicable disease with your teachers during this 
school year? 
Ye§ No 
Elementary • • . • • • • • 12 I4 Juuior High • • • • . • • . ' 1 Senior High • • • • • • • 2 1 Junior College • • • • • • • • 0 l 
50. Do you have a room where ill pupils can be isolated 
while they are awaiting removal to their homes? 
Yes .!'iQ 
Elementary • • • . • • • 19 7 Junior High • • • • . • 4 0 
Senior High • . • .3 0 
Junior College • • • • • • • • • 1 0 
51. With the exception of minor communicable diseases and 
skin disorders, is a physician's consent usually required 
for the readmission to school of pupils who have been 
absent because of illness? 
Elementary • • • • • 
Junior High • • • 
Senior High • • . 
Junior College • 
• • • 
• • . • 
• • 
• 
Yea 
0 
• • 1 
• • 0 
No 
I9 
4 
2 
1 
APPENDIX C 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW WITH THE CONSULTANT IN HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL EDUCA'l'ION AND RECREATION 
' FOE THE STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
APPENDIX C 
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW I.JITH THE CONSUL'fANT IN HEALTH, 
PHYSICAL 'EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
I. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
OF THE SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES 
l. Exactly what is included in the area for which you have 
supervisorial responsibility? 
2. Do you have supervision of the entire school health 
program for all of the schools in the Stockton Unified 
School District? 
3. Are the school district health policies ava1lable in 
written form? 
4. Is there an over.all health council or committee of 
teachers, administrators, health specialists, and 
representatives of community groups to help plan and 
co-ordinate the school health program? 
s. 
If. so, what is the composition of this committee? 
How are the members of the committee selected? 
Do local physicians participate in planniug the school 
health program? 
If so, in what way? 
6. Do local dentir;;ts participate in planning the school 
health program? 
If so, irl what way? 
7. Is the school health program co-ordinated with the 
total health program of the commlll'lity? 
If so, in what way? 
8. Is there a planned program for interpreting the school 
health program to school personnel, pupils, parents, 
private physicians, dentists, and interee.ted community 
groups? 
If so, e.xpla1n this program. 
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9. Are there periodic in-service education programs dealing 
with health education for all members of the teaching 
staff? 
If so, explain. 
10. Are school district personnel included in periodic in-
service teacher-education programs in school health 
education? 
11. Are there arrangements for providing nursing services, 
either through direct employment of school nurses or 
through contract with the local health department? 
12. What nursing service is provided through agreement by 
the San Joaquin Local Health District? 
lJ. What nursing service is provided directly by the 
Stockton Unified School District for its schools? 
14, What is the formula used for determining how much 
nursing service shall be made available to the 
elementary schools? 
1.5. \vhat is the formula for determining how much nursing 
service shall be made available to the secondary 
schools? (Grades 7-14) 
16. Is any :nursing service provided for the schools by any 
other agency besides the school district itself or the 
San Joaquin Local Health District? 
If so, by whom and under what arrangements? 
17. Is nursing service adequate? 
In elementary? 
In secondary? 
II. HEAL'l'H APPRAISAL AND HEALTH CONSULTATION 
18. Do all children get a health examination by a physician 
at the time they enter the elementary school (either a 
family ph.ysicianj a Health District physician, or a 
school physician ? 
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19. >~hen are physical exa.Ininations required in t;he- $took ton 
schools? 
21. 
22. 
2) •. 
When are physie<>l ex&lllinations recommended by the 
5toel{ton sotwols? 
In what ways does the aohool he6Hh progr,;un emphashe 
the i1npo:rte.nee aucl use of' the family physician in 
providing medical exruninat:l.ons? 
What provisions a:rl!l made for- health examin~~U6ns of 
ohildl'$m whose ptat"E:~ntlll cannot afford the services of 
a pr1v$tte praetitioMr? 
~ihat proportion or the$e phy:si<.!al uaminations a.re done 
at I!OltOol? 
Does the Stockton U~lfied School Distriot keep a 
oumula.ti WI record .ro,r each student? 
Whe~t t'orms in the cumul&.tive ~cord deal with a. 
students h~talth probll!lm? 
A.re parents usually present during; phye1eal examlnations 
that a.re done at sel'!O(;>l? 
Does the ~Stockton Unified SchOol Dist,r1ot use any form 
of stmient Health lnvi'IJ:ntory? 
Do the t~H•ohers conduct the ttctuel vision screening 
tests? 
At the elementary level? 
At t:he secmidli!.l'J" level$? (Gl•l!ldee 7-14) 
27, Are pupils wba :!'ail ll\:llf part of the vision sereeming 
test reeheQked hy the school nurse before nf~rra.l to 
the pa.remtu.; for fuF.!Ichfu• tests by a. 11:peeial1st? 
28, AN there any •wovisious for f'urthe1• eye tflsting 'bY 
a s~oiali<>t whe.l'e the ne111d .i.l'i indiQi.ited and where the 
parents are unable t!>r unwilling to pay tor the service 
of a pri.va.te p:.~aotitlon.er? 
If E!O, what a~ theal!! p:rovidons? 
29. Ar~ te!L<lhers infol"lllt!Hl when Mf or their students have 
sEn•ioua vii~U!ll dclfeots? Always _, usu<!tlly _, some-
times ___ , seldom ___ • 
1t so , by whom? 
JO. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
APPENDIX C (continued) 
Does the school district have a regular schedule for 
giving hearing screening tests? 
If so, what is the schedule? 
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Are the hearing screening t;ests given by a certificated 
audiometrist? 
Are pupils, who fail the initial hearing screening test, 
retested bet'ore being referred to their parents for 
medical follow-up? 
Is there any follow-up by health services personnel after 
a student has been referred to his parents for medical 
care? 
If so, how and by whom? 
J4, Do the teachers receive information as to what 
educational adjustments are necessary to insure the best 
educational progress for pupils with heai;oing defects? 
If so, how and by whom? 
35. What is the regular schedule for giving dental 
inspection to students? 
)6, Are provisions made for emergency dental examination of 
children who need such attention and who are not in 
classes regularly scheduled f.,or such examinations? 
If so, what arc tho procedures? 
)7. Are provisions made for needed dental care of children 
whose parents are unable or unwilling to pay for the 
services of a private practitioner? 
If so, what are the arrangements? 
38. Does the school health program emphasize the prompt 
correction of dental defects? 
If so, how? 
J9. Is there an on~going program to educate the public on 
the desirability of water• flouridation? 
If so, how is it COllducted? 
If not, what are your recommendations? 
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40. According to school district policy, how often are the 
students weighed and measured'! 
In the elementary schools? (Grades k-6) 
In the junitH' high sohools'l (Grades 7-9) 
In the sf.mior high mohools? (Grades 10-12) 
In the ;)uniol' college'? (Grt\del!l 13-lLf) 
41. Is such information redorded in the cumulative record. 
folder? 
42. M:•e irl;udents who have not made satisfHctory weight or 
gr-owth gain referred to the school nurse? 
Ill' so, what action is usually taken by the nurse? 
r:r not, what vJould you reeommend? 
43. tiho makes refer·rals to t1'1e pr'OI,er <:J.gerwl..es of students 
who exhibit physicatl, llll\ll'ltal, or emotional problems? 
44. Do teachers receive information from the school nurse 
or physician regarding the health status and follow 
up on pupils that they have referred for possible 
medical t:rea tment? 
4,5. · If students hav<:l health problems that need attention, 
are the parents infox•med? 
If so, bJ whom? 
If' not, what would you recommend? 
46. Is there any fo.llow~up by school health personnel on 
cases that have been referred to the pv.rents for 
posuoible medical attention? 
If so, by whom tm.d whe,t is the procedure? 
47. Do the nurse and teacher meet periodically to d:l.ncuils 
the health stat;us of pupils and the fix<dings of the 
observations of the nurse and the teac.hel'$? 
At the ele-mentary sohosl level? (Gradu k-6) 
At the junior hlgn school level? (Grades 7-9) 
At the l!ierlior high school level? (Grades 10 .. 12) 
At the junior college leval? (Grades 13-liJ.) 
48. At'e arranget~ents m~t,te for parents to visit the school 
and to confer with the nurse and/or the teacher during 
health ;appraisals Ol' by special a.ppoirltment? 
49. 
so. 
51. 
52. 
.53. 
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Does the cumulative health record contain information 
on health appraisals, immunization status, and special 
health problems ~Jith the report on the follo>1-Up on 
these problems? 
Is the health record kept as a part of the total 
cumulative record of each student? 
\··' 
Is the health record used continually for the guidance 
of the student and for interpreting his health needs? 
Is the cumulative health record transfer:ved >>ith other 
school records when the student moves from one school 
to another'! 
Are teachers and other school personnel instructed 
through discussion, written instructions, and/or 
charts, to recognize signs of possibly contageous 
diseases? 
III. EXCLUSION AND READMISSION OF' S'rUDEN'rS 
ABSENT BECAUSE OP ILLNESS 
5L;. Are there wri tte:n policies and procedures for the 
exclusion and readmission of children absent because 
of illness? 
If so, where can thoy be found? 
;;. Are there definite policies and procedures for the 
care of children who have been excluded from their 
classes because of illness and who are awaiting removal 
to their homes? 
If so, where can they be found? 
56. Are suspected cases of communicable diseases reported 
to the Local Health Department? 
57. ~Jhat immunization p1•ograms are currently in operation 
in the schools of the Stocl>ton Unified School District? 
56. Are all of. these immunization plans operative in all 
of the schools of the school district? 
59. Is there a specific program for the det;ection and 
control of tuberculosis through the tubex•culin testing 
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of pupils in the local school district? 
If so, what is the program? 
IV. EMERGENCY CARE PH.OCEDURES 
60. Are there written policies governing the emergency care 
and treatment of injuries that occur at school? 
If so, do these instructions seem to be clear and 
sufficiently detailed? 
Where can the teachers find these instructions? 
6l. Is there a written policy on handling emergency 
accidents? 
62, Who administers first aid to the students? 
6). Do tea.chers and other school persormel receive annual 
instruction from qualified persons in the giving of 
fir•st aid? 
64, i4hat, in brief, are the procedures to be followed in 
handling an emergency ~.ccident or- illness at school, 
according to the written policy of the school district? 
6.5. Is it policy to make a report to the central office of 
any accident that occurs at school? 
\Vho is charged with this responsibility? 
66. Is an evaluation made to try to determine the cause of 
accidents that occur at school? 
67. How often is it policy to inspect first aid kits for 
the adequacy of supplies and equipment? 
\~here are first aid kits kept in the school? 
\'Jho bears this responsibility? 
68. Are administrators, teachers, and all other> school 
personnel required to have periodic medical 
examinat;ions? 
If so, how often? 
APPENDIX C (conUnued) 
69. Are administrators, teacher<>, and all other school 
personnel required to have an annual chest X-ray? 
If so, who bears the cost of these C-rays? 
70. 'vlhat medical attention does the Emergency Hospital 
provide for children who are brought in after being 
injured at school? 
Clean o; . .nd dress the wound? 
Provide a doctor to care for injuries that 
require medical attention? 
Suture wounds wher<l this is necessary? 
Gall the family doctor when one is known? 
Provide a doctor for children needing 
medic<al care for an injury when the child 
has no family docto1• or cfllen the family is 
unable to pay for the services of a private 
practitioner? 
Other: 
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71. Is there a doctor continually on duty at the Emergency 
Hospital? 
72, If an ambulance is necessary to transport a child 
injured at school, who provides it? 
The Emergency Hospital? 
Commercial ambulance companies? 
The Stockton Unified School District? 
'rhe San Joaquin Local Health District? 
The city? 
San Joaquin County'/ 
73. What provisions are made to give needed medical 
attention to a stude.nt who is injured at school when 
the family cannot be contacted and where there is no 
family doc tor? 
74. Hhat ad.ditional services do you feel would be dE:n!lirable 
to have available at the Emergency Hospital to care for 
students who are injured at school? 
75. How much health clerk time is available to the junior 
high schools? 
Is this sufficient? 
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76. Bow much health clerk time is available to the senior 
high schools? 
Is this sufficient? 
77. How much health clerk time is available to the junior 
college? 
Is this sufficient? 
78. Does the small amount of health clerk service detract 
from the effectiveness of the nursing service? 
If so, how? 
79. What would you recommend? 
APPENDIX D 
S'l'RUC'rUHED INTERVIEW WITH T!fr.; CHIEF HEALTH OFFICER 
011 'IHE SAN JOAQUIN LOCAL HEAL'rH DIS'!'HICT 
STHUC'rUHf>D IN'i'EHVIK\1 ~1!\'H '}:HE ClUEJ:t' HEAL:PH OFFICER 
1. By school district poliey, pm•euts are expected to submit 
their children to a medical e:umination when they flrst 
enter> the Stockton schools. Hhe:re are these examinations 
given'? 
At the schools 
At thn Jan Joaquin Local He~llth Diat:rict 
- Of'f'ices 
_By private phy~1ioians in their own offices 
Other: 
2. Are parents usually Pl'tH!ent lihen these exto~mbJaticma are 
given? 
3, Only one physical examination is requested of all pupils 
by the school dis tr•ict, as pointed out above. How often 
do you feel the school discrict ought to request such an 
examination of all students? 
___ Semi-annually 
_ AilnU!\lly 
_ Every two year•s 
Other 
4. whom a physical examination discloses a :remediable physical 
defect, do you. fe.<.l tt,at th11i follow-up by the school 
distriet ruHl health district personnel is e;,s effective &$ 
possible in se(dug that tr.e stulient gets the indicated 
treat;men t? 
What is t;he usw:J.l follow-up procedure? 
5. Are you aware of any peculiarly local oor:di tiona that 
pose spe<li<;l local he~tlth pN>blem$ for children of school 
age? 
If so, wha.t arrs they? 
Hhat st,eps are being tal(EJli to meet these problems? 
6. Is there a spewifio pl'ogram for the detention and control 
of tubcrculos is through th<ll tuberculin testing of pupils 
in the loo~<l health dista'ic·t;? 
lr so, what is it? 
APPI~NDIX D (continued) 
7. List what you consider to be the mosl; serious local 
health problema, 
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a. Docs the Scm Joaquin Local HNLlth District participate 
in planning impr•ovements in the school health services? 
If so, in what way? 
9. Do you feel tbat there is &r!y w.sstofu.l duplication of 
effort bet;we~tn the San Joaquhl. Looa.l Health District 
personnel ami the Stockton Unified School District 
personnel in trying to provide adequate health services 
to the local schools? 
If so, in l~ha t respects? 
lnl!lt remedies would you suggest'/ 
10. Is the agreement with the Stockton Unified School District 
for supplying; :nursing service to the Stockton schools 
satisfactory to ·&he S.::~.n J'cn.tquin I,oo<.ll Health District? 
Any suggested changes'( 
ll. Do you reel that the amount or nursing ser>vica provided 
for the Stockton oohoob is adequate? 
It' not,, how much nursinli time do you think the 
schools should have at the various levels? 
Elementary (K through g:t>ade 6) 
Junior Hi!;h 3chool (Grades 7 through 9) 
Senior High School (Grades lO through 12} 
Jur.Lio:r Gollege ( Gr~<~des lJ ancl 14) 
12. l,Jhat are the special services mentioned. in section 4 of 
the agreememt with the Stockton U:nified School District 
regarding the health services to be provided by the 
Sl:l.n Joaquin Loc!<~l Hes.lth District for the Stockton 
schools? 
13. ls this agreement between t.he health district emd the 
school district unique in any way? 
If HO • in >'lha t way? 
14. \.Jho supplies and pays the health clerks for the schools 
in Stockton? 
15. \/hat a.re the duties of the Health Clerks? 
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16. Ia !;here any \tritten or- ox>al agr~'Hil"•ent 111th the ;;>t<~ckton 
Unified :;ohool Di:at:d.ct !'O££<l.t'<ti1n.g who ohall supply (Jl" 
pay the health clerks or who shall supervise thei:r work? 
l'(, At what gr<tde levels in thtS1 Stool(ton eehoole do the 
lltud.enti> get ;•egult;,);~ visiot< sarm'!rA.i.ncr. te!ilte? 
!n the elem~mt&!'i/ schools? 
ln the julllii!H' high schooll~ '? 
Xn the senior high sahoob? 
1~1 t,r.o jurll.o.r cw llege? 
16. Do you f~11::l thllilt the «brJve vicion scl'l()aning schedule is 
ad.er~ua te? 
19. ''holt is thE' fQllOI\MUP proo<'lldure when a vision so:meening 
test indicates '' need tor fUI•thet· testing? 
20. !:n your o;pini,m, is thit> follow~up re!'l.~Ont.llly afft'lctive? 
2l. tih<m ::J:v~ need for gl~•sses is c.lettrly d.emonstra.t0cl, is 
it t'.!lwa.yn pocusil:llu to get glm:llle& for tr<V~;ry ~JtUdl!lllt who 
lWfJds the.ro, ~w•.:·n ~,rhm1 thn i'n.mily ir> tmabl<t~ or unwilling 
to been:• th~c> cost? 
22. !-!hat <i:i.!'f'erent Ol'g<mil~abim1s ~u·;s lcwv.ll.y h!!.•lp1rte to 
GUlJply glamHIHJ til chi.lcil'l'ln ;;-ho ommot afford i;h<:1::a? 
2:3. At what gl't:.de levols in the ::ii;oel(l;ot> sohoola do th<;~ 
st;ui.tel'l.ts get '' Nlgulfl.r heml"ing sr.•·•~<:min(~ test? 
!n the elamenta.r·y salloole? 
In Ml!.l junior' high $Chools'? 
In i;!le sen:to~· high IWhoolu? 
In the juniol' collage? 
APPIIND!X D (continued) 
2l~. Do you :reel that the hearing screening test schedule 
is ad.e 11 ua. te 'l 
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If not, how often would you recommend such tests? 
___ Semi-annually 
f',xwually 
·- h:very two ye<~U'Il 
-Other 
25. Wh11t is the follo~1~up prooed.ure nhen a screeniug test 
1nd.icatea a S<iH'ious loss of hearing'/ 
26. In your opinion, is this follow-up !'El<tilona.bly effective'? 
27. When t;he tlea!•ing loess 1:$ or such a 11ature that a 
heraring aid is needed, is it always po!iisible to get 
orle for e d'lild ~1hen his family is unable or unwilling 
to ~ar tl<e cost? 
28. Hhat diffex•<mt organizations are locally helping to 
supply heUJ'ing aidr, to children who mmnot afford them? 
29. ~iho.l; servioes are locally provided for those childrtnt 
whose hoartne loss is of such ~~ wa.t;ur·e that a hearing 
aid Nill not help? 
.30. Are vny c\tld.i tional services needed for children who 
have a ser•ious hearing loss? 
If so, what ~1ould you recommend? 
31. What services El.l'El offered locally for thos~J children 
1r1ho are :physicHlly hGtndicapped in other a.spects than 
in hearing or eyesight? 
32. Are any additional services needed for these physically 
handicapped children? 
If so, w'l'tl:l. t would you :recommend? 
33. What ser'vices are offered locally for those children 
who e.re mentally haudlcap;~ed'l 
)4, Are any o~hex' services :needed for those childl'en who 
are ment.<,lly handicapped? 
If so, wht>t, would you recommend? 
35. 
APPENDIX D (continued) 
At what grade levels in the Stockton schools do the 
students get a dental inspection by the Dental 
Hygienist? 
In the elementary schools? 
In the junior high schools? 
In the senior high schools? 
In the junior college? 
)6. Do you feel that the above inspection schedule is 
adequate? 
If not, how often would you recommend such an 
inspection at school? 
___ Semi-annuallY 
_Annually 
___ Every two years 
_Other 
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37, When an inspection by the Dental Hygienist indicates 
the need for dental care, what is the usual follow-up 
pro9edure? 
)8. In your opinion, is this follow-up procedure reasonably 
effective? 
If not, what would you recommend? 
39. When a child is .in need of dental care, is it always 
possible to get it fill':!' him when the parents are unable 
to bear the cost? 
40. What dental care is available for children whose 
parents cannot pay for it? 
41. To the best of your knowledge, is there any group 
actively planning to help provide dental care for 
needy children? 
If so, what groups are active in this 
planning? 
What services are they planning to provide? 
42. Are there any other agencies providing health services 
to children of school age other than the Stockton 
Unified School District and the San Joaquin Local 
Health District? 
If so, what are the agencies? 
What services are they providing? 
APPENDIX D (continued) 
4). What do you understand the function of the Emergency 
Hospital to be? 
44. Why is it that there is no doctor on duty at the 
local Emergency Hospital? 
45. Do you feel that a doctor should be on duty at the 
Emergency Hospital? 
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46. Does the San Joaquin Local Health District have any 
responsibility in connection with the operation of' the 
Emergency Hospital? 
If so, in what respect? 
47. Would you review briefly the total program of school 
health services over which you have direct supervision? 
' 
" 
APPE.l>iDIX E 
STRUCTURED U12'EUVIEW WI'l'U THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL 
EDUCATION FO!i '.l!H'E S'fOCK'rON UNIFIED SCHOOL DlSTIUCT 
S'i'RUG'I'UflED lH'l'EllVU;W 
Wl'.!.'H 'l'rm Dltl:ECT<lU Ol'' i)PBCIAL EDUCATION 
1. A:ro ({,roup intolligence te:sts and follow-up i:ruti vidual 
testa used to identify th~ mentally handio~.pped? 
~itmt is the uuual procedure? 
2. Which of tha following are used to help identify those 
students with emotional hatndioaps? 
_ Teacher observati<m 
_ Ph;ysioal examinati<ms 
_ Checking family histol•ies 
_ Cli:nice.l or speo1al 11!erv1oes consultations 
Jinalyl'lis or behavlox• patterns (nail b1t.1ng, 
- tempel' tanla•ums1 withdrawing, etc.) by a pel's on tra.ined 1n this field. 
_ Nurse observation 
_ Consultathn within the school 
_ l'rojeot1v4!1 testing techniques 
_Other 
Are individw.l psychological examinationa of pupils 
a.dministl!l:red and interpreted only b,y trained ~md 
oerttfied personnel? 
If not, who does this type or evaluation or 
who assists with it? 
4. lio you feel tbat there is sufficient psychiatric 
consultant service available to the schools to 
properly help thOse studbnts with emotional problems? 
6. 
If not, can you suggest a formula that, in 
your opinion, would provide a satis:t'a.ctory 
amoln\t of such service? 
In your opinion, is your i'ollow~up on referr~als of 
students h<>ving mental or emotional. problems auffioiently 
effective? 
Do you hne sufficient plilychiatrlc consultant help 
available to properly assist teachers who have students 
with wen tal or emotional problems? 
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7. lire referral forms and cumulative records available to 
facilitate action in oases that are referred for 
further action? 
What is the usual referral procedure? 
8. Who of the following make recommendations to the 
Superintendent as to the nature and extent of the 
special educational services program'! 
9. 
10. 
_ Teacher committees 
_ Special Education supervisory personnel 
___ Consultants in special fields 
_Other 
\~hat is the usual procedure in making such a 
recommendation? 
Who determines the nature and extent of a student's 
disability? 
For the physically handicapped? 
For the mentally and emotionally handicapped? 
Is admission of a student to special education class 
recommended by committees of appropriate educational 
and medical specialists? 
What is the usual procedure in such admissions? 
11. Is the active co-operation of the parents solicited 
12. 
13. 
14. 
in setting up a needed education adjustment program for 
a. Child? 
If so, in what way? If not, what would you 
recommend? 
\4hat are some of the appropriate adjustments that are 
made in:'bhe physical equipment of the classroom for the 
benefit of students who have physical handicaps? 
What are some of the appropriate adjustments that are 
made in the scheduling of classes for students with 
handicaps? 
For which of the following handicapped groups are 
special education programs provided? 
The partially sighted • 
The blind • • • • • • 
• • • 
• • 
For Some For All 
APPENDIX E (continued) 
For Some 
The hard of hearing .. · •.•. 1 
'rhe deaf • • · • • • • • • • . . • • 
The orthopedically handicapped. 
'.!'he cerebral palsied. . • • • •• 
Those needing speech correction • 
The educable mentally retarded. • 
The severely mentally retarded. • 
The home bound • • • • • • • • 
Others 
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For All 
-
15. Is there a continuing parent-education program in the 
areas of special educational services that are 
operated by the Stockton Unified School District? 
If so, how does it operate? 
If not, what would you recommend? 
16. Are in-servioe activities provided for the teachers to 
improve the special education programs? 
17. Are all special education classes in charge of regularly 
credentialed teachers? (Not those with provisional 
certificates). 
If not; why? 
Can you suggest a remedy? 
18. Does the school district offer any special inducement to 
attract competent teachers for the special education 
classes? 
If so, what and how? 
Can you offer any recommendations for improving 
the above situation, as it presently exists? 
19. Who does the student counseling at the elementary level? 
Are there any full time counselors in the elementary 
schools? 
If f.IO, how many? 
How do they function? 
20. Do you believe that there are enough guidance and 
counseling services available in the Stockton Unified 
School system to children, parents; and school personnel 
to properly help students with emotional problems? 
Please explain your opinion. 
APPEI~IX E (continued) 
21. Who does the counseling in the juxiior high schools? 
Are there any full time counselors in the 
junior high schools? 
If so, how many? 
How do they function? 
Are there any part time counselors in the 
junior high schools? 
If so, how much time doestthe part time 
counselor usually devote to counseling? 
How is the number of students assigned to 
a counselor determined? 
How many students does a part time counselor 
have to counsel? 
22. \4ho does the. counseling in the senior high schools? 
Are there any full time counselors in the 
senior high schools? 
If SO, hOW many? 
How do they function? 
How many students ·are assigned to a full 
time counselor? 
Are there any part time counselors in the 
SEUJ.ior high schools? 
How many students are assigned a part time 
counselor? 
If eo, how much time does the part time 
counselor usually devote to counseling? 
How is the number os students assigned to 
a counselor determined? 
23. Who does the counseling at the junior college level? 
Are there any full time counselors in the 
junior college? 
I~ so, how many? 
How do they function? 
How many students are usually assigned a full 
time counselor? 
Are there any part time oounselors in the 
junior college? 
If so, how many? 
How do they function? 
How many students are usually assigned a part 
time counselor? 
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APPENDIX F 
STRUCTUHED INTERVIEW WITH THE COwORDiliATOR OF 
ATRLETICS FOR '.fHE STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DlSTl'liC'l' 
APPENDIX F 
STRUCTURED INTEHVIEW WITH THE COO!lDINATOH OF A'rHLETICS 
1. At what levels in the secondary schools dO you supervise 
the physical education program? 
2. How are the students classified for physical education 
classes a.t the junior high school level? (Grades 7-9) 
). 
According to grade placement only 
_ According to physical fitness tests 
___ According to skill tests 
___ According to a combination of the above 
Other 
How are the students classified for physical education 
classes at the senior high school level? (Grades 10-12) 
_ According to grade placement only 
_ Ad.cording to physical fitness teats 
___ According to skill tests 
___ According to a combination of the above 
Other 
4. How are the students classified for physical education 
classes at the junior college level? (Grades 13-14) 
_ According to grade placement only 
___ ~ccording to physical fitness tests 
___ According to skill tests 
_ According to a combination of the above 
5, Are physical education teachers and athletic coaches 
required to have taken the Red Cross first aid training 
course or a course of comparable caliber? 
If so, are they required to take refresher courses 
at the intervals required to keep their first aid 
certificates valid? 
6. Are physical education teachers required to render first 
aid for the common minor injuries that might happen 
during their class activities? 
If not, who does this? 
7. 
8. 
APPENDIX F (continued) 183 
Do physical ~duoation teachers have adequately furnished 
nrst aid kits easily accessible while tlleir classes are 
in aession? 
'·4here are ·the first aid. kits usually kept that the 
physica.l education instructors are expected to use? 
Are girls occasionally excused from the more strenuous 
physical education activities? 
If so, under what limitatioru;? 
...-.... The early part of the menstrual period 
___ Upon the request of the nurse 
___ Upon the reQuest of a doctor 
___ Upon the request of a parent 
_Other 
10. Do some students make t'raquent rEHlW3il!tS to be excused 
from physical education classes? 
11. Are some students able to get blanket excuses fl'om 
physical education activities fl~om their doctors when 
merely curtaillting the more s·~1·e:muous aspects of their 
activities for a short time would be sufficililnt? 
12. Are the physical education students per·iodically weighed 
and measured in the junior high schools'? 
If so • hotl often is it the policy to do this? 
13. Are the physical education stu(lents periodica.lly weighed 
and measured in the senior high schools? 
If so, how often is it the policy to do this? 
14. Are the physioal eduoat.l.on students periodically weighed 
and measured in the junior college? 
If so, how often is 1t the policy to dO this? 
15. If the physical education student<> are weighed and 
measured at any or all o!' the secondary school levels, 
are these w$1ghts and heights recorded in the cumulative 
health records? 
If so, who does this recording? 
16. \-/here are the cumulative records kept? 
17. Do StH'londary school te<fl-ohers frequently go to these 
oumulati ve records in (}U(j!IJ:l:; of par•timw.t int'ormation 
a.bout th~ir students'! 
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If not, how are the tes.ohers made aware of any 
hm.1lth problema that might 11ffect the degree of 
ilucct~ea a given student might be exreoted to 
achien :l.n either· academic or ph;ysioal educat1<m'l' 
18. Is there a nurse on full ti.me duty at each junior high 
school? 
If not, how much nuraiug mervice is provided a 
junior hir~h school? 
19. Is therr::~ ~>. nuri>El on f<..tll time cluty !l.t each sEmior high 
school? 
:tr not, how much :nursing service ill provided 
a senior high sohool? 
:w. Is t.ha:re n nurso on. full time d.uty at the junior college? 
If not, ho1~ muc:h musing service is provided the 
junior c:ollege'i 
21. Do you reel ·that th~• amount •;f nurtling service provided 
the secondavy schools in the Stockton Unified School 
Di;:;tr:l.ct :l.s e:w:n.tgh to meet th!i!h' needs? 
lf not • what would you recommend? 
22. Is there r.:.n illtramural sport<~ program in the lilchools 
under your eupervisimt? 
I1' 60; at what levels'? At all schools of 
these levels? 
23. How are the students el.asai.:fieC. for Jlart1c1pat1on in 
intramu.ril1>l ~:cth.letic contests? 
_ i\ccording to ~t~rade pl<l.cemc:nt only 
_ Adcording to physical fitness tests 
_ Acccrd.ll'l£.!; to eldll tests 
_ Aooord.ing t1> a combination of the above 
Other -
24. What is the lowest grade :l.n which a st;udent may be en-
rolled who taltes part 111 i?tn inter-aohool athletic contest? 
APPENDIX F (continued) 
How are junior high school students classified for 
participation on teams that engage in inter.school 
etthletic contests? 
___ According to grade placement only 
According to skill tests = A<.Jc01'ding to a combination of the above 
_According to C.I.F. classifications 
Other 
26. How are senior high school students classified for 
participation on teams that engage in inter-school 
athletic contests? 
_ According to grade placement only 
_According to physical fitness tests 
___ According to skill tests 
_ According to a combination of the above 
_ According to C;!. F. class ifioat ions 
Other 
27, How are junior college students classified for 
participation on teams tha·t engage in inter•school 
athletic contests? 
_ According to grade placement only 
___ According to physical fitness tests 
___ According to skill tests 
___ According to a combination of the above 
___ According to C;I;F, classifications 
Other 
28, Are students required to pasfi a careful medical 
examination before being allowed to join athletic 
teams that will engage in inter-school athletic 
contests? 
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29. Are any other periodical medical examinations required 
for members of competitive athletic teams during the 
season of competition. other than an examination 
following an illness or injury? 
lf so, explain 
If not. what would you recommend? 
30. Is a doctor in attendance at inter-school athle·tio 
contests? 
In basketball? 
APPENDIX 11 (.continued) 
In bml'tleball? 
In tr~t.ok meets? 
In a.ny other inter-school athletic oontests? 
If not, what would you reeommtmd? 
)1. In the event that an athletic is injured dux-ing a.n 
inter-school athlettc contest, who pays the cost of 
any medical care necessary? 
)2. Is ·ll doctor's approval required before allowing an 
injured athletic to re-enter inter-sehool athletic 
competition? 
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:33, i>!ho administers first aid to the men!'ben> of the inter-
school athletic teams? 
At the junior high s ohool level? 
At the semior high school level? 
At the junior college level? 
A CO.PY OF 
THE .'WJ:l.Ei,;!~EW!' BEPHEH.U THE SHf .JOM2UIN LOCAL HF:UTH DISTilC'l' 
AND 'l'llE ST0CK'!'ON !Jlflli'!ED SC~!OflL D!STHlCT fu"':GJ\H!)!NG THE 
i'HOV!SIOU Ol~ GJ'i!fl'!',i!N SCHOOL HEAI/l'H ZEHVICES 
APPENDIX G 
COPY 017 AGHBT?~IENT BET\-IEEN HEALTH DIS'l'HICT AND SCHOOL 
DIS'rHIGT FOR PHOVIDING CERTAIN HEALTH SERVICES 
Hhereas, pursuant to tho provisions of Section 
16417 of the Education Code of the State of California, the 
governing board of any school district may provide for 
proper health supervision of the school building and the 
pupils enro1led in the public schools under its jurisdic-
tion, and 
Whereas, the San Joaquin Local Health District has 
in its employ supervisors of health qualified under the 
Education Code to perform health services for school districts, 
and 
Whereas, Section 16426 provides for appropriate 
contracts between a local health district and the governing 
board of any school district, 
1. 
2. 
J. 
4. 
Now, therefore., it is hereby agreed that: 
'l'he administration of the school health program 
in the elementary schools of the School District 
shall be the responsibility of the District 
Health Officer. Employees of the Health District 
performing health services in the schools shall 
be under its supervision. 
The San Joaquin Local Health District shall 
render, between September 1, 1957 and June 30, 
1958, a basic service of 35 hours of public 
health nur-sing, audiometric e.nd/or dental 
hygiene service for each 100 pupils enrolled 
in the elementary schools of the School 
District, 
The San Joaquin Local Health District will also 
provide a minimum of 4 hours of audiometric and/or 
dental hygiene services for each 100 students 
enrolled in the Junior and Senior high schools 
of the School District. The Stockton Unified 
School District will provide all nursing services 
for these schools. 
In addition to the basic services herein specified, 
:\>he bocal Health District will provide special 
,5. 
APPENDIX G (continued) 
services for not less than 300 hours of medical 
and psychiatr•ict time in behalf of said District. 
It is understo:od and agreed that this contract 
shall be effective for a period of one (1) year, 
commencing on July 1, 195?, and terminating on 
June 30, 1958, provided, however, that this 
agreement shall be automatically extended for 
one-year periods from and after ,July 1, 1958, 
unless either parj;y terminates it by a sixty 
(60) day written notice. 
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STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT-Stockton, Cali!<>J;J~.ill 
Registration and Vital Statistics Record - Form CR-4-Eelementary 
Name 
Assigned TO---···············-----·····----·-····---·-·········--·----.:.~:.....:.~=:.-:_ .. :.:..:~: .. -..... -------
GRADE TE:ACHER DATE 
Student----·-·····---···-···----···-···-··--··-···-··---·······-··-···--····-----··--··--···-······-···---·-··-- Sex: :M ..•••• F .... _ Twin____ Birth Date. ........ ---······-·······-····-·····--···-··-·-· 
LA5T FIR5T MIDDLE MIJNTH DAY YEAR 
Proof of 
-----·······-··;~~~~~;-···-···-··---····-·····--··-·----···--···-··-···-···-··- Phone: ...... ____________________ Birthdate Verified bY-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Birth 
Last School Attended.------------------------------···-···---------------------------------------------------------- Place (City) ................ ---------------------------------------------, State .... _______________________ _ 
CitY---------------------------------------------------------- State. .. ---------------------- Date Left .. --------------
Last Stockton School Attended.. .. -----------------------··----------------- Date I..eft.--------------
Father 
(Full Name>-----------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------ Living _____________ Where Employed: ......... __________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
If Stepfather (Name>------------------------------------·---------··--------------------··------------··------··---------------· Where Employed: ............ -----------------·----·----·······---···---------------------····-------------
Mother 
(Full Name) ............ --------------------------------------·-·····--·----·-------------------------··· Living.............. Where Employed: ............. ------------------------------------····-------------------------········· 
If Stepmother (Name>------·-···----------------------------------------·--------------------·-----------··----·--·------·-- Where Employed: ... -----------······-----------------------------····------------------···-------------------
If living with other than Father or Mother 
Name .. -------------------------------------------···------------------------------------·- Relation. _____ , _________________________ Where Employed; ........................................ -----·······--·------------···------------------·--------·--·-
Martial Status of Martial Status of 
Parents: Together........ Separated........ Divorced..____ Steparents .. ---·----··-·'··--······ 
Birth Mo. Birth Mo. 
What Injuries or Illnesses 
Since Last Year : ···---------------------------------------------···-----··------------------------·--·--···-----------
Name ................................ & Yr ................. Name ........................ ______ & Yr ................ . 
What Immunizations Since Last Year Brothers 
and Name ........ ----------------------- & Yr ................. Name ....... ---------------------- & Yr ................. Show . . . _ Date: D1phthena.. ............. Tetanus. ............. Smallpox__ _________ Polio ............. . 
Sisters 
Under 18 Name ........ ------------------------ & Yr ................. Name------·-------------------- & Yr................. Health Reason Why Child } -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name ................................ & Yr ................. Name. ....... ----------------------- & Yr................. Should Not Take Part In 
In Case of Injury or Sickness and Parents Cannot be Reached: All School Activities ---------------------------------------------------------·------------------
Notify Whom. ........... ------------------------------------------------------------------ Phone ................................... . CIVIL DEFENSE DURING SCHOOL HOURS: 
Alternate :0~~~~---~-~;~~-~--;~~-~~;-~~-~-~--~;:;~;~-~-~;;-~--~-~--~~~~~~~-~~·;;~-;.:~------------------·\ In Y~~~e ~~~~ :~:~~:i~~n ~~;~t~o ir~':n ~::ool? Yes D No 0 
Signature of Parent or Person 
With Whom Student Lives:---------------------~------~--------------------------------- Date. .. -------------------· 
If You Have a Oar to Help Evacuate, How :Many 
Student Passengers Will You Carry? -----------------------------------------------------
10/60 IF STUDENT IS ENTERING STOCKTON SCHOOLS FOR FIRST TIME nLL OUT BACK 
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f1LL OUT ONLY IF THIS IS FffiST TIME STUDENT IS ENTERING STOCKTON SCHOOLS 
PAST ILLNESSES 
(Check. Those Student Has _Had) 
IMMUNIZATIONS 
D Diphtheria D Epilepsy D Four or more Colds a Year 
0 Measles D Rheumatic Fever 0 Tonsilitis within Past Year 
0 Polio D Heart Disease D. Otitis Media (Discharging Ear) 
('{ear) 
Diphtheria Shots ---------------- Tetanus Shots 
Last Booster ---------------- Last Booster 
C'f ear} 
D Scarlet Fever 0 Severe A~lergy D Convulsions or Fainting Spells 
D Diabetes D HE;!rnia (Rupture) 
AnY other Serious Illness, Injury or Operation: What Year?---------------------·······------
Whooping Polio 
Cough Shots ---------------· 1st & 2nd Shots 
Last Booster ---------------- 3rd Shot 
Smallpox ---------------- Revaccination 
-------------------------------------------··········--------··········--------·--······--------------------------------------
Has Student ever been around anyone known to -------------------------------------------------·······----·-········------·-············------------------------------------------------- have Tuberculosis? Yes D No D If yes, what year?------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Has Student ever had Tuberculin Test? Yes 0 NoD 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ If Yes, What Year? ............... . Positive ..... . Negative ..... . 
Race or National Origin ............... ----··········------·-··········------------···········-------------···-.········-
Othe;rs Living in Home: Grandparents .............................................................. Relatives ............................................ Other---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------········----------------------------------··-···---···········---·--------·····················--·······--············------------------·--········--··········---··-------------········--····--····-··--····-
--------------------------------------------------------------------------·-··--···········---·--···-········--------------"················--·--···········--·····----------------------------·-···············-·---···------------------------------
Please give any other helpful information about student and family wnich might aid the teacher and cOUnselor in diagnosing problems as 
they occur. Such things as: What language spoken in home other than Engiish? Is father permanently or seasonally employed? When 
did student' first walk and talk? Has student had opportunity to play with othet children? Has fani.ily moved about considerably? Things 
about your child that may be helpful to the Teacher: ............. -···--·········--············-········--·····--·······················--··········----·--------········----------·------------------------
......................................................................................................................... ----------··-··--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----
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Name 
Pupil 
STOCKTON tJNIFIED SC~Opl DISTRICT -Stockton, C.lifomi•o 
, 0 Sex ··•• 
M F Birthdate 
!La.tl (FirSt) (Middle) 
Soci!!il & Emotional Development Record 
Form CR-8 7/58 
\Month) (Day) (Yeai) 
Ust below significant information concerning individual behavior, personality traits, interests, special abilities, adjustments, en-
vironment, etc. Entries to be made at least yearly. Refer to cumulative record handbook for clarification of points and additional 
information. Use form CR 8.1 (Anecdotal Record) for more detailed information about specific instances. 
GRADE I SPECIFIC INDICATIONS THAT STUDENT IS MAKING I I 
INTERESTS, ACTIVITIES I TEACHER 
AND FAMILY AND HOM£: RELATIONSHIPS LEADERSHIP, HONORS, MAKING 
YEAR SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY ADJUSTMENT SPECIAL ABILITIES OBSERVATION 
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STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -Stockton, California Vital Statistics Record-Form CR~I {Revised 7/58) 
Pupil ~j Sex 
M F   Birthdate Race or 
{Fi ·st) (Middle) {Month) (Day) (-Year) National Origin 
A 
0-----------------
D----------------------------R _________________________ ___ 
E --s----------~-----------
s First Stockton 
School Entered 
last School 
AHended 
Father's Full Name 
If Stepfather (Name) 
Mother's Full Name 
If Stepmother {Name) 
If Guardian (Name) 
Brothers 
'"d Name 
Sisters Name 
Under 
18 Name 
MARITAL STATUS OF OWN PARENTS: 
Grade 
City 
Birth Year 
Birth Year 
Birth Year 
INDICATE DATES OF CHANGE: LIVING TOGETHER 
p 
H 
0 
N 
E 
OTHERS LIVING IN HOME: INDICATE DATE OF CHANGES 
Birth 
Place White 
{City) (State) 
Negro 
Proof { of Birth Date Mexican Japanese 
Chinese 
o.te Filipino 
Other 
State 
Living 
~;:;;,.d{-• -----------------------
Where Employed 
Living Where Employed 
Where Employed 
Relation Where Emplo_yed 
Name Birth Year Name Birth Year 
Name Birth Year Name Birth Year 
Name Birth Year Name Birth Year 
SEPARATED DIVORCED 
(USE INK WITH SOME BLACK IN IT-NEVER PALE BLUE OR RED.) (USE FORM CR8 OR CRB.I FOR ANECDOTAL COMMENTS ON PERSONALITY TRAITS) 
Date of ! School Teacher ATTENDANCE Scholarship WITHDRAWN, PROMOTED OR RETAINED 
Admission , ~~ *· D•te I Place 
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STOCKTON UNIFIED SCH90L DISTRIG -Stockton, California ... 
Pup;! , 0 Sex . 0· 
Health Record-Form CR-5 
(Revise<:! 1/~B) 
Name M F Birthdate Race or 
(Fi ·st) (Middle) (Month) {Day) (Year) National Origin 
A 
0----------------------------
D-----------------------------R __________________________ __ 
E s-----------------------------
5 First Stockton 
School Entered 
Last School 
Attended 
Father's Full Name 
If Stepfather (Name) 
Mother's Full Name 
If Stepmother (Name) 
If Guardian {Name) 
Brothers 
ood Name 
Sisters Name 
Under 
18 Name 
MARITAL STATUS 6F OWN PARENTS: 
Grade 
City 
Birth Year 
Birth Year 
Birth Year 
INDICATE DATES OF CHANGE: LIVING TOGETHER 
p 
H 
0 
N 
E 
OTHERS liVING IN HOME: INDICATE DATE OF CHANGES 
PAST ILLNESSES 
Severe Allergy 
Hernia (Rupture) 
Dote 
State 
Living 
Living 
Relation 
Name 
Name 
Name 
Diphtheria 
Measles 
Poliomyelitis 
Scarlet Fever 
Diabetes 
Chorea (St. Vitus Dance) 
Rheumatic Fever 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
Four or more colds a year 
Tonsillitis within past year 
Convulsions or fainting spells 
Otitis media {Discharging 
ear or other ear trouble) 
Heart Disease 
Other SERIOUS illness, iniury or operation 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
GROWTH RECORD (To nearest pound and half inch) 
--
Date Age Yrs. Mos. Weight Height Yrs. Mos. 
~-
Birth 
Place White 
(City) {State) 
Negro 
Proof { of Birth Date Mexican Japanese 
Chinese 
Filipino 
Other 
:7:;~:,.d{:---------------------------------------------------
Where Employed 
Where Employed 
Where Employed 
Where Employed 
Birth Year Name Birth Year 
Birth Year Name Birth Year 
Birth Year Name Birth Year 
SEPARATED DIVORCED 
IMMUNIZATIONS 
Year Boosters (year) 
Diphtheria 
Whooping Cough 
Tetanus 
Smallpox 
Polio 
---- -
Has child ever been around anyone knoWn to have T ubercu~ 
{If yes, year and facts:} 
Weight 
losis? Ye• No 
Has student ever had Tuberculin Test? 
If yes, what year? 
Yes D No 0 
SPECIAL TESTS 
------
Height HEARING 
Date Right Left 
----
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STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -· Stockton, California Health Record Form CR-6 
(Revised 5/57) 
Name 
Pupil 
(Last) (First) (M;ddle) 
Sex 
M F 
TEACHER OBSERVATION 
Birthdate 
(Month) (Day) (Year) 
(Brief comments below--Should he made at least yearly at elemtary level)-Teacher should sign whether comment made or not. 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT MAY EYES 8c EARS 
HAVE MEDICAL S~UINTS, STYES, COM-
IMPORTANCE: PLAINTS, CROSSED EYES 
EARACHES, INATTENTION 
GRADE DATE ETC. 
--
Use Form 8.1 for anecdotal comment of personality traits 
NOSE & THROAT GENERAL HEALTH BEHAVIOR 
CHRONIC COLDS, MOUTH EATING HABITS, ADEQUATE TICS, NAIL BITING, SHY, 
BREATHING, TOOTHACHES, SLEEP, GROWTH AND IRRITABLE, SENSITIVE, 
SORE THROAT, ETC. POSTURE, TIRES EASILY SPEECH PROBLEM 
- ---- ---
NURSE, TEACHER AND PHYSICIAN NOTES-
(Use Layman's Language) 
DATE I SCHOOL I GRADE I NOTES 
TEACHER'S 
SIGNATURE 
I SIGNATURE 
..... 
'-{) 
'-" 
YEARS OF -
R!;5:1Dii:NCE 
INCAJ,IFOFitiiA 
Figure 6 
CONFIDEN'l'IAL NOHBIDI'l'Y REPOii'l' 
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. STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL . DIS1RICT 
To be made out in quadruplicate. Three copies 
to be .en'. to tho S•foty Offko, qu•druplk•te STUDENT ACCIDENT REPORT to be retamed by the PnncJpal. Safety Office No·--------------------------------(1-4) 
A. Name: ................................................................................................................ Home Address: ....... · ............................................................................................... . 
last (5-19) first-middle (20-R) 
B. School: ........................................................................... Code ............................ Sex: M ............ 1 F ............ 2 Age:........................ Grade: ............................. . 
(33-35) (36) (36) (37-38) (39-40) 
C. Time accident occurred: .............................. A.M ......................... P.M. Date: .................................................................................................................. . 
(41-42) (43-44) month day year (45-50) 
D. PLACE OF ACCIDENT: Check on appropriat-e line. (51-52) 
SCHOOL BUilDINGS 
•........... 0 1 Auditorium 
............ 02 Basement 
............ 03 Cafeteria 
•........... 04 Classroom 
------------05 Closet 
SCHOOL GROUNDS 
......•..... 20 Athletic Field (grass)* 
............ 21 Lawns 
•........... 22 Parking Lot 
------------23 Play Area (paved)* 
............ 06 Corridor 
............ 07 Dressing Room 
............ 08 Gymnasium* 
............ 09 Home Economics 
............ 10 Laboratories 
............ 11 Locker 
............ 12 Multi-purpose* 
............ 13 Office 
............ 14 Pool* 
............ 15 Shop 
............ 24 Play Area (gravel)* 
............ 25 Sidewalk 
............ 26 Other (specify) 
E. ACTIVITY INVOLVED: Complete this section ONLY if you checked a starred item in Section D. 
............ 16 Showers 
............ 17 Stairs 
............ 18 Toilets 
............ 19 Other (specify) 
OFF SCHOOL GROUNDS 
............ 28 Field Trip 
............ 29 School Bus 
............ 30 Tp or From School 
............ 31 Elsewhere (specify) 
Check on appropriate line. On what basis was student participating? ............ 1 Organized ............ 2 Unorganized ............ 3 Inter-School. 
(53) (53) (53) 
Check on appropriate line. 
------------01 Apparatus (playground) 
..........•• 02 Apparatus (gymnasium) 
............ 03 Aquatics 
............ 04 Baseball-Softball 
------------05 Basketball 
I (54-55) 
............ 06 Circle Games 
............ 07 Football 
............ 08 Hockey 
............ 09 Soccer-type 
............ 10 Track and Field 
F. PART OF BODY IN]URED: Check on appropriate line. I (56-57) II (58-59) III (60-61) 
............ 01 Abdomen 
-----------02 Ankle 
............ 03 Arm 
............ 04 Back 
............ 05 Chest 
............ 06 Ear 
............ 07 Elbow 
............ 08 Eye 
............ 09 Face 
............ 10 Finger 
............ 11 Foot 
............ 12 Hand 
............ 13 Head 
............ 14 Knee 
..........•. 15 Leg 
G. NATIJRE OF INJURY: Check on appropriate line. I (62-63) II (64-65) III (66-67) 
............ 0 1 Abrasion 
••••......•. 02 Bite 
•........... 03 Bruise 
............ 04 Bum 
............ 05 Concussion 
............ 06 Cut 
............ 07 Dislocation 
------------08 Eye (foreign body) 
............ 09 Fracture 
............ 10 Infection 
............ 11 Laceration 
............ 12 Poisoning 
............ 13 Puncture 
............ 14 Scratch 
------------15 Shock (eL) 
H. Was accident due to faulty apparatus or material? .............................................. ·-··························----········· Yes .......... 1 
(68) 
I. Did accident occur because a school rule was broken? ................................................................................... Y es .......... 1 
' 
(69) 
J. Teacher present at scene of accident? .............................................................................................................. Yes .......... I 
(70) 
(See other side) 
............ 11 Trampoline 
............ 12 Tumbling 
............ 13 Volleyball 
............ 14 Other (specify) 
............ 16 Nose 
............ 17 Tooth 
............ 18 Wrist 
............ 19 Other (specify) 
............ 16 Sprain 
............ 17 Strain 
............ 18 Tooth Broken 
............ 19 Other (specify) 
No ............ 2 
(68) 
No ............ 2 
(69) 
No ............ 2 
(70) 
TillS REPORT MUST BE FILED WITHIN TWENTY-FOUR HOURS 
SAFETY FORM 3·760-20M 
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PUPIL'S NAME DATE OF REFERRAL 
PARENT'S NAME SCHOOL 
ADDRESS 13RAOE 
Reason for Referral: TEACHER 
Report to Teacher: 
c 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE DATE 
Source of referral: T. N. coN F. ----~------- OTHER 
(SPECIFY) 
PHN 5 10M 7·60 ATLAS 
PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE REFERRAL 
Figure 8 
PUBLIC HEliL'XH NURSE HEFERRAL 
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STOCKTON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Division of Business AdminiStration 
701 North Madison Street 
Stockton, California 
Pi:~ 
I'J REPORTABLE STIJDENT ACCIDENT SUMMARY '1:1 
0 
~ January 1, 1962 to June 15, 1962 >'!! 
> Total !;lj 
f;:j School Enrollment* Male Female Accidents 
(,'} Elementary Schools 1-3 
c::: 
£;1! '>:: Adams 1,270 11 17 28 ... 
~ ! August 550 10 I 6 16 ""' :: Burbank 255 4 1 5 > Cleveland 520 13 4 17 0 
0 .... El Dorado 865 3 1 4 ..... 
£;1! Elmwood 840 24 13 37 
:1! Fair Oaks 600 1 1 2 
""' Fillmore 595 1 2 3 til Garfield 695 2 4 6 li Grant 335 1 1 2 :.: Grunsky 455 2 1 3 > 
:.3 Harrison 335 6 4 10 K Hazelton 490 4 1 5 
Hoover 965 4 1 5 
Jackson 685 35 22 57 
Jefferson 425 7 6 13 
Lafayette 380 9 9 18 
Lincoln 260 3 0 3 
Madison 655 7 5 12 N 
McKinley 750 11 4 15 0 0 Monroe (James) 525 6 2 8 
Old·Monroe 85 3 2 5 
Roosevelt 560 7 2 9 
Taft 405 1 1 2 
Taylor 775 10 1 11 
Tyler 695 8 7 15 
Van Buren 650 0 0 .0 
Victory 795 6 0 6 
Washington 405 6 3 9 
Wilson 445 4 6 10 
~
18,J35 209 127 336 
Junior High Schools 
Fremont 1,370 117 57 174 
Hamilton 1,360 20 14 34 
Marshall 1,280 17 10 27 
Stockton 1,465 109 54 163 
Webster 1,510 69 54 123 
6, 985. 332 189 5.21 
' 
* Figures based on enrollment as of July 24, 1962. 
-
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Reportable Student Accident Summary (Continued) 
Page 2 
School 
Senior High Schools 
Edison 
Franklin 
Schneider 
Stagg 
Stockton College 
TOTALS 
Place of Accident 
Buildin~ 
AuditoriUlll 
Basement 
Cafeteria 
Classroom 
Corridor 
Dressing Room 
Gymnasium 
Home Economics 
Laboratories 
Locker 
Multi-putpose Room 
Office 
Pool 
Shop 
Showers 
Stairs 
·Rest Rooms 
Other 
Total 
Enrollment 
1,510 
1,380 
225 
2,560 
5,675 
2,610 
33,405 
!£!:al 
5 
5 
10 
96 
36 
18 
233 
13 
6 
17 
2 
2 
9 
71 
11 
14 
16 
65 
629 = 
~ female 
16 8 
18 8 
10 1 
--22.... ..1?. 
143 52 
22 0 - .~
706 368 
Grounds 
Athletic Field (grass) 
Lawns 
Parking Lot 
Play Area (paved) 
Play Area (gravel) 
Sidewalk 
Total 
Total 
Accldents 
24 
26 
11 
134 
195 
22 
1,074 
Total -
. 157 
16 
4 
197 
28 
21 
423 
l'ol 
0 .... 
"' 
t"l 
.::<: 
"<! 
§ 
in 
ttl 
""' Q Q 
H 
~ 
·~ ~ . .;; 
~ 
"1:1 
0 
!:\1 
~ .... 
(!1;l 
s:: 
'1 
11:1 
N EMPLOYEE ACCIDENT REPORT 
January 1, 1962 to June 30, 1962 
Prepared by 
Division of Business Administration 
Clifford F. Ross 
Safety Director 
N 
0 
·I\) 
-
PLACE OF ACCIDENT 
January 1, 1962', to June 30, 1962, 
Numl:ler of Major Minor Total, Disabling 
Place of Accident &ployees* Accidents Accidents Accidents Injuries** 
Adams 47 2 0 2 0 
August 24 2 3 5 1 
Burbank 15 1 1 2 0 
M Cleve18.nd 19 1 3 4 0 
~ El Dorado 32 1 3 4 0 1-(? 
""' ~ ..... Elmwood 33 1 0 1 0 0 ~ Fair Oaks 26 2 1 3 1 l"< 
ttl "$ Fillmore 25 1 6 7 1 t-J ~ 
Garfield 27 1 0 1 0 
!co!» N Grant 15 0 1 1 0 0 
0 ...... Grunsky 18 1 2 3 1 H 0 
~ ~ !Iarrison 16 0 0 0 0 ~ !lazelton 21 0 1 1 0 !!! ~T 
t3 .... Hoover 55 3 1 4 1 
pj m Jackson 29 4 1 5 1 t~J' Jefferson 20 1 2 3 1 ~i p, 
0 ~ Lafayette 17 0 0 0 0 ,..,, _..,...; 
8 Lincoln 11 0 0 0 0 
Madison 30 1 1 2 0 ·-- McKinley 32 0 0 0 0 
James Monroe 16 0 0 0 0 
Old Monroe 11 1 1 2 0 
Roosevelt 29 0 2 2 0 
Taft 17 0 0 0 0 
Taylor 27 0 2 2 0 
Tyler 26 0 0 0 0 
Van Buren 26 1 0 1 0 t>:' 
Victory 31 0 1 1 0 0 w:· 
Washington 18 1 2 3 0 
Wilson 17 3 0 3 1 
Fremont Junior High 93 5 1 6 1 
!lamilton Junior High 37 2 3 5 0 
Marshall Junior High 86 7 1 8 3 
Stockton Junior High 101 2 2 4 1 
Webster Junior High 92 3 7 10 3 
Edison Senior High 100 2 1 3 1 
Franklin Senior High 77 3 3 6 1 
Schneider Vocational 21 0 0 0 0 
Stagg Senior High 145 5 5 10 1 
.-n ~ 0 11'1 1 
DISABLING INJURIES 
Number of 
Job Classification Employees* January February March April 
Administrators 101 0 0 0 0 
Bus Drivers 14 1 0 0 0 
Cafeteria 104 1 0 1 0 
Custodial 170 1 1 1 0 
Gardeners 24 0 0 0 0 
Laundry and Warehouse 10 0 0 0 0 
Maintenance 59 1 1 2 0 
secretarial and Clerks 193 0 0 0 0 
Teachers and Nurses 1111 1 2 1 0 
Other 11 Q.. Q.. Q.. 1 
Total 5 4 5 1 
NUMBER OF.MAJOR ACCIDENTS 
Number of 
Job Classification Employees* January February March April 
Administrators 101 0 1 0 0 
Bus Drivers 14 1 0 0 0 
Cafeteria 104 2 2 1 1 
Custodial 170 3 2' 1 4 
Garcleners 24 0 1 0 1 
Laundry and Warehouse 10 0 0 0 0 
Maintenance 59 1 3 2 0 
secretarial and Clerks 193 0 1 2 0 
Teachers and Nurses 1111 3 6 8 2 
Other 11 0 _!_ _l _!_ 
TOTAL 10 !1. !1. 9 -
* Figures supplied by Personnel Department are rounded full time equivalents. 
' ' 
Figl.U'Iil 2 {corrtinued) 
EMPLOXEE P.CClDEilT £iEPORT 
-3-
May 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
Q.. 
4 
May 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
0 
lQ. 
'School Buildings January February 
Auditorium 0 0 
Basement 0 0 
Careteria 2 2 
Classroom 1 0 
Closet 0 1 
Corddor 0 1 
Gymnasium 0 3 
Laboratories 0 0 
Lounge 0 0 
Multi-purpose room 0 0 
Office 1 2 
Roor 0 1 
Shops 0 2 
Stairs 2 0 
Other .Q. __!. 
Subtotals 6 13 
School Grounds 
Athletic field 0 0 
Parking lot 0 0 
School grounds 3 4 
Sidewalk 0 0 
Street 0 0 
Other 0 0 
Off school grounds l Q. 
Subtotals 4 4 
GRAND TOTALS 10 12. 
Figure 2 (continued) 
ErlPLOJ!EE J,CCIDEWJ:' R:E;POll'l' 
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PLACE OF INJURY 
March April May 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 2 
2 1 2 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 2 1 
1 0 1 
~ Q. 0 
9 4 8 
2 2 1 
0 0 0 
4 3 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
8 5 2 
12. 2. 10 
-4-
'School Buildings January February 
Auditorium 0 0 
Basement 0 0 
Ca.feteria 2 2 
Classroom 1 0 
Closet 0 1 
COrridor 0 1 
Gymnasium 0 3 
Laboratories 0 0 
Lounge 0 0 
Multi-purpose room 0 0 
Office 1 2 
Roo.f 0 1 
Shops 0 2 
Stairs 2 0 
Other .Q. .....!. 
Subtotals 6 13 
School Grounds 
Athletic field 0 0 
Parking lot 0 0 
School grounds 3 4 
Sidewalk 0 0 
Street 0 0 
Other 0 0 
Off school grounds l Q.. 
Subtotals 4 4 
GRAND TOTALS 10 11. 
Figure 2 { contd.nued) 
EN:P:LOYEE l~CCIDENl' RE:PORl' 
20.5 
PLACE OF INJURY 
March April May 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 2 
2 1 2 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 2 1 
1 0 1 
~ Q.. 0 
9 4 8 
2 2 1 
0 0 0 
4 3 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
8 5 2 
11. 2. 10 
-4-
January February 
Abrasion 0 0 
Bite 0 0 
Bruise 1 4 
Burn 0 1 
Concussion 0 0 
Cut 4 3 
Foreign body in eye 0 0 
Fracture 0 0 
Hemorrhage 0 0 
Hernia 0 0 
Internal injury 0 0 
Infection 0 0 
Laceration 0 0 
Puncture 0 0 
Scratch 0 0 
&nash 0 0 
Sprain 0 3 
Strain 5 6 
Tooth broken 0 0 
Toxicity 0 0 
Other __Q_ 0 
TOTALS 10 17 
* Includes multiple injuries 
Figure 2 (continued) 
EMPLOlEE ACCIDEN'X l1EPOR':C 
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NATURE OF INJURY* 
March April May 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
5 3 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
3 2 3 
0 1 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0· 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 1 3 
4 1 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
__Q_ ...1. __Q_ 
18 10 10 
-5-
,, 
January February 
Struck by falling 
or moving object 5 3 
Striking against something 1 2 
Overexertion 2 2 
Sprain 0 1 
Strain 2 4 
Fall or slip on same level 0 4 
Fall to different level 0 0 
Caught in, on, or between 0 0 
Contact with 
extreme temperature 0 1 
Bite 0 0 
Toxic reaction 0 0 
Other 0 0 
TOTALS 10 17 
Head and Neck 
Cheek 0 0 
Ear 0 0 
Eye 0 0 
Face 0 0 
Head 1 1 
Neck 1 0 
Nose 0 1 
Scalp 0 0 
Teeth Q. Q. 
S,ubtotal 2 2 
Figure 2 (oo:G.t:l.m.ue.d) 
l~~iPl·OY:E~; ACCWEN'l' ImPORT 
ZO? 
SOURCE OF ACCIDENT 
~ April May 
3 3 1 
3 3 2 
2 0 3 
2 0 2 
2 0 0 
1 2 1 
2 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 1 0 
_Q_ 0 0 
17 9 10 
PART OF BODY INJURED 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
Q. 0 0 
3 3 0 
-6-
'• 
Arms and Hands January February 
Arms 0 0 
Elbow 0 0 
Finger 3 3 
Hand 1 0 
Wrist 0 0 
Subtotal 4 3 
Trunk and Abdomen 
Legs 
jj 
Abdomen 0 0 
Back 2 7 
Buttock 0 1 
Chest 0 0 
Hernia 0 0 
Hip 0 0 
Internal 0 0 
Ribs 1 0 
Shoulder 0 0 
Subtotal 3 8 
and Feet 
Ankle 0 0 
Foot 0 0 
Heel 0 0 
Knee 0 1 
Leg 2 3 
Toe 0 1 
Subtotal 2 5 
GRAND TOTALS 11 18 
Figure 2 (continue~) 
Er1PJ.,OYEE ACCIDENT RBP·ORT 
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PART OF BODY INJURED 
March April May --
2 0 2 
0 0 0 
1 2 2 
1 0 1 
0 l Q 
4 3 5 
0 0 0 
6 0 4 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 Q 0 
7 0 5 
0 0 1 
0 2 1 
0 0 0 
1 1 0 
3 1 0 
1 Q Q 
5 4 2 
19 10 12 
= = 
-7-
